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The ability in which all creativity begins-the ability to compose extempore, to impro
vise fantasies and preludes-lies only in a feeling for the background, middleground, 
and foreground. Formerly such an ability was regarded as the hallmark of one truly 
gifted in composition, that which distinguished him from the amateur or the ungifted 
... So it would be of greatest importance today to study thoroughly the fantasies, pre
ludes, cadenzas, and similar embellishment which the great composers have left to us. 
All music instruction, be it public or private, should assign high priority to such study. 

Heinrich Schenker 
Free Composition, 1935/1979, 6--7 
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PREFACE 
I chose to study Schenkerian analysis of modem jazz because of my interest in the 
theories of Heinrich Schenker and because of my interest in jazz. But this study attracted 
me for an additional reason. I am interested in exploring some distinctions commonly
but often superficially or artificially---drawn: distinctions between art music and popular 
music, between jazz and classical music, between improvisation and composition, between 
technique and art, between intellect and emotion, bet\veen theory and practice, etc. :Making 
such distinctions is a necessary and useful part of scholarly inquiry. Yet, closer study often 
reveals that differences are not always clear-cut, that interesting similarities abound, that 
interactions are significant, and that such categories can overlap. 

A note on citations 

In this book, reference to other works uses the "author-date" style of citations. For 

example, when I describe Dapogny's (1982) edition as a model, readers will find the work 

by Dapogny in the references listed alphabetically by author (Dapogny) and then by date 

(1982). The reference list begins on page 202. Where such citations are given for quota

tions, or where they direct the reader to particular pages in the work cited, the page numbers 

appear after the date. There are no footnotes for this book. 

A note on the tenn "classical" 

The word "classical" has been used to describe a variety of musics. I have found it 
convenient to use it in one particular sense throughout this book: it describes any western 

"concert" music written during the common-practice tonal era (including styles that have 
been called baroque, classical, and romantic). Thus, as I use the term in this book, classical 
music includes the "masterworks" of composers to which Schenker devoted his analyses 
(that is, works by C. P. E. Bach, J. S. Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Handel, Haydn, 
Mendelssohn, Mozart, D. Scarlatti, Schubert, and Schumann)-as well as music written by 
their contemporaries. I use the term "jazz" in a similarly general sense, and I use the term 
"modern jazz" it in its commonly accepted sense: it refers to ''bebop"-a style associated 
with Charlie Parker and his contemporaries and having its origins in the 1940s-and some 
subsequent jazz styles incorporating its innovations. 

Audience 

This book may interest three different types of readers. First, the transcriptions will be 
of interest to a wide audience of readers and performers who just want to know which 
notes were actually played in these remarkable performances. Second, the book addresses 
musicians with some background in music theory who wish to know how analysis can 
illuminate jazz improvisation. Because the book presumes no special knowledge of jazz 
repertoire, nomenclature, or skills, its main arguments may be followed by those with the 
equivalent of an undergraduate background in music theory. Those unfamiliar with ''lead
sheet notation" for chords may wish to consult a reference such as Brandt & Clinton 

x 

(1976) or visit the online description at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chord_notation. 
In fact, I imagine that graduate courses in music analysis might profitably include part or 
all of this book among their readings. Third, the book will provide jazz musicians with a 
view of current music theory. Because the book often relies on a carefully limited version 
of Schenkerian analytic notation (called "strict use," see Larson 1996), even musicians 
with no training in Schenkerian analysis may be able to follow and appreciate many of the 
important points that it makes about the music. 

Because it is written for three such different audiences, members of each will inevi
tably find some portions too difficult or maybe even painfully simple (I hope the design 
of the book will help such readers find the passages they wish to skip). But I hope all will 

find something of interest, too. 

Why Now? 

I finished the dissertation upon which this book is based in 1987. The dissertation was 
the first work to publish complete transcriptions of the same piece as played by different 
jazz performers. Transcriptions into musical notation of five recorded performances of 
Thelonious Monk's classic jazz composition, " 'Round Midnight" (two recorded by the 
composer, one by Oscar Peterson, and two by Bill Evans) may be found on pages 109-201. 

Analyses of these performances lead to a consideration of relationships between 
improvisation and composition, and between technique and art. 1bis book also reflects 
my continued interest, apparent in my Masters thesis ("Some Aspects of the Album Out 
of the Woods by the Chamber Ensemble 'Oregon,'" University of Oregon, 1981), in 
exploring relationships between affect and structure in performances. 

Before my dissertation, some scholars (such as Thomas Owens and Steven Strunk) 
had applied Schenker's analytical approach to passages of improvised jazz, but that ap
proach had never been systematically applied to entire modern jazz performances. At that 
time, I was also working on additional projects in jazz analysis. Those projects included 
studies of improvisations by Charlie Parker and Dave McKenna and investigations of 
rhythmic displacement in the music of Bill Evans. And I felt that when I finished those 
projects-which flow from the ideas in the dissertation-I would turn them into addi
tional chapters for this book. I thought the added chapters would round out the disserta
tion to offer a more-complete view of jazz analysis. However, now that I have completed 
(and published) those projects (and some others), it has become increasingly clear that a 
complete view of jazz analysis is neither possible nor desirable. Scholars such as Steven 
Block, Cynthia Folio, Ben Givan, Patricia Julien, Steve Lindeman, Henry Martin, James Mc
Gowan, Steven Strunk, and Keith Waters Gust to name a few) have expanded the field of 
jazz analysis with wide-ranging treatments. It now seems to me that, instead of trying give 
such a complete account, it is best to offer one view of jazz analysis-from the perspec
tive of Schenkerian analysis-which was the original intent of the dissertation. Thus, this 
book presents the original dissertation with limited revisions. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
Methodology 

\Vhile much has been written about the history of jazz, comparatively little attention has 
been given to individual jazz performances. Those analyses that have been published 
include studies of relationships bet\veen chords and scales (Gonda 1971-72, Jungbluth 
1983, Pressing 1978, and Russell 1959) and the use of melodic-motivic "formulas" and 
processes of motivic development in jazz improvisations (Blancq 1977, Gushee 1977 /1981, 
Kernfeld 1981and1983, Owens 1974, Martin 1996, Schuller 1979, and Smith 1983). Other 
studies have investigated the role of polyrhythms in jazz (Folio 1995, Larson 1997-98b and 
2006b, Strunk 1998, and Waters 1996) and have applied function theory (McGowan 2005), 
information theory (Winter 1979), pitch-class set theory (Block 1990 and 1997, Lindsay 
1995, and Pressing 1982), or computers (Williams 1982 and 1985) to aid their analyses. 
The field of jazz analysis continues to grow (see the periodic bibliographies that appear 
in the Annual &view of Jazx. Studies and the online bibliography maintained by the Jazz 
Theory and Analysis Interest Group of the Society for Music Theory at http:// music.uncg. 
edu:2001/). But scholarship has been inhibited by the scarcity of reliable and/or complete 
transcriptions of recorded jazz performances into musical notation and by the difficulty in 
producing such transcriptions. 

Given its proven power and usefulness in the analysis of tonal music, it is not surpris
ing that Schenkerian theory has also been applied with some success to the analysis of jazz 
(Check 2003, Larson 1981, 1993, 1996, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, Martin 1975 and 1996, Ow
ens 1974, Simon 1978, Stewart 1973/1974-75, and Strunk 1979, 1985, and 1996). These 
last studies suggest that Schenkerian analysis may be useful for explaining certain features 
of jazz performances. My work also suggests that Schenkerian analysis is useful not only 
for explaining the technical features of jazz performances (such as harmony, rhythm, and 
melody), but also for illuminating their artistic content Because this book is the first study 
to analyze complete transcriptions of entire performances of the same piece by different 
artists, it is better able to make a convincing case. 

The transcriptions 

Heinrich Schenker considered himself "the true founder of the discipline of auto
graph-study" (1935/1979, 7) and devoted considerable energy to the creation of editions 
of music. Just as the study of classical music requires carefully prepared editions, so the 

INTRODUCTION 

study of jazz requires accurate and complete transcriptions of its best recorded perfor
mances. Unfortunately, available editions of jazz repertoire-whether in lead sheets, in 
published sheet music, or in transcriptions-are often inaccurate and/ or incomplete. 

One exception to these poor editions is James Dapogny's 1'Crdinand 'Je!fy R.oll" Morton: 
The Collected Piano Music (1982), the first scholarly edition of a body of a jazz musician's 
work. I have used Dapogny's edition as a model for my transcriptions. As Dapogny notes 
(34), a transcription of a performance differs from a notated composition: 

The notation of jazz raises the question of just what notation can actually represent It 
should be borne in mind that modern music notation developed largely as a prescriptive 
system, designed to give performers directions on how to realize a piece in performance. 
In this volume it is being used descriptively, to record performances that have already 
taken place. 

Our notational system, with a simple proportional scheme for rhythm, does not 
lend itself to descriptive use for jazz because rhytluns that the system cannot easily record 
are commonplace. (A truly accurate notation of a performance-as opposed to the com
position itself--of a Western classical piece with its rubato would be similarly difficult to 
achieve.) 

In the transcriptions in this book, I have attempted to notate the actual pitches and 
durations played. However, in four situations, it seemed desirable not to do this. 

First, I followed the jazz convention of notating "swung" subdivisions of the beat as 
if the subdivisions were equal in duration; in a jazz performance, the beat is often subdi
vided unequally. The practice resembles the French baroque convention of notes in(ga/eJ. In 
"The Touch of Your Lips," the beat is the quarter note, and eighth notes are played so that 
those that fall on the beat are longer than those that fall off the beat; in this situation, the 
eighth notes are said to be swung. In " 'Round 1V1idnight," sometimes the eighth notes are 
swung and sometimes the sixteenth notes are swung Gazz musicians call the latter "double 
time"). At medium tempos, on-the-beat swung eighth notes are generally about twice as 
long as off-the-beat swung eighth notes. However, the ratio between the durations of these 
differing "eighth notes" varies with style and tempo. It also tends to vary somewhat within 
a performance. Where a group of notes that would usually be swung is played with what 
sound like equal durations, I have written the auxiliary number 2 or 4 with that group of 
notes. For example, since the sixteenth notes in the first measure of Evans' live recording 
(see page 144) sound equal in duration, I have written the auxiliary number 4--in a triplet, 
the auxiliary number would be 3. 



Second, in some cases the players make what seem to be mistakes. The number of 
these mistakes is remarkably small. In each case I have written what I think the player in
tended and have noted the discrepancy between transcription and sound in the notes fol
lowing the transcriptions. 

Third, in some cases I was unsure what was actually played Modem jazz piano per
formances can be difficult to transcribe. Sometimes the harmonics generated by lower 
strings-particularly the first and second overtones (the second and third partials)-sound 
as loud as the notes actually played. In other cases, higher notes may "hide" in the har
monics of lower notes. These performers voice their chords in many different ways. Their 
chords may be dissonant, dense, staccato, and soft. This sometimes makes it difficult to 
tell exactly which notes appear in these chords-and in which octave they appear. In such 
cases, I have written what seemed most likely and made a comment in the notes following 
the transcriptions. 

Finally, many important expressive elements of the performance have not been no
tated: rather than attempt to indicate all the changes of tempo, articulation, dynamics, tone, 
pedaling, and other nuances, I have only indicated a few of these. (For example, it seemed 
appropriate to indicate which of Evans' chords are rolled; the rolled chords in his perfor
mance stand out as significant---even though I did not find space in the text to discuss this. 
The rolling of chords seems even more important in Peterson's performance, but I did 
not notate his rolls, because Peterson rolls so many of the chords he plays-but in subtly 
yet significantly different ways-that to indicate his rolls would clutter the transcription 
without making it more informative.) Such elements contribute an important part to the 
quality of these performances. But the transcriptions are not intended as complete records 
of performances-the recordings are that. 

On the transcriptions, I have numbered the measures (1-8) "Within each formal section 
(this numbering of measures and designation of formal sections resembles that employed 
by Kernfeld 1981 and Owens 1974). The measure numbers are circled Arabic numbers and 
appear above the bar line that begins that measure. Measure numbers are circled in the tran
scriptions and musical examples, but not in the text. I have also designated the beginning of 
each formal section. The formal section designations appear in square brackets ([]) above 
the bar lines that begin a formal section. 

For " 'Round 1\1idnight," the formal-section designations have three parts. For 
example, 2A3 is the third A section of the second chorus. The first part of the formal
section designation describes the (32-bar) chorus. The second part describes the (8-bar) 
section (A=A section, B=bridge, x=introduction, y=interlude, and z=ending). The third 
part (subscript) distinguishes the first A section from the second and third In Peterson's 
performance, he plays an original introduction, which he then reuses as both interlude and 
ending, so the formal sections include lx=introduction, 2x=interlude, and 3x=ending. 
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For "The Touch of Your Lips," I have numbered the measures 1-32. \Vb.ere Evans 
uses the :final measures of this song as an introduction, I have numbered those measures 
as they would have been numbered had they occurred at the end of a chorus, except that I 

have placed a mark CJ after that number. 

In the transcriptions, smaller noteheads indicate cadenzas (passages of elaboration 
that suspend the meter); the durations in the cadenzas indicate only approximate length. In 
Evans' live recording, the lowest staff indicates the string bass part and is written an octave 
higher than it sounds. In Evans' studio recording, one system appears on each page. The 
top two staves on each system indicate the piano in the left channel (when the original al
bum recording is played in stereo), and are labeled ''Left." "Center'' appears on the middle 
staves and "Right" appears on the lowest staves. 

In the text, references to specific pitches are made according to the notation suggest
ed by the Acoustical Society of America (ASA): The pitch class is symbolized by an upper
case letter and its specific octave is symbolized by a number following that letter. The octave 
number refers to pitches from a given C to the B a major sevenJ:h above it. C~S is the same 
pitch as B4. Scale degrees are referred to "With capped numbers: 2 in E~ is F. In naming inter
vals above the bass, I have followed the jazz convention of using the accidental that would 
be used if in the key of C (e.g., G is a ~13 above B). In order to stress important similarities, 
the figured-bass numerals in the voice-leading analyses sometimes omit accidentals. 

Transcriptions as analyses, analyses as transcriptions 

In making the transcriptions, I had to make a number of decisions: \Vhich passages 
contain "mistakes"?, How precise should the notation of durations be?, \Vhere should I 
notate a change of meter?, To which "voice" does this note belong?, \Vhich notes are "or
naments"?, etc. Because the transcriptions reflect these decisions, they may be considered, 
to some extent, "analyses" of the performances. The idea that the transcriptions share 
something with the voice-leading analyses can be appreciated in two additional ways. On 
one hand, since so much of the quality of these performances cannot be captured in nota
tion, the transcriptions, like the analyses, should be considered a supplement to--rather 
than a replacement for-listening to the recordings. On the other hand, the voice-leading 
analyses may also be considered transcripts of the performances: the voice-leading analyses 
make explicit certain features of the performance that are clearly audible-in fact, often 
"brought out" by articulation, dynamics, etc.-yet not explicit in a note-for-note rendering 
of each pitch played. This reflects Schenker's remark (1935/1979, xxiii): 

The musical examples which accompany this volume are not merely practical aids; they have 
the same power and conviction as the visual aspect of the printed composition itself (the 
foreground). 1hat is, the graphic representation is part of the actual composition, not merely 
an educational means. 
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The organization of the text 

Chapter 2 discusses three questions raised concerning the application of Schenkerian 
analysis to jazz performances: (1) Is it appropriate to apply to improvised music a method 
of analysis developed for the study of composed music? (2) Can features of jazz harmony 
(ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) not appearing in the music Schenker analyzed be ac
counted for by Schenkerian analysis? and (3) Do improvising musicians really intend to 
create the complex structures shown in Schenkerian analyses? The chapter answers yes 
to these questions, and also argues that the questions themselves imply mistaken assump
tions about the content and origin of Schenker's theories, about the role of analysis, about 
the function of dissonance in common-practice harmony and in jazz, about the nature of 
improvisation vs. composition, and about the role of simplicity and complexity in popular 
and art music. As I address each question in turn, I offer basic theoretical principles and 
practical examples for explaining dissonance treatment in jazz, qualify the applicability of 
Schenker's theories to jazz, and emphasize the importance of models in creating, explain
ing, and experiencing jazz. 

INTRODUCTION 

" 'Round Midnight" 

" 'Round Midnight'' is the "centerpiece" of this book: Chapters 3-5 analyze perfor
mances by Thelonious Monk, Oscar Peterson, and Bill Evans. " 'RolUld Midnight" is prob
ably the best known composition by the most famous modern jazz composer, Thelonious 
Monk. Monk's band leader Cootie Williams and Bernie Hanighen (who supplied lyrics for 
its melody) are also credited as composers. It appears that parts of what we now think of 
as "'Round Midnight'' may also have been contributed by Dizzy Gillespie, Art Pepper, and 
Miles Davis. As Michael Cuscuna (in his liner notes to The Complete Blue Note &cordings ef 
The!onious Monk, 7) writes: 

Round J\.1idnight is more than a standard; it is an anthem. Thanks to Bud Powell, it was 
first recorded in a rather four-square reading with a corny bridge by Cootie Williams' 
orchestra in 1944. For this favor, Williams demanded a co-writer credit from Monk: this 
was an unfortunate but not uncommon practice of the day. Dizzy Gillespie recorded a 
more emphatic version with his big band in 1946. In fact, Dizzy's bravura introduction 
has almost attached itself to the composition ... Incidentally, the original Blue Note 78 
and countless other versions carried the original title Round About Midnight, but Monk 
preferred the shorter title. 
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CHAPTER2 

QUESTIONS ABOUT METHOD 

The intellectual treatment of any datum, any experience, any subject, is 
determined by the nature of our questions, and only carried out in the answers. 

Three questions 

Analysts have used Schenkerian techniques to describe linear progressions and structural 
levels in a variety of jazz styles, although greater attention has been focused on modern 
jazz. And yet a certain skepticism has arisen about such applications (see, for example, 
Furtwiingler 1947, Hodeir 1956, Keil 1966, and Smith 1983). In general three questions 
have been raised about the application of Schenkerian analysis to improvised jazz: (1) Is 
it appropriate to apply to improvised music a method of analysis developed for the study 
of composed music? (2) Can features of jazz harmony (ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) 
not appearing in the music Schenker analyzed be accounted for by Schenkerian analysis? 
and (3) Do improvising musicians really intend to create the complex structures shown in 
Schenkerian analyses? 

In this chapter, I answer yes to these questions, and also argue that the questions 
themselves imply mistaken assumptions about the content and origin of Schenker's theo
ries, about the role of analysis, about the function of dissonance in common-practice har
mony and in jazz, about the nature of improvisation vs. composition, and about the role of 
simplicity and complexity in popular and art music. 

As I address each question in turn, I offer basic theoretical principles and practical 
examples for explaining dissonance treatment in jazz, qualify the applicability of Schenker's 
theories to jazz, and emphasize the importance of models in creating, explaining, and ex
periencing jazz. 

(I) Is it appropriate to apply to im~rovised music a method of 
analysis developed for the study oI composed music? 

This first question suggests misconceptions about the content and origins of Schen
ker's theories. Schenker valued the ability to improvise, calling it "the ability in which all 
creativity begins" (1935/1979, 6) and often praised the quality of improvisation in the 
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masterworks he analyzed. In fact, it would be inaccurate to suggest that Schenker did not 
study improvisations. Recognizing the overt improvisatory orientations of certain types 
of pieces, Schenker suggested that "it would be of greatest importance today to study 
thoroughly the fantasies, preludes, cadenzas, and similar embellishment which the great 
composers have left to us" (1935/1979, 7). Indee~ any musical composition may be con
sidered a record of a successful improvisation. 

Schenker's essay, "The Art of Improvisation" (in Das Meisterwerk in der Musik, 1925), 
suggests that the study of improvisatory music was important in the development of his 
theories. That essay discusses a chapter of C. P. E. Bach's Emry on the True An ef Playing 
Nyboard Instruments (1949, 430-445) in which Bach offers a record of an improvised free 
fantasy and a plan or framework (in the form of a figured bass and commentary) for his 
improvisation. Schenker shows how Bach's plan resembles his own conception of musical 
structure. As Sylvan Kalib observes, "this article also reveals the corroboration and prob
able inspiration for some of the major concepts and bases of Schenker's own theories. 
Schenker points out how his terminology describes more specifically the procedures that 
Bach calls for, but that both Bach's and his conceptions of musical composition basically 
constitute one and the same approach" (1973, 4). John Rink (1993) also underscores the 
importance of improvisation in the development and content of Schenker's theories, and 
he shows how analysis informed by an awareness of plans such as C.P.E. Bach's can help 
us better underst.and not only the nature of composition and improvisation, but also the 
artistic content of works by composers such as Chopin. 

Indeed, our first question implies misconceptions not only about Schenker's theo
ries, but also about analysis in general. It implies that an analysis is justified by its intent, 
not by its results. Of course, the opposite is true. Andre Hodeir writes that "to try to find 
in Uazz] the formal rigor of European art" would be to listen "with too demanding an ear" 
(1956, 164). But as the following chapters will show, to listen without such a demanding ear 
would be to miss some of the beauty of modern jazz improvisations. 
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Another implication of our first question is that improvised music differs fundamen
tally from composed music, preswnably in that composed music has structure because it 
is "worked out." Currently available "alternate takes" of jazz performances, which show 
improvisers working out their solos in successive takes-"composing" them, if you will
should help to dispel any notion that a sharp line divides improvisation and composition. 
By the same token, we should keep in mind that even though jazz solos typically vary much 
more from performance to performance than do other sections (such as opening and clos
ing theme statements, introductions, interludes, and endings), improvisation and variation 
may both occur throughout a jazz performance. As Simon (1978) and Smith (1983) note, 
the distinction between composition and improvisation is not always clear-cut. In fact, I 
argue (Larson 2005) that composition and improvisation, rather than being poles of a con
tinuwn, may best be understood as ways of creating music that are not mutually exclusive, 
and that, furthermore, many common asswnptions about composition vs. improvisation 
(for example, regarding deliberation vs. instantaneous creation, training vs. talent, revising 
vs. incorporating mistakes, tradition vs. innovation, constraint vs. freedom, intellect vs. 
intuition, and complexity vs. simplicity) attribute qualities to composition that are more 
essential to improvisation, and vice-versa. 

The commonly made analogy between music and language underscores the impor
tance of not overemphasizing the distinction between improvisation and composition. As 
John Slaboda has noted (1985), Schenker's theories describe musical structure in ways that 
are analogous to the ways in which Chomsky's theories (1957, 1965, and 1968) describe the 
structure of spoken language. Both theorists distinguish between the suiface of music or 
language and a more abstract, under/ying structure. And both theorists show how the surface 
may be thought of as derived from the underlying structure by processes of transforma
tion. No one who accepts Chomskfs claims about the structure of sentences would assert 
that spoken language, solely because it is improvised, lacks the underlying structure that can 
be found in written language. Likewise, no one who accepts Schenker's claims about under
lying structure in phrases of music ought to assert that un-notated jazz, solely because it is 
improvised, lacks the underlying structure that can be found in notated composed music. 

One could note that this analogy between music and speech is restricted to the level 
of sentences of speech and phrases of music. Schenker's claims about the structure of 
larger musical units are controversial and find no easy analogy with Chomsky's theories. 
But since, in jazz, we are dealing mostly with the eight-measure units that make up the 
phrases of a theme and variations, the structure of larger musical units is not a central 
concern. And in any case, the structures of larger musical units in jazz performances tend 
to be more a result of the simple fact that the performance is a theme and variations than 
a result of any improvisational impulse on the part of the performer. 

However, even if one suspects that there are significant differences between the struc
tures of composed and improvised music, one should not therefore rule out Schenkerian 
analysis of improvised jazz. On the contrary, such differences would seem to encourage 
structural analysis: how else could those differences be identified and understood? 
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(2) Can features ofjazzharmony(ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) 
not appearin~ in the music Schenker analyzed be accounted 
for by SchenKerian analysis? 

1bis second question suggests misconceptions about the function of "disso
nance" in both classical music and jazz. Disagreements among music theorists-even 
among Schenkerians-about the function of "dissonance" are not uncommon, but I 
believe that a good account of the phenomenon requires Schenkerian theory (Larson 
1997). So-called ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths occur in both repertories. And in 
either case, a complete explanation of the functions of these "chord extensions" -in
cluding the seventh-seems to require an account of their melodic relationships with 
more stable notes at more basic structural levels. 

In classical music, one can find pitches whose functions may seem difficult to 
explain in conventional terms. For example, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thir
teenths may appear unprepared. They may be embellished before they resolve. They 
may remain unresolved until or after a change of harmony. They may not be explicitly 
resolved in their own register. They may appear simultaneously with the tone to which 
they will resolve. They may "resolve" to notes that are dissonant. 

In their harmony/voice-leading textbook, in a chapter entitled "Seventh Chords 
With Added Dissonance," Aldwell and Schachter (1979, 123-135) offer examples of 
all of these. (In their example of a dissonance that appears with its resolution, they 
note the importance of the fact that the dissonance and the pitch of resolution occur 
in different registers, but one may also find examples of dissonance and resolution 
appearing in the same register; for example, an acciaccatura (a cluster of step-related 
pitches) in a Scarlatti keyboard sonata may described as the simultaneous appearance 
of an appoggiatura and its resolution in the same register). The authors' explanations 
of the functions of these tones invoke Schenkerian principles of voice leading and 
structure (132-133): 

Partly because these tones typically appear in the highest voice, some theorists refer 
to such 4ths and 6ths as "11 ths" and "13ths." These terms also result from the er
roneous idea that such dissonances are chordal in origin, that "9ths," "11 ths," and 
"13ths" result from adding 3rds above seventh chords. In some twentieth-century 
music, dissonant chords might really result from the piling up of 3rds ... But in 
earlier music, dissonant chords originate in melodic motion, not in the piling up of 
vertical intervals. There is no reason, therefore, to regard "11 ths" and "13ths" as 
anything but 4ths and 6ths that replace, rather than resolve to, 3rds and Sths belong
ing to seventh chords. Some passages in music of the late nineteenth century might, 
perhaps, form an intermediate category. 

As an example of dissonant chords that really do result from the piling up of 
thirds, Aldwell and Schachter cite a passage from Ravel's Va.Lre nobks et sentimentales. 
Even for this passage, they offer an explanation that invokes Schenkerian principles 



of voice leading and structure (451). Presumably, "passages in music of the late nineteenth 
century that might form an intermediate category'' would also be illuminated by Schenker
ian analysis. (For a possible example of such a passage, consider the piling up of thirds that 
begins the Brahms IntermeZ!{O in B minor, Opus 119, Number 1. Schenkerian analyses of 
this piece appear in Cadwallader 1983, Salzer 1952, and Forte & Gilbert 1982.) 

Other phenomena in classical music may seem difficult to explain. For example, pas
sages of parallel motion in dissonant intervals defy conventional explanations (for examples, 
see Aldwell and Scbacbter 1989, 212--216). Similar problems arise for pieces that appear to 
begin and end in different keys (Krebs 1981 gives examples), or that end with dissonant or 
non-tonic sonorities (see, for example, Chopin's MaZJJrka in A minor, Opus 17, Number 4, 
and his Prelude in F major, Opus 28, Number 23). 

Schenkerian analysis would be successful in illuminating such non-standard phenom
ena even if it only served to show how they depart from more standard phenomena. How
ever, the published analyses of Schenker and his followers demonstrate that his theories go 
beyond merely defining or identifying standard and non-standard phenomena in classical 
music. (It is also always possible that, in individual cases, the appearance of non-standard 
phenomena may be an indication of aesthetic weakness. In Das Meisterwerk, Schenker used 
his analytic method to point up what he considered deficiencies in the music of Stravinsky 
and Reger. Regardless of how one might feel about these particular judgments by Schenker, 
it should be easy to imagine examples of both classical music and jazz in which non-stan
dard phenomena indicate artistic weaknesses.) 

Notes whose functions defy conventional explanations are more common in jazz 
than in classical music. The fact that sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths may make 
the surface of modern jazz more harmonically complex than that of some classical music 
can create problems for the listener and performer as well for the theorist. \Vhen disso
nances appear more often and are treated more freely, they lose some of their emotional 
impact. As Johannes Tinctoris (ca. 1453-1511) observed (Tinctoris/Seay 1961), improvi
sation often leads to a certain relaxation in the requirements of strict composition. ~e 
such freedom initially makes improvisation easier, the loosened---or more subtle-impact 
of dissonances freely treated may make it more difficult for the improviser to create an ar
tistically moving statement. In addition, this more subtle impact may initially place a greater 
burden on the listener's ability to understand some modern jazz performances. (Of course, 
freer dissonance treatment may pose the same dilemma for some non-jazz styles, too.) 

The terms "jazz" and even "modern jazz" encompass a wide variety of styles and 
approaches to the treatment of dissonance. Nevertheless, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and 
thirteenths play a central role in the sound of modern jazz. Although these notes may 
receive greater emphasis and may be treated more freely in modern jazz than in classical 
music, their basic meaning remains the same: they derive their meaning from more-stable 
pitches at deeper structural levels. 
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Steven Strunk (1985) has described the distinctive contribution of sevenths, 
ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths to modern jazz. His explanation of the function of 
these tones invokes Schenkerian principles of voice-leading and structure, preceding 
and resembling Aldwell and Schachter's explanation of the same phenomena in clas
sical music; here is Strunk's explanation (97-98): 

The terms "chordal extension" and "superimposition" have been used along with 
numerical designations for these tones when they are explained as arising from 
superimposed thirds over the chord root. This explanation is probably not the best 
way to understand the phenomenon, as these notes generally behave as melodic, 
not harmonic, events. I have maintained the numerical designations in the follow
ing discussion because of their firmly established general use. However, in order 
to separate these pitches from the vertical concept of chordal extension, these and 
certain other notes will be referred to collectively as tensions, defined as follows: In 
a tonal diatonic setting, a tension is a pitch related to a structurally superior pitch 
(usually a chord tone) by step, such that the tension represents and substitutes for 
the structurally superior pitch, called its resolution, in the register in which it occurs. 
Most tensions are located a step above their resolutions. The concept of tension is 
broader than that of suspension, appoggiatura, passing tone, or ncighbor tone, as 
there is no requirement of manner of approach, manner of leaving, or rhythmic 
position in its definition. 

Strunk notes that "the sense of dissonance of a tension derives, usually, from 
a potential seventh interval between the tension and a chord tone below it" (98) and 
goes on to describe contextual limitations on the use of tensions within jazz style. 
These limitations include constraints on voice-leading (99): 

A potential tension"' will be avoided if it might obscure the local harmonic progres
sion. For example, 7 /117 (a thirteenth) in a 117-;::_V7 pwgression would interfere with 
one of the essential lines of the progression, 8/117-7 /V7, so it is avoided. 

In order to understand the functions of these tensions, it is necessary to un
derstand how they resolve. Strunk notes that "the resolution of a tension sometimes 
occurs immediately on the surface of the composition, before the chord supporting 
the tension changes" (110). Models of such immediate resolutions appear in Example 
2.1. In strict counterpoint, such tensions may appear as passing tones or neighbor 
notes (third species) or as suspensions (fourth species). Of course, in the analogous 
species of strict counterpoint, these tensions would appear without an accompanying 
seventh. Nevertheless, the meanings of such "ninths" (Example 2.1a), "elevenths" 
(Example 2.lb), and "thirteenths" (Example 2.lc) are better explained in Scbenkerian 
terms, as elaborations of more basic structures, than in purely "harmonic" terms, as 
deriving from chords that are stacks of thirds. 
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Example 2.1: Immediate Resolutions of "Ninths," Elevenths," and "Thirteenths." 

Strunk also describes resolutions that are delayed: "Only slightly more elaborate than 
immediate resolution is the case of a resolution which is delayed by melodic ornament, 
but not delayed so long as to allow the chord to change before the resolution appears" 
(1985, 110). Models of such delay by melodic ornament appear in Example 2.2. In strict 
counterpoint, such delays may appear as embellished suspensions in fifth species. Again, 
such "ninths" (Exarople 2.2a), "elevenths" (Example 2.2b), and "thirteenths" (Example 
2.2c) are better explained in Schenkerian terms than in purely "harmonic" terms. As Strunk 
observes, "such immediate and relatively immediate resolutions of tensions are extremely 
common in bebop melodies" (1985, 110). 
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Example 2.2: "Ninths," "Elevenths," and "Thirteenths" Delayed by Embellishment. 

Strunk cites four cases in which a tension may find another kind of resolution. How
ever, we shall see that, in each case, the meanings of those tensions still arise from their 
melodic relationships to more-basic structures. 

The first involves ~7 /V7, whose juxtaposition of the lowered and raised seventh scale 
degrees occurs also in classical music: 

The ~or-derived ~7/V7, (an augmented ninth), receiving its dissonance from ~e chord 
tone 7 a major seventh below, can resolve that dissonance by progressing to kl, itself a 
minor ninth tension, dissonant with the root 
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Example 2.3: The Resolution of an ''AugrnentedNinth" in the Context of a V-I Progression. 

Example 2.3 offers a model of the resolution of an "augmented ninth" (actually a mi
nor tenth) in the context of a V-1 progression. (Note that the minor ninth forms a dimin
ished seventh with, and therefore is also dissonant with, the third of the chord. The minor 
tenth, however, forms a more acute dissonance-a diminished octave-with that chordal 
third.) Note that, in this example, the B~ depends for its meaning up on resolution to an A~, 
which in turn resolves to G. Thus, even the tension resolved by another tension ultimately 
depends on resolution to a more stable tone at a deeper structural level. 

The sec9_nd case in which a tension may find resolution in a pitch other than a chord 
tone involves 6/I, whose function is distinctive in jazz (1985, 99): 

6;r is not dissonant with the root; nor does it form a seventh interval with a lower ba
sic chord tol)..,e; yet it is not a triad member. It can behave as a tension standing for, ~d 
resolving to 5/I. But its consonant character enables it to serve as the resolution of 7 /I, 
the major SC'f,,enth tension, and this is its most usual role: an unresolved addition to I, not 
standing for 5/I (which is often voiced a step away from it), but also not a chord tone. 

In an illuminating treatment of both its hist9_rical origins and musical significance, Henry 
Marrin (2003) has discussed the function of 6/I as well as other closing sonorities in early 
and modern jazz. 

The third case arises when tensions do not resolve until or after their chord has 
changed. As before, a tension may be resolved by a note that, because of the change of 
harmony, is itself a tension. Thus (1985, 111 ), 
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"chains" of stepwise tensions are possible when the progression is sequential, a common 
pattern being the alternation of melodic ninths and thirteenths. This chain of suspen
sions is derived by contraction (or elision) from a standard linear intervallic pattern of 
fourth species counterpoint. 

------j---:======t:-----+ 

Example 2.4: A Chain of "Ninths" and "Thirteenths." 
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Example 2.4 offers a model of such a chain of ninths and thirteenths. Viewing the 
models' levels starting with level a and progressing to e, it may be seen as a means of gener
ating ninths and thirteenths through the delay of pitches of an 5---8 linear intervallic pattern. 
Viewed from level e to a, it may be seen as a means of analytically reducing such ninths and 
thirteenths to more-stable intervals at deeper structural levels. In each level of Example 2.4, 
the 5-8 linear intervallic progression (top staff) is accompanied by a 7-10 linear intervallic 
pattern (middle staff) above a circle-of-fifths bass (lowest staff). Strunk's earlier explanation 
(1985, 111) of such chains of ninths and thirteenths was that they arose from the "contrac
tion" of a 7--6 linear intervallic pattern between those tensions and the thirds and sevenths 
of their chords. At this point, Strunk (private conversation) favors the explanation offered 
here. However, note that although these explanations differ (but do not contradict one an
other), they agree that tensions have melodic origins in the delay of dissonance resolution. 
(For more on linear intervallic patterns in jazz, see Strunk 1996). 

Finally, Strunk describes how a dissonance may become a consonance after a change 
of harmony: 

Sometimes a tension sustains through a chord change to become a consonAance, thereby 
losing its "need" to resolve. For example, this effect is produced whenever 5 /V7 is rehar
monized as II7-V7. (112) 

Example 2.5 offers a model of such an "eleventh." Again the model may be viewed 
as a means of generating such elevenths (Example 2.5a to b) or as a means of analytically 
reducing such elevenths to more-stable intervals at deeper structural levels (Example 2.5b 
to a). But notice that this exJffiple implies a slightly different explanation of the function 
of the "eleventh." Since the 5 and the V7 in Example 2.5a appear at a more-remote level of 
structure (they are "more structural''), the "eleventh" in Example Sb is not a "dissonan,ke" 
at all-rather, the G is the structural tone, while the lower voices are "dissonant." The 2 i1J. 
the bass is the fifth of the G7 chord that controls the time span of both chords, and the 8 
is a note of embellishment (a suspension, as is typical in this context). Of course, both jazz 
and classical music also include other dissonances that become consonances, "thereby los
ing their 'need' to resolve," but these are usually best described as "anticipations." 

My response to the second question posed above has stressed significant similarities 
between dissonance treatment in classical music and in jazz. However, there are also sig
nificant differences. While Schenkerian analysis can explain a great deal about modern jazz, 
some features of modern jazz performances remain difficult to explain. Features such as 
"polychords" and dissonances that function more to add "color'' than to add voice-lead
ing content can be found in the transcriptions in this book. These phenomena occur most 
often in Monk's playing (see especially the last two measures of the introduction and the 
last two measures of the ending of the studio recording). And Monk was unusual among 
modern jazz pianists (in fact, some consider his playing to be of a style other than modern 
jazz)-in part because of his unusual dissonance treatment. Nevertheless, it seems clear 
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Example 2.5: An "Eleventh." 

that some of the music called "modern jazz" strays far enough from tonic-dominant tonal
ity to make the application of Schenkerian analysis untenable. And it is difficult to draw a 
distinct line that separates more typically tonic-dominant jazz from more recent jazz that is 
less clearly based on "functional" tonic-dominant harmony (especially since some perform
ers play both styles). 

Thus, while this question must be qualified, my answer must also be qualified. Steven 
E. Gilbert qualifies his application of Schenkerian analysis to Gershwin's music as follows 
(1984, 423): 

Since Gershwin wrote basically tonal music, it is reasonable that we adopt a modified 
Schenkerian approach. However, the word "modified" must be stressed. The main point 
of difference is that in Gershwin's harmonic language the dissonance had at least been 
partially-to use Schoenberg's word---emancipated. The triad was still necessary for clo
sure, but dissonances such as ninths and so-called thirteenths did not require resolution. 
(423) 

Of course, Gershwin's compositions are not jazz, but many jazz performances are based on 
his songs. However, the analyst must be careful not to dismiss as "emancipated dissonances" 
tensions that are skillfully resolved. Good modern jazz frequently features such skillful 
voice leading. As I have argued elsewhere (Larson 1999a), Gilbert and others have 



modified Schenker's approach in dealing with passages that require no such modifications. 
Nevertheless, I agree with their basic point that relaxed dissonance treatment can test the 
limits of applicability of Schenker's method to this music. 

In the end, only detailed Schenkerian analyses of recorded performances can estab
lish the limits and value of applying his method to jazz. In fact, the analyses in the following 
chapters suggest that Schenkerian analysis is useful not only for explaining the technical 
features of jazz performances (such as harmony, rhythm, and melody), but also for illumi
nating their artistic content. 

(3) Do improvising musicians really intend to create the complex 
structures shown in Schenkerian analyses? 

My comments above, on the distinction between composition and improvisation, 
might be enough to dismiss this third question, but I believe that it is also useful to discuss 
its relationship with what is called "the intentional fallacy." (Ethan Haimo (1996) discusses 
intention and analysis in atonal music; Henry 1vlartin (1996) discusses intention and analysis 
in jazz.) Some people believe that anytime we inquire as to the composer's intentions we 
commit the intentional fallacy. But, as Monroe C. Beardsley (1958) wrote, we commit the 
intentional fallacy only when we confuse the composer's imputed intentions with our aes
thetic experience of a work. 

Gregory Smith's (1983) dissertation provides much important information about jazz 
improvisation in general and about the music of Bill Evans in particular. But it also claims 
that Schenkerian analysis does not "take the circumstances of composition in performance 
fully into account" (91) and, instead of Schenkerian analysis, he suggests (126-127) that 

an analysis conditioned by a more realistic image of the kinds of relationships a player is 
capable of developing and sustaining in the course of performance would, presumably, be 
couched in less ingenious explanations of the melodic organization. Such analysis would 
seek to reveal devices of structure and expression of a sort a player could conceivably 
master in performance. 
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Smith argues that Bill Evans could not conceive and develop the kinds of relation
ships shown in a Schenkerian analysis in the act of improvising, but rather relied on a set 
of formulas that fell readily under the hand. 

Of course, jazz improvisations do contain formulas. But so do improvisations in oth
er idioms-and in fact, so do notated compositions. \Vhat is significant to the listener is the 
structure created by those formulas. While Smith intends to limit the notion of "formula" 
to describing sets of pitches that are contiguous in the foreground, it is also clear that jazz 
improvisations contain "formulas" at deeper levels of musical structure (for a particularly 
insightful discussion of "formula" and jazz analysis, see J'vfartin 1996). 

In fact, the following dialogue between jazz pianist Marian McPartland (MM) and the 
late Bill Evans (BE) suggests that Smith may have drawn some inappropriate assumptions 
about Bill Evans' limitations (Evans/McPartland 1978). (The transcriptions are mine, and 
my asides (SL) during the conversation quoted below appear in square brackets: "[ ].") 

BE: I always have, in anything that I play, an absolutely basic structure in mind. Now, I 
can work around that differently, or between the strong structural points differently, but I 
find the most fundamental structure, and then I work from there. 

11rv1: Well, when you say structure, you mean, like, one chorus in a certain style, another . 

BE: No, I'm talking about the abstra~ architectural thing, like the theoretical thing. 

Now, like, on this tune ["The Touch of Your Lips'J, the structure I would think of, basi
cally, is ... all right, in the key of C [Example 2.6, pick ups], this tune. Now; y'all would 
think of it as a C [Example 2.6, measure 1] to its dominant, or the G7 with ... we'll just 
say, for now, G7, [Example 2.6, measure 2] back to the C [Example 2.6, measures 3-4]. 
Now all this time I'm also thinking of all this happening over a pedal point [Example 2.6, 
measure 4] because I want to set up a plane-a bottom--out of which the rest of the 
tune will spring, you see. Now, if we just played the roots [Example 2.7], you see how dif
ferent that sounds than setting up this [Example 2.8]. 
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Example 2.6: Bill Evans, Plan for ''The Touch of Your Lips," Measures 1-4. 
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Example 2.7: Bill Evans, Plan for "The Touch of Your Lips," Measures 1--4, With Tonic and Dominant Roots. 

Example 2.8: Bill Evans, Plan for "The Touch of Your Lips," Measures 1--4 With Dominant Pedal. 

MM: Yeah. You see, that has some kind of mystery to it 

BE: Now that's all added to the basic structure; we only had really the C and the G at first 
[Example 2. 9]. 

Now we can go around this, see [Example 2.10, a two-page example, measures 1-4], see 
[Example 2.10, measure 5]. Now we start moving away from the thing into the [Example 
2.10, measure 6], see, because we're going through now a cycle [Example 2.10, measures 
7-8]-so this is what I would be thinking about [Example 2.10, measure 9]-now again 
[Example 2.10, measures 10-11]. Now we're gonna modulate to E major through its own 
dominant [Example 2.10, measures 12-15]. Now we gotta get back to C through its domi
nant [Example 2.10, measures 16-17]. 

Example 2.9: Bill Evans, Plan for ''The Touch of Your Llps," Measures 1-2. 

BE: Now, like, say, in the faire book [Example 2.11 reproduces two different lead sheets 
for ''The Touch of Your Llps.'1, you would get something like this [Example 2.12] ... You 
get this [Example 2.13]. 
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Example 2.10: Bill Evans, Plan for "The Touch of Your Lips," Measures 1-32. 
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Example 2.10: (cont) 
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THE TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS 

Moderato (smoothly) Fox trot 
c 

Words and Music by RAY NOBLE 

G+ G+ c Fm d~ A7 

J j J J_lJ J 1J J1J IA j 
~1~ 

I f r f F If r I ~a Ir 
THE TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS __ up - my brow;__ Your lips that are coo\ __ and sweet; ___ 

Fm G7 dim C Arn Arn6 E C+ G+ E G7 ,d. it_LJ 
~1~ 

JJJIJ. r -----ten der-ness __ _ lies in their soft ca - ress, __ _ my heart for to beat. ____ _ 

G+ c G+ c Em d~ 
~1~ ~1~ 

' J 1J J1J IA j J j J J IJ I f r f v If r i~e17lr ------
touch of 

Fm 

'1J 

your hands ___ up 

Fm 
~1~ 

J d r 

my head, __ 

c 

at last___ the mo-ment di vine, ____ _ 

The 

Arn 

THE 

love in your eye, ___ 

D7 
~1~ 

r r r 
Fm 
~ 

F IF 
TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS ___ _ 

Copyright © 1936 by Chappell & Co. 

shine; ____ 

G7 c 
Ii 

mine. 

Copyright renewed; extended term of Copyright deriving from Ray Noble assigned and effective February 26, 1992 to Range Road Music Inc. and Quartet Music Inc. 
Tnternational Copyright Secured All Rights Reserved Used by Permission 

Example 2.11: From a Fake Book: "The Touch of Your Llps." 
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Such 
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J 
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A7 

j 

And 
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THE TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS 
Moderately Slow, with expression Words and Music by RAY NOBLE 

Cmaj9 Cmaj7 G+ C6 G9+5 Cmaj7 c Em Gm6 A7-9 A7 

CHORUS I ;m3fr. II I I I !I Ii I I 
J J J J IJ J 1J J1J 1;:J j 

~1~ 

I r F r F Ir r i~ .. 21r j 

THE TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS __ up my brow; __ Your lips that are cool __ and sweet; ___ Such 

Fm6 G7 c Am Am6 E B9 E G7 F Fm 

I I I I I I I! I I Ill! ,,,J JJ___J_j 
~1~ 

JJJIJ. lJ IJ r I r nJ l11J ~j -----ten - der-ness __ lies in their soft ca-ress, __ my heart fm gets to beat. ___ _ The 

Cmaj9 Cmaj7 G+ C6 G9+5 Cmaj7 c Em Gm6 A7-9 A7 Fm6 

E'fr II I I I I Ii I i ~1~ 
~ J J J J__J_J J 1J J'fLW j 

~1~ 

Ir F r F 
!I 

1 r r 
Ii 11 
i~ .. f?lr j 1d. Jlj~ 

touch of your hands __ 

c 

up -

Am 

I 
Fr r 

_ the mo-ment di - vine,___ THE 

my head.__ The love in your eyes __ shine;___ And at last_ 

D7 Fm G7 l.C F Fm C Dm7G9 

I I! I I Ill! Ill! 
r---3-----i -

1 r r r r 1r r Fr J J J =11 ·r 
TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS __ mine ____ _ The mine ____ _ 

Copyright © 1936 by Chappell & Co. 
Copyright renewed; extended tenn of Copyright deriving from Ray Noble assigned and effective February 26, 1992 to Range Road Music Inc. and Quartet Music Inc. 

International Copyright Secured All Rights Reserved Used by Permission 

Example 2.11: (cont) 
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Example 2.12: "In the Fake Book," Measures 1-. 

.J. 

Example 2.13: "In the Fake Book," Measures 1--4. 

~ I ------------ ---------
1 ~·! J J 

Example 2.14: "In the Fake Book," Measures 25-. 
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MM: Not even that good. 

BE: Now at the end you might get this [Example 2.14, measures 25-26], I guess, I don't 
know what thefd give you here [Example 2.14, measures 27-28]. 

MM: Probably give you a Gin the bass. 

[SL: This G in the bass is an important aspect of the song (even though it does not appear 
in either of the lead sheets reproduced in Example 2.11 ), so I have placed a G in paren
theses beneath what Evans plays in Example 2.14, measures 27-28. In his improvisation, 
Example 2.15, Evans plays a G in the bass on the downbeat of measure 27 .] 

BE: ... and a D7 [Example 2.14, measure 29] and a G7 [Example 2.14, measure 30]. 

But we can get this kind of motion out of that. Now; all right, I'm thinking of the basic 
structure [Example 2.15, a three-page example]. 

I didn't do that too well, but hear what you can do that makes sense over this basic struc
ture. 

Smith is rightly concerned that assumptions about the creative process could mislead 
analysis. However, Smith's assumptions about Bill Evans' limitations seem to have misled 
him. Evans was not only capable of developing and sustaining the kinds of relationships 
shown in a Schenkerian analysis, but was able consciously to articulate them. I will support 
this point in the following discussion by confuming and elucidating Evans' explanation 
of "fundamental structure"; by offering examples of the analytic reduction of sevenths, 
ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths; and by emphasizing the importance of voice-leading 
models in creating, experiencing, and explaining music. 

Just as a plan by C. P. E. Bach can serve as an analysis of his improvisation, so can Bill 
Evans' explanations serve as an analysis of his improvisation. However, before pursuing 
this analogy, we should clarify a potentially misleading difference. One could distinguish 
between C. P. E. Bach's and Evans' improvisations, noting that Bach creates the plan of his 
improvisation while Evans improvises on a pre-existing theme. Nevertheless, while their 
improvisations may be distinguished from one another in this and a number of other ways, 
such a distinction would be misleading with regard to differences between classical music 
and jazz. Many jazz musicians improvise on themes of their own creation. And many clas
sical composers have improvised and composed variations on themes composed by oth
ers-in fact, upon themes that were popular songs. 

111J 

Example 2.15: Evans' Improvisation on 'The Touch of Your Lips.' 
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*It is unlikely that Evans would play all three of these notes with one hand. Perhaps some are taken with the right hand. 
Perhaps one or more of these notes sounds in a different octave or is not played. 

Example 2.15: (page 2). 
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Example 2.15: (page 3). 
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(a) "in the key ofC" 
(b) "a C to its dominant, G7, back to the C" 

(c) "over a dominant pedal" 

l'.~"''" 11!:©: l J l "i . , ILi 

(f) 
[~Example 2.15 
mm.1-4] 

(g) 
[~Example 2.15 
mm.17-20] 

' ' 
: 0 0 
' 

'---' ------------ ------

1 ! :~··; ,_;l r1:·~,rTI:~: [; rb I:~:, :In I 
Example 2.16: Evans' Layered Analysis of Measures 1-4. 
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Measures Evans 's sentence voice-leading event 

1- 5 Now we can go around this. tonic prolongation over dominant 
pedal (a fourth-progression) 

6-11 Now we start moving . . . through a tonic prolongation (a fourth-
cycle. progression over a circle of fifths) 

12- 15 Now we're gonna modulate to E tonicization of III (a third 
major through its own dominant. progression) 

16- Now we gotta get back to C through return to tonic 
its dominant. 

Example 2.17: Evans' spoken sentences parses measures 1-16 in units that correspond 
'\Vi th voice-leading events. 

To sec how Evans' c::qJlanarion can serve as an analysis of his improvisation, consider 
his explanation of measures -1-4. Example 2.16 juxtaposes his different views of these 
measures. As in a Schcnkcrian analysis, information lies in the relationships between levels. 

Evans' spoken comments (Example 2.16a- c) describe measures 1-4 as an alternation 
of tonic and dominant over a dominant pedal. \Vhen Evans later refers to "moving away 
from the thing," \Ve should undersrnnd "the thing" as a unit: the opening tonic prolonga
tion. Example 2.16d reproduces E xample 2.6. E vans' description of measure 2 as G7 is a 
simplification that may viewed as an analytic reduction: this reduction reflects the elabora
tive function of Lhe ninth and thirLeemh Lhal appear in the right hand. 

Example 2.16e reproduces Example 2.8 and resembles measures l-4 and 17- 20 of 
Example 2.10. Pitches introduced at this level may be described as creating chords with se\"
enths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths. Traditional jazz theory might label the harmonics 
of Example 2.16e as follmvs: 

D 9(bl3l G" Em 11 A 7( 13--b l3) D 7(94>9) G' 

G ped 

However, all of the pitches introduced at this level may be understood as elaborating 
the conceptually prior tonic prolongation; each a<lde<l pitch resolves <lo\vn by step uncil 
it reaches pitches that appeared on the previous level. furthermore, Evans' plan not only 
places each complex harmonic interval in a simpler melodic context, bur also supports it 
\vith a clear metrical structure of underlying simplicity. Each new pitch delays the pitch it 

QUESTIONS ABOUT METHOD 

prolongs, segmencing cime spans evenly in halves, quarters, and eighths (reflec ting the sug
ges tion, of both \Vestcrgaard 1975 and Lerdahl & Jackcndoff 1983, that Gestalt principles 
of simple shape govern durational as well as pitch patterns). 

Examples 2.1 (if and g reproduce measures 1-4 and l 7-20 of Example 2.15- Evans' 
irnprovis.-ition on "The Touch of Your Lips." Notice th.-it there .-ire thus two senses in which 
Ev.-ins moves fro1n the simple to the complex. First, his expfanation presents a series of le'\-elS, 
each o[ which is more complex Lhan Lhe one before iL. Second, his improvisation presen ls a 
series of musical passages, each of which is more complex than the one before it. 

In discussing Example 2. -10 as he plays it, E"·ans descri bes the structure o f measures 
1-1 6 in four spoken sen tences. Most themes upon which jazz musicians improvise have a 
clear-cut hypermet:rical structure of morion in four-bar units; measures 1- 16 of this tune 
consist of fou r four-har hypermeasures. T Towe'\"er, Evans' spoken sentences parse measures 
1- 16 in units that correspond not with the hypermeter, but with voice-leading events as 
shown in Example 2.17. 

Examples 2.18- 2 1 comprise a Schenkerian analys is of portions of Evans' perfor
mance, Lo confirm his explanation of fu11damemal struclure. (Example 2.lSa uses tradi
tional Schenkeri.-in analytic notation. The subsequent analyses follow bruidelines, in Larson 
1996, for what T call '"strict use of analytic notation." Among other things, strict use re
quires tha t all but the most obviously ornamental notes be included; that symbols be limited 
to notehea ds, stems, and slu rs; and that all and only those noteheads on a given level appear 
on the next more-remote level.) "The Touch of Your Lips" is a 32-bar song that consists 
of C\VO 16-bar halves. The first half ends wi th a half cadence and the second half ends with 
an authentic ca<lence. Example 2.18a sho\VS this structure as an interrupte<l progression. 
This example .-ilso suggests that the move to E major may be understood as resulting from 
a bass line that arpeggiates the tonic triad. (An al ternative reading migh t interpret d1is III as 
a third-divider, as in Schenker, 1935/ 1979, Figure 131.) Nore that the tune moves to III on 
two cliffe1·ent levels of strucmre: it tonici;.oes I I I in the large (me.-isu res 12-15), and the first 
new scale step after the opening tonic prolongation is also III (measure 7). 

"The Touch of Your Lips" expresses closure bx_ ~ompleting the third progression 
drn t connects the dlird of the tonic triad to its root (3-1). The filling of this tonal space 
gives the melody a sense of direction. T n the op5Zning melo<lic gesture, on the wore.ls "' I 'he 
touch of yom lips," the primary strucmral tone 3 is announced in an initial ascent (/lnstie!lJ 
C-D-(E-D)-E. (In the original melody, this initial ascent appears in the lower regis ter, shmvn 
in smaller noteheads in Example 2. l 8c, and may be heard as part of a large-scale arpeggiation 
to the prim.-iry strucmral tone in its upper "obligatory" register. Jn Evans' perfornrnnces, this 
initial ascent appears in the obligatory register at the outset.) A t d1e end o f the song, d1e final 
measures nol only recall the opening gesLure (and lyric), bul also confirm the completion of 
the ascent to E by recalling the pitches of the initial ascent. The final ges ture also confirms 
and completes the third progression that forms the Udinie of this song. 

21 
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III v v 

" I I I I I 
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b 
~-~ - ~-~ -----... _--.... 

I I I I 6 s I 
4 3 

IIIVI II v III v III VI II v 

fl ,__I I I I ,,..-._ I I -1 I I 
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C' 

·-
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Example 2.18: Voice-Leading Analysis of the Original Melody of "The Touch of Your Lips." 
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A(j) I © 4prg. 0 (i) CV @ @ 

· l oJ - -· 
~ ,. ~ .. b· h.- . 

: 

I I 

I IIl>5 VI# 11>5 v I 

~ I I 

oJ I I - 1- I 
J .I ~J b.J .. hj .I 

: 

I I I I 

8 7 05 8 os ---------09---5 
5- 10-7 10--------- 7---10 
10 7 10 - - - ---------- - - - - - 7 1 0 ..-------.._ 7 

--------
A I I I I I 

,.; 1~1 I r I r ~r 
-.- -: 

I I 

A 1i~J0~~~1 .. ~J1'c!: -ud~J---._ I I J I 

,.; 
H·~· """ • ~r 

~;: ~~;: ~ ;: .s. 1.;::: ~ .. ,_ .. -~ -: 

r I r T I 

Example 2.19: Voice-Leading Analysis of Evans Improvisation on ''The Touch of Your Lips," Right Hand, Measures 6-11. 
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Evans' improvisation exploits the different characters of each tonal space between 
members of the tonic triad. In Example 2.18b, the structural soprano (stems up) descends 
diatonically E-D-C. The structural alto (stems down) descends chromatically from C to 
G, the root of the dominant. (Ibis fourth progression balances the ascent of the opening 
measures with a softening descent that exploits the sensual sound of the lowered scale 
degrees over the cycle of fifths Evans describes in measures 6-11. In the original song, 
the notes C, B~, A~, and G occur respectively on the words "cool," "sweet," "tender," and 
"soft.'') Together, they provide the underlying melodic structure of both the original mel
ody of "The Touch of Your Llps" and the right hand of Evans' improvisation (a portion 
of which is graphed in Example 2.19). Thirds and sevenths above the bass line provide the 
underlying structure of Evans' left-hand inner voices, as demonstrated in Example 2.20. 

Evans' remark "I can work around that differently, or between the strong struc
tural points differently, but I find the most fundamental structure, and then I work from 
there" calls to mind the strong relationship between Schenker's theories and the practice 
of theme and variations. Furthermore, an examination of Evans' improvisation shows 
that the nature of its structure agrees with his explanation-and that his ways of mov
ing "between the strong structural points differently" preserves aspects of voice-leading 
rather than specific chords. For example, in the original rune, measures 21-24 are identical 
to measures 5---8, part of a thematic reprise. In Evans' performance of these two four
measure groups, (see Examples 2.10 and 2.15), the succession of chords is different but 
the individual strands of voice leading remain the same-what is altered is their timing and 
co-ordination. 

Let's look more closely at Evans' 8-bar introduction, in which he sets up the tempo 
and key by playing a variation on measures 25-32 Oabelled 25'-32' in Example 2.15). Such 
a use of the last eight measures of a tune as an introduction is common. Tbis introduction 
also states the melody, but departs from it in important ways. These departures eliminate 
the perfect authentic cadence by retaining the dominant as a pedal tone through measures 
301-311• The top vojce also avoids closure; it states the melody as it occurs j_n measures 
1-2 (remaining on 3) rather than as it appears in measures 29-32 (closing on 1). Measures 
311-321 contain a harmonic sequence that jazz musicians call a "turnaround" or "turn
back." Turnarounds typically replace the final tonic of a formal section with a cycle of 
chords that leads into the next formal section. 

Here, Evans' turnaround links his introduction to the following chorus both har
monically and melodically. Harmonically, his turnaround links sections via a dominant 
pedal and by not allowing the top voice to descend to the cadence. Melodically, his in
troduction not only anticipates the melody of measures 1-2 (by changing the melody 
of measures 291-321 to that of measures 1-2 instead of 29-32), but also anticipates two 

middleground melodies important in the following measures. The turnaround of measures 
31 1-321 is based on the chromatic third progression G-F#-F-E in the left hand. This voice 
connects the fifth of the tonic triad to its third The upper voices follow this leading voice 
to create a "planing" of colorful sonorities. 

24 

Planing (parallel motion in several voices that produces a succession of similar chords), 
which is uncommon in classical music (but common in Debussy's music), may raise ques
tions about the applicability of Schenkerian analysis. In jazz, planing frequently introduces 
parallel motion in dissonant intervals (especially triton es and sevenths, as in this example). It may 
also introduce parallel motion in perfect fifths. Nevertheless, it seems clear that the best explana
tions of planing necessarily involve Schenkerian principles of voice leading and structural context 
(see, for example, Schenker 1935/1979, 78-SO, on leading and following voices). 

Example 2.21 shows some of the tonal and motivic significance of these upper voices. 
The top voice connects the octave of the tonic down to its fifth (which begins the melody 
as a pick-up). The resultant fourth progression is a hidden repetition (or "foreshadowing'') 
of the middleground of measures 5-11: both measures 31 1-321 and measures 5-11 contain 
the descending fourth progression, C-{B)-Bb.-A-Ab.-G. 

The conclusion of the full chorus (measures 29-32) not only recalls the closure
avoidance and linking effect of measures 291-321, but also confirms the voice-leading expla
nation of these measures. The progression continues the motion forward for another cho
rus (again using the initial ascent figure without closing descent). The voice-leading events 
(the G-F#-F-E third progression, the top-voice hidden repetition, and the chromatically 
descending inner voices) are the same, but the chords are different. Again, Evans moves 
"between the strong structural points differently''-preserving aspects of voice leading but 
not preserving specific chords. 

Evans' explanation of measures 5-11 ("Now we start moving away from the thing 
into ... a cycle'') reflects the fact that the original melody moves away from the opening 
tonic prolongation (and its tonal space E-C). An analysis of his improvisation on these 
measures appears in Example 2.19. Just as the original melody departs from the opening 
tonic prolongation in measures 5-11, so Evans departs in these measures from the original 
melody. And yet, like the original melody, these measures are organized by a simple underly
ing pattern: the descending fourth progression, C-(B)-B~A-A~. 

This fourth progression (Example 2.19a, structural soprano; compare Example 2.18b) 
may not be immediately obvious to the listener. Yet, once heard, it can be felt as controlling 
the direction of Evans' improvisation. Perhaps this is because this middleground makes 
itself felt in the foreground. For example, when the A~ arrives on the downbeat of measure 
9 (see Example 2.19, all levels), it is approached by a motion in the foreground that is the 
same as the larger middleground motion that includes it. This simultaneous completion of 
the same pattern on two different levels of musical structure helps the listener to feel the 
organizing power of deeper levels by vivifying the experience of structure and ornament. 
Such simultaneous completions (a kind of hidden repetition) occur surprisingly often in 
both classical music and jazz (in fact, every performance transcribed in this book contains 
hidden repetitions of this type). I call the shorter pattern (which ends simultaneously with 
the longer pattern that contains it) a "confirmation" (Larson 2002 says more about the 
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Example 2.20: Voice-Leading Analysis of Evans Improvisation on "The Touch of Your Lips," Left Hand. 
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Example 2.20: (page 2). 
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Example 2.21: Evans Improvisation on "The Touch of Your Lips," Measures 31'-32'. 
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psychological effects of confirmations). The confirmation of the arrival of A~ in measure 
9 is marked with nested brackets in Example 2.19c. A similar confirmation echoes this one 
at the arrival of Gin measure 11 (also bracketed). This echo occurs at that point in the im
provisation that corresponds to the point in Evans' explanation where he says "now again." 
And the structural alto of Example 2.19c shows a confirmation at its conclusion, G-F-E. 

If the listener does not grasp these deeper "formulas," the surface may well sound like 
a meaningless collection of patterns that just happened to fall under the hand. However, 
consistent techniques of diminution balance the rich variety of this foreground, making the 
underlying patterns easier to perceive. Of measures 6--11, all but measure 10 introduce one 
new note of the middleground. These new notes usually occur on downbeats. (The B~ that 
appears in measure 6 of Example 2.19d anticipates the harmony of measure 7-as does the 
left-hand E07 chord-and so has been shifted to the downbeat of measure 7 in Example 
2.19c. In the foreground, the Ab of measure 9 does not resolve to G until measure 11; the 
F of measure 10 is an inner voice.) The C-E~ of measure 6 is answered by the Bli-G that 
belongs to measure 7. Chromatic passing tones and double neighbor notes appear in a 
similar rhythm throughout: a pair of elaborative pitches leads to a more structural pitch in 
the rhythm downbeat-upbeat-downbeat. The ascending register transfer is associated with 
the double-neighbor pattern, while the descending register transfer is associated with the 
upper-neighbor-of-upper-neighbor pattern. This consistent use of diminution techniques 
highlights deeper levels of structure by relating harmonically paired measures and associat
ing middleground events through similar treatment. 

Two of these patterns might be called "formulas"-(1) the chromatic double neigh
bor leading into an ascending arpeggio of a seventh chord and (2) the upper-neighbor-of
upper-neighbor transferred down an octave through an arpeggio (although either or both 
of these patterns occur in every one of the transcriptions in Smith's dissertation, he does 
not identify them as significant patterns or "formulas''). The first may be found in Example 
2.19, measure 9, and the second may be found in the following measure of the same exam
ple. One may assume that these patterns fell readily under Evans' hand, for he played them 
frequently in his improvisations. It may be that he played them frequently because they 
fell readily under his hand. But it may also be that they fell readily under his hand because 
he played them frequently-and that he played them frequently for musical reasons. The 
upper-neighbor-of-upper-neighbor pattern is strongly directed downward (in the direction 
of the resolution of its unstable upper neighbor notes) and thus its association with the 
descending register transfer is natural. \Vhen the chromatic double neighbor functions as 
a turn (which points upward, see C. P. E. Bach 1949, 115), its association with the ascend
ing arpeggio is natural. Furthermore, while these formulas appear in the "bag of tricks" of 
many performers, such formulas generally serve specific musical functions in Evans' play
ing. For example, the "confirmations" noted in measures 5-11 are all appearances of the 
upper-neighbor-of-upper-neighbor pattern. 
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The right hand of these measures of Evans' improvisation contains sevenths, ninths, 
elevenths, and thirteenths. Schenkerian analysis makes the melodic functions of these right
hand tensions clear (Example 2.19). The functions of Evans' left-hand tensions throughout 
may at first seem more difficult to explain, but they too are best explained in terms of their 
melodic relationships to more-stable tones at deeper structural levels. Example 2.20d repro
duces Evans' left hand in simpler durations and with a "fundamental bass" (in parentheses). 
This fundamental bass is replaced in some places by a dominant pedal. (As noted above, 
"The Touch of Your Lips" moves to III on two different levels of structure: it tonicizes III 
in measures 12-15, and the first new chord after the opening tonic prolongation is also III, 
in measure 7. The fundamental-bass analysis of Evans' opening tonic prolongation sug
gests that it also features a motion to III.) 

The bass line of measures 5-7 is conceptually an inner voice that moves from the 
fifth of the tonic triad chromatically down to its third. Evans' left hand repeats this chro
matically descending third-progression from chordal fifth to chordal third at a variety of 
pitch levels (bracketed in Example 2.20c). Since this motive is such a simple one, it is not 
striking, and yet the cohesiveness that it adds is strong; it usually appears registrally intact, 
and its directed motion draws the music forward. 

Each of the individual lines above the bass in Example 2.20c (the stemming distin
guishes these lines) is a descending chromatic linear progression that fills the tonal space 
of some interval between adjacent chord tones (cf. Examples 2.20b and c). The only ex
ceptions in measures 1-25 are simple neighboring motions. For example, the F on the 
downbeat of measures 2 and 18 is an upper neighbor to the third of the tonic triad, and A 
on the downbeat of measures 6 and 22 is an upper neighbor to the fifth of the tonic triad. 
In measures 25-32, some lines ascend, but-as the analysis shows-these measures are 
relatively straightforward; in these measures, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths occur only 
in the right hand. 

The descending chromatic linear progressions of the left hand in measures 1-4 are 
based on simpler diatonic patterns. The diatonic patterns of Example 2.20b result analyti
cally from the elimination of chromaticism and delay from Example 2.20c. The acciden
tals removed from Example 2.20c may be explained both harmonically and melodically. 
Harmonically, the C# in measure 3 and the F#s in measures 2 and 4 are the inflected thirds 
of the chords "on N' and "on D" respectively; these accidentals make 'CV!" and "II" into 
applied dominants of the chords that follow. The F# in measure 3 is the preferred tension 
for "III" where it functions with ''VI" as II-V of II (Strunk notes constraints on tension 
formation in chord voicings, restricting "the minor ninth to only one location-between 
the root and minor ninth of a dominant seventh chord" (1985, 98), and while this restric
tion is not always strictly observed-for example, Evans sometimes voices a minor ninth 
above Ifo7 in minor-it is usually observed when the II of a II-V progression is a minor
minor seventh). Melodically, each accidental appears on a note that resolves down by half 
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step, turning a conceptually diatonic descent into an actually chromatic one. The thirds and 
sevenths (Example 2.20c, bass clef) form a 7-10 linear intervallic progression (which may 
also be understood as an elided 8--7-10 progression). The ninths and thirteenths (Example 
2.20c, treble clef) may be explained in two ways: (1) as stand-ins for the chord tones that lie 
a step below; or (2) as suspensions whose resolutions follow. The first explanation (a verti
cal substitution) derives from the possibility of the second (a horizontal delay). In some 
cases, a dissonance ~y be understood as Aa substitutiAon even though the res9.lution does 
not appear (as when3/V7 substitutes for 2/V7, and 8/V7 may substitute for7 /V7-typi
cally at cadences). However, here both explanations apply. The ninths and thirteenths stand 
for an 8-5 linear intervallic progression whose tones are delayed. The delayed pitches form 
linear progressions that move between members of the tonic triad. 

It may be objected that this demonstration proves only that Schenkerian analysis is 
applicable to the playing of Bill Evans and not that it is applicable to modern jazz in gen
eral. Such an objection might be based on two contentions: first, that Evans was unusually 
talented as an improviser; and secon~ that his way of thinking was radically different from 
that of other jazz musicians. The first of these contentions seems justified. That Evans was 
an unusually talented improviser-and that Schenkerian analysis can help show this-is a 
principal argument of this book. The second contention also contains some truth. As Martin 
Williams (nd) has observe~ Evans "could have been a major musician-critic. Indeed if we 
were to collect all he wrote and said about the music and the players, he might appear to have 
been just that." And that Evans was a student at the :Mannes College of Music may also help 
to explain why some of his comments resonate with Schenkerian theory. (Mannes was, and 
continues to be, an institution that strongly supports and deeply reflects Schenker's ideas.) 

Yet it seems unlikely that Evans' thought processes were totally unlike those of other 
jazz artists. Evans was one of the most influential pianists-perhaps the most influential 
pianist---0f the modern-jazz era. The fact that he also performed and recorded with a 
range of musicians suggests that his ideas may have been transmitted through them, too. 
\Vhile others may not be able to put so clearly into words what they put into music, other 
jazz artists have produced improvisations whose coherence is illuminated by Schenkerian 
analysis. The following chapters analyze several such performances of a single composition 
(" 'Round Midnighf') by various artists. 

We have seen that the third question mentioned above, concerning the intent of im
provising musicians to create the complex structures illuminated by Schenkerian analyses, 
embodies misconceptions about the relationship of improvisation and composition. But 
other misconceptions implied by this question are more fundamental. This question misun
derstands the role of simplicity and complexity in music. Neither simplicity nor complexity 
by itself is a virtue. Artistic expression grows out of their balanced interaction (the writings 
of Rudolf Arnheim make this point clear). Schenker stresses the importance of simplicity 
in Free Composition (1935/1979, xxiii): 

QUESTIONS ABOUT METHOD 

My concepts show that the art of music is much simpler than present-day teachings would 
have it appear. However, the fact that the simplicity does not lie on the surface makes it 
no less simple. Every surface, seen for itself alone, is of necessity confusing and always 
complex. 

Wilhelm Furtwangler also stresses the importance of simplicity, but makes a different 
complaint about jazz (1947, 4--5): 

Some time ago a young man in Switzerland expressed his enthusiasm for jazz by pro
claiming that jazz is much more up-to-date than the symphonies of Beethoven because 
it is far more refined and complicated, and, therefore, incomparably better suited to the 
advanced intellectual capacity of modem man. In rhythmic as well as in harmonic rela
tionships the intricacies which it can produce under certain circumstances are extremely 
interesting, while Beethoven's symphonies lie before us like exercises for children. The 
young man was, of course, put in his place by several offended defenders of tradition, but 
is, if one considers it carefully, not completely wrong. In fact, the melodic, rhythmic, and 
harmonic elements of which music is ultimately composed are remarkably more simple 
in a Beethoven symphony than in a jazz composition. The decisive difference lies in only 
one thing: in jazz, long-range hearing is absent. The intricacies exist for the moment in 
which they sound. The totality runs its course like a path through a dense jungle, where 
from right and left ever new nuances, rhythms, creeping growths of all kinds approach 
us; then suddenly it is at an end and we simply step out of the jungle into the open again. 
In a Beethoven symphony, on the other hand, the first measure refers to the fifth, eighth, 
twentieth, thirtieth, even to measures up to the final cadence; and so it goes throughout 
the whole composition. The individual measure is simple, but the relationship among the 
measures, among the themes-the hundredfold correspondences and variations, inten
sifications and diminutions that are the result of this most ingenious long-range hear
ing-produces a mass of complications which, correctly comprehended, surpasses all 
that jazz has to offer, in the same way that a living organism, as a product of nature, 
infinitely surpasses every man-made machine in inner complexity. 

Furtwangler's remark contradicts assumptions suggested in my third question. It rais
es, however, another question: Does jazz encourage "long-range hearing"? 

\Vhen Furtwangler's asserts that "in jazz, long-range hearing is absent," he is suggesting 
that jazz lacks the global relationships that would reward long-range hearing. To be more 
precise: when long-range hearing is absent, it may be so because of some lack in the music, 
but if it is absent, it is absent in the listener rather than in the music (Larson 1997). Actu
ally, Furtwiingler's description of jazz has a ring of truth to it. Much jazz improvisation 
consists, as Hodeir observes, of "disconnected bits of nonsense" (1956, 168). (Schenker 
seemed fond of pointing out that much classical music-if we include all the music of the 
"common-practice era," not just what are called "masterworks"-is similarly flawed.) But 
the fact that jazz musicians often say that "a jazz improvisation should tell a story'' suggests 
that many jazz musicians are concerned with creating and experiencing global relationships. 
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That they do not always achieve this goal in performance is not surprising-the task is dif
ficult. (Actually, the fact that a jazz performance generally takes the form of a theme and 
variations means that the underlying structure is often clear enough. ~at is often lacking 
is an artistically convincing relationship among structural levels.) However, there are ex
ceptions. The following chapters examine jazz improvisations that do reward long-range 
hearing. 
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Is Schenkerian analysis applicable only to jazz performances that are exceptions? No, 
Schenkerian analysis may be applied to any jazz performance-and it may show the short
comings of that performance. One need not buy the "great man" theory of musical history, 
nor Schenker's claim that his theory distinguishes the "genius" from the everyday musician, 
to claim that Schenker's theories can illuminate the exceptional quality we experience in 
some of the most-admired jazz performances. 
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CHAPTER3 

" 'ROUND MIDNIGHT" 

Careful analysis leads one to see that what we choose to call a new theme is 
itself always some sort of variation, on a deep level, of previous themes. 

(Douglas R. Hofstadter 1985, 232-259) 

Monk's theme as a variation 
Hofstadter's remark comes from an article entitled ''Variations on a Theme as the Crux of 
Creativity." His article suggests that the crux of creativity lies in recognizing "the internal 
structure of a single concept and how it 'reaches out' toward things it is not'' (1985, 
250). Chapters III-V of this book examine Thelonious Monk's composition, "'Round 
Midnight.," from two perspectives: first, what does its internal structure tell us about how it 
may be considered a variation on previous themes; and second, how does it reach out and 
become Oscar Peterson's or Bill Evans' theme and variations? 

Hofstadter's remark may be viewed as a variation on Schenker's famous motto. And 
Schenkerian theory can contribute an important part to the careful analysis described in 
Hofstadter's remark. Each performance analyzed in the following chapters takes the form 
of a theme and variations on " 'Round Midnight." But Monk's theme is itself a variation 
on musical patterns that may be found in the deeper levels of a Schenkerian analysis. By 
showing the relationships between such levels, Schenkerian analysis not only illuminates 
the interaction of voice leading, harmony, rhythm, and motive, but also highlights features 
that contribute to the distinctive character of " 'Round :Midnight." Because Monk's theme 
forms the basis for the five performances discussed, it deserves particularly careful, detailed 
analysis. 

For this analysis, I have transcribed two different solo-piano performances by Monk. 
The first is a live recording from an album entitled Monk's Greatest Hits (19 November 1968, 
Columbia CS 9775 and 32355). The second is a studio recording originally released on 
Thelonious Himse!f(5 April 1957, Riverside 12-235) and reissued on an album entitled 'Rnund 
Midnight (Milestone M-47067 also on Milestone M-47004 and M-47064). The album entitled 
'Round Midnight is of particular interest because it also reproduces studio tapes of the com
poser working out his performance of " 'Round Midnight." I will refer to the first of these 
performances as "Monk's live recording" and the second as "Monk's studio recording." 

'ROUND MIDNIGHT 

Semper idem sed non eodem modo 
[Always the same, but not in the same way.] 

(Heinrich Schenker 1935/1979, motto) 

Because the Monk performances are variations, it is possible to compare formally 
analogous measures (e.g., the same-numbered measures of two different A sections). Such 
comparisons support the assertions of this chapter's analysis. However, analogous passages 
are compared here not merely for the purpose of finding the "correct" solutions to analysis 
problems. Schenkerian analyses suggest that we hear more elaborate passages as variations 
of other, simpler ones. And in hearing analogous passages of a theme and variations, we 
compare varied realizations of the same structure. 

If these variations are to be perceived as such, there must be certain constraints upon 
the types of variation used. Because such perception is an act of association that includes 
recall, and because recall is influenced by organization, some of the constraints on variation 
reflect the organizing power of simpler structures (Koehler 1947, 248--319). And because music 
happens in "real time," some of these constraints concern the timing of structural events. 

At the deepest levels, the patterns of " 'Round Midnight" are simple and very ~OJil-;_ 
mon. Example 3.1 shows the form and underlying tonal plan of its AABA theme. Its 3-2-1 
Ursatz appears in countless other tonal pieces. Its 32-bar AABA form is the most usual 
one for themes upon which modern jazz musicians improvise their variations: the first 
eight-measure phrase (A1) ends with a half-cadence (a common alternative ends A1 with an 
imperfect authentic cadence); the second eight-measure phrase (AJ ends with an authentic 
cadence; the third eight-measure phrase (B)-a contrasting phrase referred to by jazz musi
cians as the bridge, release, or channel-ends on a half cadence; and the final cight-measure 
phrase (AJ ends with an authentic cadence. 

The basic form of both performances presents variations on this theme. Example 
3.2 describes the form of the live recording. Example 3.3 describes the form of the studio 
recording. The addition of an introduction (x), interlude (y), and ending (z) to a theme, al
though atypical, is not unprecedented (the interlude does not appear in Monk's solo-piano 
performances, but does appear in both of the performances recorded by Bill Evans). 
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Example 3.1: The Form and Underlying Tonal Plan of the AABA Theme of "'Round Midnight." 

x 1A2 B 1A3 2A2 2B 2A, lz 11 

Example 3.2: The Form of Monk's Llve Recording. 

x 1A2 B 1A3 2B 2A, II 

Example 3.3: The Form of Monk's Studio Recording. 
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Even at levels closer to the foreground-and thus more specific-the structure of 
" 'Round Midnight'' shares simple patterns with many tonal pieces. The introduction and 
ending are based on sequences of II-V progressions-the most common type in modern 
jazz. The bridge is a 2+2+4 sentence (on sentences, see Caplin 1998). And the A sections 
are based on a middleground pattern of durations and pitches (described below) that ap
pears in other modern jazz compositions and in several popular tunes upon which jazz 
musicians improvise. 

The simplicity and commonness of these patterns helps the listener recognize varia
tions in their timing. One of the constraints on the timing of events in this theme is that, 
as a variation of underlying structure, this theme follows the general principle that such 
structural events tend to be delayed rather than anticipated. Placing events "late" allows the 
participation of listener predictions in a way that placing events "early" does not. 

Levels even closer to the foreground introduce such delays. These levels also intro
duce harmonic enrichment, balanced oppositions of event rhythms, a variety of hidden 
repetitions, and a high degree of relatedness between sections. These features appear in 
many other compositions, but their combination in " 'Round Midnight'' adds to its distinc
tiveness-and at the same time, such features may also be thought of as "themes" in the 
sense intended in the quote that begins this chapter. 

Harmonic rhythm in the A sections 

Schenkerian analysis of the A sections of " 'Round Midnight" reveals typical underly
ing tonal patterns (Example 3.4 analyzes the A1 section, which ends with a half cadence, 
and Example 3.5 analyzes the A2 and A3 sections, which end with an authentic cadence). 
Schenkerian analysis also identifies salient rhythmic features; the vertical alignment of 
events at different structural levels may be taken as an assertion about underlying levels of 
rhythmic structure (Rothstein 1981and1990; Schachter 1976, 1980, 1999). 

A neighbor note shapes the first level of the A sections (Examples 3.4a and 3.5a, cf. 
Free Composition, Figure 32.3). The events of this level articulate an underlying rhythm of 
functional harmonies. The initial tonic lasts four measures (measures 1-4). The appearance 
of the neighbor note signals the midpoint of the A section (measure 5). In the A sections 
ending with authentic cadences, each of the subsequent harmonies lasts one measure: the 
tonic returns in measure 6, the dominant announces the cadence in measure 7, and the final 
tonic arrives in measure 8. In the A section that ends with a half cadence, this harmonic 
rhythm is adjusted so that the dominant takes up measures 7 and 8. 

John Rothgeb (private communication) suggests an alternative rea9filg in which N 
(first as A~min7, then as A~7) is prolonged in measures 5-6, supporting4 in the top voice 
(according to this interpretation, the B~ on the downbeat of measure 6 is a passing tone 
between C~ and A~)- This reading finds a similarly clear rhythm of underlying basic harmo
nies. 

'ROUND MIDNIGHT 

The events of the next level (Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb) also articulate a rhythm of 
measures. In the initial four-bar tonic prolongation, a fourth progression (tenor, stems up 
on the lower staf±) connects the octave of the tonic chord down to its fifth. 1bis fourth 
progression articulates an underlying rhythm of one harmony per measure. These harmo
nies may be described as tonic (measure 1), neighbor harmony (measure 2), tonic or tonic 
substitute (measure 3), and dominant-of-the-subdominant (measure 4). (In the studio re
cording, the harmony of measure 3 has E~ in the bass and C appears as an inner voice; this 
harmony may be described as tonic with added sixth. In the live recording, the harmony of 
measure 3 has C in the bass; this harmony may be described as VI, a tonic substitute.) 

The middleground bass line shown in Examples 3.4b and 3.5b resembles a pattern 
of durations and pitches common in modern jazz. Tbis pattern may described as (1) initial 
tonic prolongation, (2) departure to subdominant, (3) return to a tonic or tonic substitute 
that initiates a circle-of-fifths motion to the dominant, and (4) cadential tonic. Example 3.6 
shows the bass lines for the A sections of some other modern jazz compositions and popu
lar songs upon which jazz musicians often improvise. All of the A sections shown in this 
example have this pattern. To facilitate comparison, bass lines for the final A sections (as 
given in published sheet music) have been transposed to E~, notes following the final tonic 
(which make up the "turnaround" -a generic set of harmonies that return to the tonic) 
have been omitte~ and the register of some pitches have been changed. Of course, mod
ern jazz musicians rarely restrict themselves to the chords given in published sheet music, 
but this comparison shows that the pattern shown may be considered a paradigm. 

In the most regular versions of this pattern, each of these events lasts two measures 
(Examples 3.6g and h). In a common alternative to this rhythm in pairs of measures, the 
initial tonic prolongation lasts three measures (Examples 3.6c, ~ e, and ±). This alternative 
may be common because of its simplicity: the initial three-bar tonic prolongation (measures 
1-3) usually consists of three parts (the most common being essentially I-V-I), and the 
single-measure subdominant (measure 4) may be just a single chord. Note that this alterna
tive may be heard as delaying IV from measure 3 to measure 4. In either case, the midpoint 
(measure 5) of the phrase is articulated by a harmonic change: the return to tonic. 

In" 'Round Midnight'' (Example 3.6a, c£ Example 3.Sb) and in Charlie Parker's com
position "Confirmation" (Example 3.6b), it is the arrival of IV that articulates the midpoint 
of the phrase. (For a more detailed analysis of "Confirmation," see Larson 2002). Again, 
the pattern of durations is based on a simple association of one pitch event per measure: 
both compositions feature a fourth progression in measures 1-4 that connects the octave 
of the tonic to its fifth. Because the arrival on IV displaces the following 111-VI-II-V, the 
cadence does not occur until measure 8 (M:onk usually plays I in measure 6, but in the stu
dio recording, 2A2, measure 6, he plays III7, the chord that other performers often play in 
that measure). The arrival of IV in measure 5 also recalls the 12-bar blues. In fact, Parker's 
"Blues For Alice" uses the chord changes of "Confirmation" in a 12-bar blues. 
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Example 3.4: Voice-Leadiog Analysis of the A1 Sections. 
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Analysis of" 'Round Midnight" (c f. Example 3.5b) 
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Example 3.6: Bass Lines of Selected 1\ Sections. 
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Like a Schenkerian analysis, Example 3.6 illuminates certain structures by comparing 
them with others. However, differences between this example and a Schenkerian analysis 
should be stressed. In a Schenkerian analysis, all of the levels are hierarchically related, and 
all may be said to be present together in one composition or improvisation. In Example 3.6, 
each of the bass lines is an independent entity that bears instead a family resemblance to the 
others; these compositions are not hierarchically related, and may not be said to be present 
together in one composition or improvisation. Because the levels of a Schenkerian analysis 
are hierarchically related, they may be compared in a more rigorous sense. For example, 
the fact that a given foreground event (such as the resolution of an appoggiatura) occurs 
later than its more normative middleground placement may often be presumed significant; 
such an event may be experienced as having been delayed. The fact that a given harmony 
occurs later in one bass line than it does in another may not necessarily be presumed sig
nificant; such an event is less likely to be experienced as having been delayed. This is true 
for at least two reasons. First, the idea that a middleground pattern is hierarchically superior 
to its foreground manifestation suggests that the foreground is heard in terms of---or as 
a variation on--a more normative middleground. In comparing different bass lines, no 
clear hierarchical relationship among the bass lines determines immediately which, if any, 
is more normative. Second, while some bass lines may have patterns that are more regular 
or more common than others, all good bass lines probably exhibit patterns that make them 
self-sufficient. In other words, a good bass line probably does not depend for its meaning 
upon other bass lines any more than other bass lines depend upon it. For example, the 
three-measure tonic prolongations of Examples 3.6c-f, because they are based on a simple 
association of one event per measure (tonic, dominant, tonic), need not be heard as a delay 
of the more regular patterns in Examples 3.6g-h the way that the resolution of an appog
giatura must be heard as a delay of an earlier middleground arrival. Likewise, while it is far 
more common for a popular song or modern jazz composition to cadence on I in measure 
7 than in measure 8, both Examples 3.6a and b, because they are based on a simple associa
tion of one event per measure (each associates one note of a descending scale with each 
measure), need not be heard as a delay of the more common patterns in Examples 3.6c-h. 

measure: CD 0 0 © 
II motto 

Some of the other delays shown in Examples 3.4 and 3.5 are typical of tonal music. 
For example, a comparison of levels a and b shows that the arrival of the dominant is de
layed from the downbeat of measure 7. The delay of the dominant by a dominant-prepara
tion chord is a common occurrence. 

However, some of the delays shown in Examples 3.4 and 3.5 are atypical, and add t9 
the distinctive character of " 'Round Midnight": the return of the primary melodic tone, 3, 
is delayed from measure 6 to measure 7; and VI is delayed from the second half of measure 
6 to the downbeat of measure 7. These atypical delays place an emphasis on the harmony 
on the downbeat of measure 7. (Ibe emphasis given this chord on C will be discussed in 
greater detail below.) 

Harmonic rhythm may be compared with a kind of event rhythm called "motivic 
rhythm" (the rhythm created by repetitions of a motive). The motivic rhythm and the har
monic rhythm of the A sections of " 'Round Midnight" balance one another, moving in 
complementary ways within phrases and then joining to cadence. Example 3.7 shows the 
coordination of motivic rhythm and harmonic rhythm (Example 3.7 describes the A2 and 
A3 sections, which end with authentic cadences). The motivic rhythm divides the A section 
into pairs of measures. The motto (Bb--Eb-F-Bb--Gb in its first appearance) initiates the first 
three pairs, and the ''linking motive," Eb--F-Gb--F-Eb--D-Eb, makes up the final pair. 

In the A sections ending with an authentic cadence, the first two pairs of measures 
depart from tonic (measures 1-2 move from tonic to neighbor harmony, measures 3-4 
move from tonic or tonic-substitute to dominant-of-the-subdominant) and the second two 
pairs return to tonic (measures 5-6 move from neighbor harmony to tonic or tonic sub
stitute, measures 7-8 move from dominant to tonic). Melodically, the first three of these 
pairs of measures are separated by the rests that begin measures 1, 3, and 5. The final pair 
of measures begins, not after a rest, but with pickups. These pickups introduce a balancing 
asymmetry: they join measure 6 to measure 7 (thus, measures 5-8 answer measures 1-2 
and 3-4), they answer the initial ascent (E[,_F--G~, see Examples 3.4c and 3.5c) of the first 
motto, and they intensify the motion to the cadence. 
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Example 3. 7: Motivic Rhythm vs. Harmonic Rhythm in the A Section. 
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The harmonic rhythm shown in Example 3. 7 exhibits a similar balancing asymmetry. 
The notated rhythm corresponds both to a felt bass-line rhythm and a listing of the dura
tions of events on Examples 3.4c and 3.5c. (The parenthesized attack point on beat two 
of measure 2 corresponds to a harmonic substitution commonly made in that measure: 
instead of C07, many play Cm7-F7). 

Within each measure of Example 3.7, the bass-line rhythm is either three quarter 
notes followed by a rest Oabeled A) or four quarter notes Oabeled B). The quarter-note rest 
in A tends to interrupt forward motion. B, on the other han~ pushes on to the next down
beat. The motto and the linking motive group the phrase in pairs of measures with points 
of division at the beginnings of measures 1, 3, 5, and 7. But the momentum of the bass-line 
rhythm carries the entire phrase through the first three of these points of division. Only in the 
approach to the cadence (measure 7), is the momentum of the bass-line rhythm congruent 
with the motivic grouping of pairs of measures. There it intensifies the drive to the cadence. 
(For more on "event rhythm," see Larson 1996. For more on the role of middleground har
monic rhythm in pieces that become vehicles for jazz improvisation, see Larson 1999b). 

Schenker's conception of hidden repetition 

Concerning improvisation and diminution, Schenker mentions two ways in which 
music may achieve organic relationships. The first is that "all diminution must be secured 
fumly to the total work by means which are precisely demonstrable and organically verified 
by the inner necessities of the voice-leading" (1935/1979, 98). The second way-related 
to the first, and insufficient without it-involves repetition, "the basis of music as an art" 
(1954, 5). Some repetitions lie on the surface and are immediately recognizable. Others are 
called "concealed repetitions," "hidden repetitions," or "motivic parallelisms." 

Schenker described two kinds of concealed repetition. He called the fust "linkage 
technique" (&iipftechnik). Linkage technique occurs where a new musical gesture begins 
with the idea that ended the preceding gesture. (For examples of linkage technique in other 
pieces, see Jonas 1982, 6--8; and Rothgeb 1983, 42-45.) Scbenker's theories of structural 
levels in music led him to discover a second kind of concealed repetition in which the same 
motive appears on different levels or elaborated with different diminutions. Both kinds of 
concealed repetition help to integrate Monk's theme. (For more on hidden repetition, as 
well as a bibliography of articles discussing that topic, see Larson 1997-98.) 

Hidden repetitions in the A sections 

Hidden repetitions (of the neighbor-note figure, G~A~G~, and the unusual succes
sion E~Dl.-c) shape the phrase in a consistent way. Such hidden repetitions also give the 
phrase a sense of direction: the completion of a pattern over a longer span can be predicted 
(consciously or unconsciously) by the listener on the basis of hearing the same pattern re
peated over a shorter span. This encourages the listener to make such predictions. 
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In one such hidden repetition, all three upper voices complete the same neighbor 
pattern in Examples 3.4b and 3.5b as they do in Examples 3.4a and 3.Sa. In both cases, the 
neighbor A~ is harmonized in the foreground (Examples 3.4d and 3.Sd) with Abm7-D~7. 
(The neighbor Ab also appears in measure 4, breaking up the direct chromaticism, G~G, 
that would have resulted in progressing directly from I to V7-of-N. The broken slurs con
nect pitches that are inflections of the same scale degree.) 

As 11-V of the relative major, Abm7-Db7 usually progresses to Gk In measure 2-3, 
it progresses to a colorful chord containing the raised sixth scale degree, C (this C appears 
as the bass in the live recording and as an inner voice in the studio recording). But as the 
analysis suggests, the motion at measure 3 to tonic (the studio recording) or tonic substitute 
(the live recording) is not unusual-it is the Abm7-D~7 that is unusual. For a return to I 
in measure 3, one might expect V or 11-V (this harmonization of" 'Round lYfidnight" ap
pears in Peterson's performance and in fake books I have seen). If we recognize measure 2 
as unusual upon hearing measure 3, it may be because, in listening, we grasp the levels of 
structure shown in Examples 3.4 and 3.5. 

This unusual linear succession, E~Dl.-c, introduced in Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb, 
sounds on other levels as well. In Examples 3.4c and 3.5c, it sounds in the tenor, measure 1, 
and in the alto, measures 3 and 6 (and transposed to A~G~F as a motion to an inner voice 
of the soprano, measure 5). Thus, when the chord on C of measure 7 recalls the chord on 
C of measure 2, it also recalls these other occurrences of C. 

In the live recording, the two versions of the motive E~D~C just described gener
ally appear in different registers. The longer version of the motive (spanning measures 1-3 
and appearing as a succession in Examples 3.4b and 3.5b) generally appears in the register 
Eb2-Db2-C2. The shorter version of the motive (spanning measures 1-2 and appearing as 
a succession in Examples 3.4c and 3.5c) generally appears as Eb3-Db3--C3. 

Consistency and completeness in the A sections 

The directed nature of the harmonic progression and the organizing power of the 
structural levels (including the hidden repetitions) give this phras~ a well-defined shape. The 
motto places distinct emphasis on the primary structural tone 3. Examples 3.4c and 3.5c 
show that this opening gesture presents an Anstieg, or initial ascent, E~F-Gb. The pickup 
notes to the linking motive of measures 7-8 (see Examples 3.4d and 3.5d) recall this initial 
ascent. In the melody (Example 3.4d and 3.5d), the pitches that follow the motto, B~ and Eb, 
represent what may be called the structural alto and second soprano respectively. (The alto 
voice is notated with stems down on the upper staff of Examples 3.4a and b and 3.5a and 
h In Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb, die D~ of measure 4 connects die preceding second soprano E~ to 
die following alto Ck) Pick-up notes in die melody (Examples 3.4d and 3.Sd) lead into measures 
2, 4, and 6. These pick-ups emphasize the inner voices of Examples 3.4a and 3.Sa. 
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These inner voices trace consistent and balanced paths through this phrase. In Ex
amples 3.4a and 3.5a, the second soprano harmonizes the top voice in parallel thirds, and 
the alto harmonizes the top voice in parallel sixths. The arrows in Examples 3.4b and 3.5b 
show that the superposition of inner voices in measure 5, which brings the alto C~ into the 
register above the top voice, is answered by measure 6, which brings the alto B~ back into 
its lower register. 

One can find "paths" of voice leading that connect each of the initial voices (top 
voice 3, second soprano 8 and alto 5) through to the closing 1. The reasons for this are that 
(in Examples 3.4b and 3.5b) the D~ of measure 4 connects the second soprano to the alto 
and that (in Examples 3.4c and 3.5c) the A~ of me~ure"' 6 connects the superposed alto to 
~he tSll1 voice. Example 3.8a shows two paths from 8 to 1. Examp~e ?.Bb shows a path from 
5 to 1. These different paths should not be understood as confl.ictmg; they offer comple
mentary ways of analyzing_ this phrase. The relationship between the motto and the ljpking 
motive makes it clear that3 is the primary tone in" 'Round Midnight." Th~ fac;:_s that5 plays 
an important role and that one can find a descent to the cadence from 5 or 8 suggest not 
that the phrase is ambiguous, but that it ties up the threads of all that it sets in motion. The 
performances analyzed in the following chapters show that such a rich framework offers 
much to the improvising musician. 
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The A sections: Comparisons 

Examples 3.4 and 3.5 make a number of assertions about the relationships of tones. 
Some of these relationships are more difficult to grasp than others, but all can be not only 
understood but heard. The following comparison of analogous passages makes these rela
tionships easier to grasp, both intellectually and aurally. 

In each of the comparisons that follow, I cite two passages that may be related to 
one another as a variation is related to a theme. I claim that each comparison supports an 
analytic assertion---often because one of the passages omits a note that I claim is a tone of 
elaboration when it appears in the other passage. While this does not "prove" the analytic 
assertion (one could claim that the omitted note is an implied tone), I believe that readers 
who experience the comparisons will find them persuasive. Perhaps the deeper points are 
that hearing jazz meaningfully relies on making such comparisons, and that such compari
sons rely on the kinds of variation alluded to in the quotes from Hofstadter and Schenker 
that begin this chapter. 

One of the most distinctive features of " 'Round Midnight" is the recurrence of the 
raised sixth degree, C. A distinctively Schenkerian aspect of this analysis is its explanation 
of the function of this C (including its appearance in a motive, E>.-o>.-c, repeated on dif
ferent structural levels): (1) the first four measures prolong tonic harmony (Examples 3.4 
and 3.5, levels a and b); (2) the essential bass line of measures 1-4 (E>-D~-C-B~, stems 
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Example 3.8: Different "Paths" Through the A Section. 
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up, Examples 3.4c and 3.Sc) may be understood as a motion to an inner voice-the octave 
of the tonic triad descends to its fifth above an unsounded but conceptually-present pedal 
Eb (Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb); (3) the lowest voice of measures 1-2 prefigures this motion 
in shorter note values-also presenting El-Dl-C as a motion to an inner voice above an 
unsounded but conceptually-present pedal E~ (Examples 3.4c and 3.Sc). In the interest of 
clarity, this explanation has been stated from background to foreground; however, in the 
interest of making greater aural impact, the following comparisons work from foreground 
to background. In every case, details of one or both performances appear to confirm ana
lytical judgments. 

Examples 3.4d and 3.Sd show the lowest voice of measures 1-2 as El-D-Dl-c. 
Examples 3.4c and 3.Sc assert that the Din this line is a chromatic passing tone that embel
lishes the more basic pattern El-Db-C. In the studio recording, the first two measures of 
2A, support this reading; they contain E~D'-c (not D). 

Examples 3.4c and 3.Sc also assert that this line is a motion to an inner voice above 
an unsounded but conceptually-present pedal Eb. In the studio recording, the first two 
measures of 1A1 support this reading; here the conceptually-present lower voice actually 
sounds through these measures. 

Monk usually plays the leap from Eb2 to D3 shown in measure 1 of Examples 3.4d 
and 3.Sd Examples 3.4c and 3.Sc assert that this D3 comes from an unsounded but con
ceptually-present Eb3. In the live recording, the first measure of 2A2 supports this reading; 
here D3 comes from an actually sounded Eb3. 

In the live recording (as in Examples 3.4d and 3.Sd), measure 3 of the A sections 
always has C in the bass. Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb assert that this C is an inner voice of a 
chord on Ek The studio recording supports this reading; measure 3 of its A sections always 
has Eb in the bass. 

Examples 3.4b and c assert that the C of measure 3 continues through the passing 
tone C~ to B~ in measure 4, and that this B~ is the fifth of a chord on E~. In the studio re
cording, 1A2 supports this reading; in measure 3, C appears above El--and in measure 4, 
not only is the succession C-Cl-B~ uninterrupted, but the chord on B~ becomes a chord 
on Eb (with a suspended Ab). Furthermore, the inner-voice status of the linear progression 
that includes C--Cl-Bb is easy to hear as this C-Cl-B~ is preceded and followed by the Eb 
below. 

Examples 3.4b and 3.Sb assert that the E~E.~D~ inner voice of measures 3-4 em
bellishes a more structural El-D~ (8-7 above the tonic). In the studio recording, 1A2 sup
ports this reading; here the El-D~ appears without the E~~. We recognize 1A2, measures 
3--4, of the studio recording as a version of A, measures 3--4, not because the chords are 
the same (in fact they are different), but because the essential voice leading is preserved. 

Because the same patterns appear on various levels, one might accept the relation
ships shown in the higher levels of Examples 3.4 and 3.5, reasoning by analogy. Measures 
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1--4 and measures 1--6 present structurally similar tonic prolongations. One could even 
compare the entire Examples 3.4a and 3.Sa to a passage in Peterson's performance (1A2, 

measure 8), where a similar pattern clearly prolongs a single chord. 

To experience the higher levels of Examples 3.4 and 3.5 aurally may be another mat
ter. However, there are certain points at which these relationships seem to crystallize. To 
experience the last beat of measure 4 as V of IV is to be aware of imminent departure from 
the initial tonic in a "WaY that aids recognition of the larger motion to the neighbor chord of 
measure 5. And the pick-up notes to measure 7 recall the motto and introduce the primary 
structural tone from a measure whose immediate context makes this G~ felt as a note ar
rived at by descent. It is at these points that the underlying structure seems clearest. And it 
seems a mark of a well-crafted piece that it is at these same points that important motivic 
relationships are emphasized. 

Hidden repetitions in the bridge 

Some repetitions build a simple underlying pattern in the bridge. The melody of the 
bridge moves repeatedly to notes of the dominant triad, expressing one of the most basic 
patterns of phrase rhythm: the 2+2+4 sentence. Example 3.9 shows the structure of the 
bri<lge. 

Other repetitions relate the bridge to the A sections. The bridge begins with a chord 
on C-a chord given distinctive emphasis in the A sections. In fact, the first two measures 
of the bridge repeat the last two measures of the A1 section with its characteristic leap to 
B~ (this leap to B~ occurs in the bridge of most performances of " 'Round J\fidnight"; how
ever, although the leap to B~ always appears in half cadences of A1 sections in the Monk 
performances transcribe~ it often does not appear in half cadences of A1 sections played 
by other performers). I call these two measures the "linking motive" because they partici
pate in that kind of hidden repetition that Schenker called ''linkage technique." A different 
version of the linking motive occurs at the end of the A2 and A3 sections, in which the final 
note is Ek 

This use of linkage technique to smoothly introduce a contrasting bridge is artful, but 
not uncommon. The same technique relates the bridges to the A sections in other modern 
jazz compositions and popular songs such as ''As Time Goes By," "Body and Soul," and 
Monk's 'Well You Needn't" (for more on what makes a good bridge, see Larson 2001). 

The third and fourth measures of the bridge repeat the first two measures, but with 
the final Bb in a different octave. This change of octave, placing Bb first below and then 
above the linking motive, answers the Bbs that surround the motto. 

The prominence of this inner voice B~ increases gradually within the bridge: in mea
sure 2 it appears below D on a weak beat; in measure 4 it appears above D on a weak beat; 
in measure 5 it is emphasized with its upper neighbor Cb, is in the upper register, and is 
on a stronger beat; and in measure 8, this cl,-B~ is prepared from above and is the goal 
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Example 3.9: Voice-Leading Analysis of the Bridge. 

of a fifth-progression. I call this (D~)-C~-B~ the "closing motive." Because the significance 
of the closing motive is rdated to its function as embellished cover tone, my analysis of 
" 'Round Midnight'' restricts this term to a motion to Bl,-usually to Bk. 

Although the sixth measure of the bridge repeats the first and third measures, this 
repetition may go undetected. This is because the first and third measures, as the first 
members of pairs of measures, initiate gestures, while the sixth measure, as the second of a 
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pair of measures, has a different function (for analogous examples in visual perception, see 
Koehler 1947 andArnheim 1974). However, because the sixth measure (ending on V /V) is 
incomplete, the final four measures join to balance the two opening two-measure gestures. 
As the beginning and ending, respectively, of this final four-measure group, the fifth and 
eighth measures also possess a similarity that may go undetected. This repetition is further 
concealed by the fact that the last two measures of the bridge together form a melodic se
quence (which many players perform as a harmonic sequence). Example 3.10 summarizes 
the foregoing observations. 
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2+2+4 sentence 2 3 

B measures 2 3 

like A measures (7 8) (7 

similarity 4 ~ 

disguised similarity 

The bridge: Comparisons 

In the second bridge of the live recording, measures 5 and 8 both present a succes
sion of chords that may be notated in lead-sheet notation as Abm7-Db7-Fm7-Bb7. \Xlhile 

Fm 7-B~ 7 may be described as II-Vin E~, the function of AJ,m 7-D~ 7-normally the elabo
rated dominant (II-V) of the relative major, G[,..._may not be immediately obvious in this 
harmonic context. 

Example 3.9 offers a voice-leading explanation of these chords. According to this ex
planation, the basic chord on the downbeat of measure 5 is Ab6 (or F07 I A~, functioning 

as lfo~ ). The Gb on the downbeat is a suspension (prepared by the initial tonic or by the 
VI07 that starts the bridge). Conceptually, that Gb creates a 7-6 suspension above the Ab, 
but as it resolves on the second beat of measure 5, Db appears in the bass. That Db is thus 
less structural than the Ab that precedes it and less structural than the Bb that follows on 
that same level. Although Db7 is more structural than Ab.7 when these chords function as 
II-V of G~, here the D~ is part of a prolongation of a more structural chord on Ab. (This 
explanation is consistent with Strunk's 1979 "layered approach" and its use of the minor 
N substitution set.) 

Notice also that this explanation suggests a basic half-note harmonic rhythm at the 
level of Example 3.9a. In measure 5, the half-note chords II0~-V7 are more basic than the 
Fm7 that appears on the third beat of measure 5. Thus, the "eleventh" on the third beat of 
that measure is simply the root of B~7, the Fin the bass is the fifth of that chord, and the 
Fm7 results from the suspension of E~ into that chord, delaying its third D until the fourth 
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beat. (As explained in Chapter 2, the Fm7 is thus an elaboration of this Bb "eleventh" in
stead of vice-versa. In terms of Strunk's 1979 ''layered approach," the apparent 11-V pairs 
at level b are generated from the more basic half-note chords at level a.) 

Comparisons of analogous measures support these two assertions about measure 
5 of the bridge. Consider the claim that the bass Db is less structural than A~. In the live 
recording, 2B, measure 5, both the Ab and the Db appear, but in the studio recording, 
measures 5 and 8 of both bridges include the A~ and not the Dk With respect to the claim 
that the B~ "eleventh" is more structural than the Fm7 that harmonizes it (and elaborates 
the following B~7). consider the live recording, 1B, measure 5, where the presence of D 
instead of Eb on the third beat suggests that the D (and hence the Bb 7) is more structural 
than the Eb suspension that creates a separate Fm7 in other analogous measures in both 
recordings. 

Voice leading in the introduction 
The introduction is based on a pattern of II-V progressions around the circle of 

fifths. The introduction to the studio recording, analyzed in Example 3.11, presents three 
circle-of-fifths motions toward the tonic. 

The first of these motions is a two-measure anacrusis that may be described as II-V. 
The unusual outer voices of these measures forecast important details of " 'Round :Mid
night." The first bass note of the II chord is not its root, but rather the note C-the pitch 
given distinctive emphasis in the A sections and the pitch that (as bass) turns the tonic triad 
into the chord that begins the bridge. The first soprano note, B~, is the note that initiates 
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each circle-of-fifths motion in the introduction and the one that surrounds both the motto 
and the linking motive. As he pauses on V, Monk plays a characteristic arpeggio. This arpeg
gio appears at every half cadence in the studio recording and only at half cadences. 

through the circle of fifths, this time with fewer accidentals. This example shows the strands 
of voice leading and linear intervallic patterns that make up these extended chords. 

The remainder of Example 3.11 shows features common to the introductions of the 
studio recording and the live recording. Measures 1--6 move in pairs of measures, each pair 
of measures forming a cha.in of applied II-V sequences. Measures 7--8 move more rapidly 

These strands are separated by register and by content. In Example 3.11b, the bass 
occupies its own register. The two voices above the bass on the lower staff (the first and 
second tenor) present the linearintervallic patterns 10-7 and 7-10. Both patterns are elided 
versions of the pattern 8-7-10. The first and second tenors are conceptually paired: when 
one voice has the seventh above the bass, the other has the tenth, then vice-versa. Five 
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Example 3.11: Voice-Leading Analysis of the Introduction (x). 
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voices appear on the upper staff (the first and second soprano, and the first, second, and 
third alto). The third alto presents the linear intervallic pattern 5-8. This line is conceptu
ally paired with the first alto line. The first alto presents the linear intervallic pattern 8----6-5 
(an embellished 8-5 linear intervallic pattern), creating the ~13 and ~5 above the V of each 
II-V progression. The first and second alto split and rejoin. The second alto presents the 
linear intervallic pattern 8-7-10, duplicating the content of the second tenor. The second 
soprano creates an eleventh above the II of each II-V progression, anticipating the root of 
the following V of each II-V progression. Tbis voice-leading strand is not typically paired 
with another in a II-V progression: an eleventh above the root of a dominant seventh that 
also contains a third is prohibited by the voice leading. In Example 3.11 b, the first soprano 
has a rest in measures 1, 3, and 5, and is marked with an accent(>) where it sounds in mea
sures 2, 4, and 6 in this example. The first soprano forms a ~10 dissonance over the V chord 
of each II-V progression. This "augmented ninth" (spelled as a minor tenth) is dissonant 
with the third of the dominant seventh that supports it. 

One might say that this ~10 is transferred down to the second tenor of the follow
ing measure, to 7 above the following chord, thus ultimately resolving to 10 two measures 
hence (i.e., the first soprano F of measure 2 transferred down to the second tenor F of 
measure 3, this F resolving to the second tenor E of measure 4). I find this explanation 
unconvincing. 

Example 3.1 la offers another explanation of the origin of the first soprano. The 
top line of Example 3.1 la is formed from the third alto and the first soprano of Example 
3.11 b. Putting these together is not an artificial, academic exercise; these two voices appear 
on the downbeats of their measures (the third alto appears on the downbeats of measures 
1, 3, and 7, and the first soprano appears on the downbeats of measures 2, 4, and 6.) Also 
included in Example 3.11a are the second alto, the first tenor, and the bass of Example 
3.llb. This example asserts that: (1) each ~10 is an upper neighbor to the ~5 that sounds 
above the preceding bass, (2) each ~10 is an upper neighbor to the ~9 that follows implicitly 
in the same register above the same bass, (3) each ~9 is a suspension of the previous b5, (4) 
each b9 suspension resolves (with the change of harmony) to the following ~)5. The brack
et in Example 3.1 la shows this ~10-~9-~)5 motive. The final bracketed motive, D~~B~ 
appears registtally intact in measures 6-7 as D~5-C~5-Bk. 

As noted above, this D~C~B~ (the closing motive) plays an important role in 
"'Round M:idrught." The progression in measures 7-8 of the introduction repeats the 
progression in measures 1-6. This repetition creates a boundary between measures 6 and 
7. However, because the closing motive does not resolve until measure 7, it tends to join 
measures 1-6 to measures 7-8. This motive also forecasts the cadence in measures 7-8 of 
the bridge. Furthermore, it becomes a significant motive in Evans' performance-in fact, 
Evans uses this motive (and its ability to bind sections by delaying resolution beyond a ca
dence) as material in solving problems inherent in improvising variations. 

Before leaving the introduction, note that, in the second measure of the introduc-
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tion in the live recording, a biting simultaneity that includes D, E, F, and F# seems to defy 
explanation. In a sense, the voice-leading analysis is informative because it does not explain 
this sonority. The E not explained in voice-leading terms cannot be explained in voice-lead
ing terms. It sounds so odd because it does not fit-this dissonance seems to be added for 
color, not for function. Monk's preference for this type of sound also shows up in his si
multaneous grace notes and in his simultaneous conflicting linear progressions. A~ example 
of the latter occurs in the live recording 1A2, measure 7. On the first eighth note of the 
second beat, B~ sounds in the alto against its resolution, A, in the tenor. In both examples, 
a minor ninth (perhaps the most dissonant and most difficult to explain) interval is formed. 
Kurzdorfer (1996) offers further examples of Monk's interesting and atypical uses of dis
sonance. 

The introduction: Comparisons 
Comparing Monk's version of the introduction with Bud Powell's version of the same 

introduction supports some of the assertions of this analysis (see the transcription of Pow
ell's introduction on page 128-129). Perhaps the most unusual assertions of this analysis 
concern the voice-leading origins of the first soprano of Examples 3.1 la and b, and of the 
first alto of Example 3.11 b. 

Example 3.11a asserts that, in Monk, the F of measure 2 (and the E~ of measure 4, 
and the D~ of measure 6) is a ~5 above the bass and that it resolves the preceding ~6 (of a 
lower octave) above the same bass (see the arrows in Example 3.llc). Powell's version of 
the introduction seems to support this assertion; in his performance, the A~ of measure 
2 (and the G~ of measure 4, and the F~ of measure 6) resolves the preceding ~6 above the 
same bass immediately and in the same octave. 

Hidden repetitions in the ending 
The ending (z), which appears in the studio recording but not in the live recording, 

forms a coda to the piece. It has the character of a fantasy: apparently wandering, yet 
making perfect sense. Its accidentals suggest that its -wandering character comes from 
its departure from pitches diatonic to E~ minor. But then why does it seem to make so 
much sense? 

Traditional jazz theory might describe the harmonic pattern of the ending by invok
ing the concept of "tritone substirution." According to this concept, any dominant-seventh 
chord may substirute for another whose root lies a tritone away (the third and seventh of 
one chord becoming the seventh and third of the other). A related idea is that any domi
nant-seventh chord may be preceded by a minor-minor seventh chord whose root lies a 
perfect fifth above the root of the dominant-seventh chord. Example 3.12 shows how the 
entire ending may be understood as a II-V-I cadence, elaborated by harmonic substitution. 
Example 3.12a shows the thirds and sevenths of a II-V-I cadence in which the II appears 
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Example 3.12: Harmonic Substitution in the Ending. 
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Example 3.13: Voice-Leading Analysis of the Ending (z). 
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as an applied dominant to V. Example 3.12b introduces the tritone substitutions C~7 for F7 
(the third and seventh of F7-A and E>-become the seventh and third of Cb7-B,,[=A] 
and E,) and Fb7 for Bb7 (the third and seventh of F·7-Ab and Eb>-become the seventh 
and third of B·7-Ab and D[=E••D· The melody of these measures (see the transcription) 
draws attention to this substitution relationship in an interesting way: the C~ in measure 2 
(harmonized as •s of F) is echoed by the F of measure 4 (harmonized as #11 =•s of Cb). 
Thus, the root of the second harmony is anticipated in the melody over the first harmony 
(whose root is recalled as melody over the second harmony). This voice-exchange is shown 
in Example 3.13b. In Example 3.12c, each dominant seventh of the first six measures of 
Example 3.12b is replaced with a 11-V progression. 

This explanation, drawing on the concept of tritone substitution, does offer some 
insight into Monk's ending. Like a Schenkerian analysis, Example 3.12, shows how a suc
cession of foreground harmonies may be derived from more fundamental structures. This 
example shows that Monk's ending is both a sequence of 11-V type progressions and an 
expansion of a single 11-V-I progression. And because the concept of tritone substitu
tion is generally understood implicitly to rely on the voice leading of chordal thirds and 
sevenths, this example shows some of the voice-leading connections that hold together 
Monk's ending. 

However, the concept of tritone substirution (while useful as a pedagogical tool), 
when it is not supplemented by a Schenkerian analysis, seems to offer only incomplete 
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explanations of passages. In fact, Example 3.12 is most useful as an explanation where it 
mimics a Schenkerian analysis-that is, where it presents a model based on underlying tonal 
structure, and where it shows voice leading. However, each of the observations made in 
connection with Example 3.12 can be substantially refined with a Schenkerian analysis. 

Example 3.13 shows that, like the bridge, the ending is not just a manipulation of 
11-V type progressions, but a melodic expansion of the linking motive as well The ending 
as a whole has the same Gii-F-Eii-D-E~ shape as measures 7-8 of A2 and A3• In fact this 
motive is heard in a hidden repetition; the upper staff of Example 3.14 shows two versions 
of the linking motive, one with stems up and the other with stems down, both bracketed in 
the example. The lower staff of Example 3.14 shows the bass line of Monk's ending; these 
bass notes-instead of being viewed as the second-hand result of the capricious applica
tion of a process of "tritone substitution"-may be seen as participating in a compound 
bass melody that resolves into the final authentic cadence. 

The abbreviation "arp. ant. tonic" in Example 3.13d indicates that the slur over which 
it is 'i.Vtitten connects members of the tonic triad that connect dominant to tonic (cf. Schen
ker 1935/1979, page 82 of Volume 1 and Figure 100, Example 3, of Volume 2). 

The final measures of the ending (see Examples 3.13c and d) recall and answer the 
last two measures of the bridge-Eli-Dl.-cli-B~, the "closing motive" -but now with tonic 
rather than dominant harmony. Chapter V will discuss the importance of the closing mo
tive in Bill Evans' performance of " 'Round :Midnight." 
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Example 3.14: Hidden Repetition in the Ending. 
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Summary 
In exploring how Monk's theme, " 'Round Midnight," varies deeper-level patterns, 

this analysis has illuminated some features that jazz shares with other tonal music. Through 
analysis supported by comparisons of analogous passages, Schenkerian theory sheds light 
on the interaction of voice leading, harmony, rhythm, and motive; on the organizing pow
er of simple structures and the perceptual significance of their delay; on the aesthetic 
economy of means associated with hidden repetitions and balanced oppositions of event
rhythms; and on jazz dissonance treatment, conceptually paired voice-leading strands, and 
harmonic language. 
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Schenkerian analysis also illuminates features that contribute to the distinctive char
acter of " 'Round Midnight." Perhaps this is because this investigation-in exploring how 
" 'Round Midnight" is a variation on deeper patterns-recognizes what Hofstadter might 
call "the crux of its creativity'' in the relationships between its parts. It is in two of these 
relationships-the linking motive and the closing motive-that Peterson and Evans find 
material for solving aesthetic problems in improvising their variations on Monk's theme. 
Chapter 4 will show that Peterson solves the problem of integrating formal sections by 
making hidden repetitions of the linking motive a premise of his performance, where by 
"premise" I mean (following Epstein 1979) an idea that plays central role in the "composi
tional strategy" of a piece or performance. Chapter 5 will show that Evans solves both the 
problem of integrating formal sections and the problem of integrating instrumental parts 
by making the closing motive and its delay of resolution a premise of his performance. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A SOLO-PIANO PERFORMANCE BY OSCAR PETERSON 

The total work lives and moves in each diminution, even those of the lowest 

order. Not the smallest part exists without the whole. The establishment of 

an inner relationship to the whole is the principal problem in the creation 

of diminution out of background and middleground. 

The problem of i~tegration and the jazz performance practice of 
theme and vanattons 

A modern jazz performance usually takes the form of a "theme and variations" in which 
the theme is the chorus of a popular song or the blues and the variations are improvised on 
the structure of that theme. Example 4.1 shows the standard form for a jazz performance 
based on an AABA theme. Such a theme-structure, with cadences every eight measures and 
definitive closure every 32, may be repeated several times in a jazz performance. 

This poses a problem: how can an improvisation based on such a theme avoid ex
cessive sectionalization and achieve integration? In solving this problem, Oscar Peterson's 
performance of" 'Round Midnight'' on the album i'reedom Song (20 February 1982, Pablo-
2640-101) exploits an aspect of Monk's theme: hidden repetitions of the linking motive. 

The form of Peterson's performance 

The form of Peterson's performance (Example 4.2) departs from the standard form 
shown in Example 4.1. Peterson's performance begins V!ith an introduction (lx). 1bis in
troduction appears in no other recording of " 'Round Midnight" V!ith which I am familiar. 
He then states the theme (lA,, 1A2, lB, lAJ. Next, he repeats the second half of the intro
duction as an interlude (2x). He then plays one variation on the second half of the theme 
(2B, 2A) and then another (3B, 3A). He concludes his performance by repeating the second 
half of the introduction as an ending (3x). 

A SOLO-PIANO PERFORMANCE BY OSCAR PETERSON 

Heinrich Schenker (1935/1979, 98) 

With a theme played at a slow tempo--such as" 'Round Midnight"-a performance 
might become too long if it contained very many choruses. However, if a performance 
cont.ained only a few choruses but still followed the form of Example 4.1, it would contain 
a lot of theme and not much variation. In either case, a complete statement and complete 
return of the theme would mean six clear statements of the A section-taking up a con
siderable amount of time. 

These problems are further compounded in a composition like " 'Round Midnight." 
Any slow, harmonically complex theme v;ith a distinctive melody-especially one v;ith many 
leaps-invites performers to stay closer to that theme in their improvisations. (Of course,, 
other factors, such as the style and personal approach of the improviser, the intended audi
ence, and the tastes of investors, producers, etc., may all influence the degree to which the 
theme is recognizable in a performer's improvised variations.) 

A common (albeit partial) solution to these problems is the "abbreviated return": in
stead of returning to the melody for the entire 32-bar AABA theme, the performer returns 
to the melody for the "bridge out"-BA. This usually results in one of the forms shown in 
Example 4.3. Example 4.2 may suggest that Peterson's performance makes two abbreviated 
returns, but each new A section is more elaborate than the previous one and so is each new 
B section. In fact, the sections entitled 2B and 3B provide the greatest departure from the 
theme. Instead, it is the return of the motto at the beginning of 2A and 3A, and the return 
of the introductory material in the ending, that provide the greatest sense of recapitula
tion. 
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Theme Variations Theme 
A A B A II: A A B A :II A A B A 

Example 4.1: :\ Common Form for a 1\ lodcrn-Jazz Performance. 

APPROACH SECTION LENGTH CADENCE 
pick-up rx 8 half 
lead-in IA1 8 hal f 
lead-in IA2 8 authentic (suspensions) 
pick-up IB 8 half 
lead-in I A; 8 authentic (suspensions, elided) 
pick-up 2x 4 hal f 
pick-up 2B 8 hal f 
lead-in 2A 8 authentic (*) 
pick-up 3B 8 hal f 
lead-in 3A 8 authentic (suspensions, elided) 
pick-up 3x 4 authentic (suspensions) 

Example 4 .2: The Form of Pe1 erson's Performance. 

Theme Variations 
A A B A JI : A A B A :II 

Theme 
B A 

Theme 
A A B A II : 

Theme 
A A B A 

Variations 
A A B A 

Variations 
A A 

:II A A 

Example 4.3: A.n .\bbrcviatcd Rcmrn. 

Theme 
B A 

Theme 
B A 
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A closer look at Example 4.2 suggests that the form of Peterson's performance shares 
much \\1th the "double vari:nions" of f b yd n, in which A and B are the two themes, :ind in 

\vhich v:irinions on those t\vo themes (in :ilremation) follow. 

Pick-ups, lead-ins, cadential suspensions, and elisions 

As Example 4.2 indicates, pick-ups in troduce the x and B sections. By starting the 
melody of the following section before the bar line that begins that section, pick-ups carry 

musical motion across a sectional boundary. H owever, pick-ups reduce sectionalization 
only slightly. 

Lead-ins reduce sectionali7.ation more than pick-ups do. Lead-ins introduce all of 

the ~i\ sections, connecting the preceding half cadence to rhe dmvnbeat of the follmving A 
section. Each new lead-in (together with a caden7.a, in some cases) con nects sections more 

smooLhly or more elaborately limn does the preceding lead-in. (Lead-ins also occm willlln 

sections-and \Vith increasing frequency-but this chapter docs not discuss lead-ins within 
sections.) 

\\lhile the half cadences are connected to the following sections with lead-ins, it is 

the authentic cadences cha t p resent the strongest sectional boundaries. Through suspen
sions, elisions, and changes in texture and regis ter, Peterson reduces rhe divisive e ffect of 

authentic cadences. ~foreover, these technigues are used progressively; the fi rst :iuthentic 

cadence strongly articulates a sectional boundary, but subsequent authentic cadences are 
more smoothly connecte<l to the sections that fo llow. 

The different versions of the linking motive 

Chapter 3 explains how the linking motive (Gb-1'-El>--D-E~) ties toge ther the J\ and 
R sections of Monk's theme (a nd how the linking mo tive appears in multi -le\-el hidden rep

etitions in Monk's ending). The linking motive :ilso ends Peterson's introduction. Thus, the 

linking motive integrates all d1e sections of Peterson's performance. 

In Monk's performance, appearances of the linking moti\'e sen'e as hidden repeti
tions because two factors conceal their i<lentity. First, time separates statements : although 

the linking motive appears in the same shape at the end of the A 1 section and (he beginning 

the bridge, eight measures in tervene. Second-and perhaps more impor tant-this single 
shape serves di fferent fu nctions wid1in the different phrases that contain it. 

In Peterson's performance, a third factor differentiates appearances of the linking 
motive: it appears in va ri ous versions. In their first appearances, each ve1·sion is associated 

\vith a particular form:il section (see Example 4.4) . The x-version of the linking motive first 

appears in the introduction. The A 1-version ends A sections with half cadences. The A2.J

version en<ls A sections with authentic ca<lences. The B-version begins the bridges. Later 

in his performance, Pe terson places versions o f the linking motive in to the phrase slots 

A SOLO-PIANO PERFORNL~NCE BY OSCAR PETERSON 

that "should" contain different versions. This placement of one version into another's slot 

has the effecr of shmving the listener that the different m:inifestations of the motive are 
indeed the same at a deeper level. T his "phrase-slot substitution" is effective only because 

th e different vers ions of the motive are firs t d ifferentiated- not arb itrarily- but in ways 

Lhat reflec t Lheir initial placement. 

.for example, the x-version of lhe linking rno Live is disLinguished by an escape tone. 
This escape tone is important-at more than one level of musical structurc'-in Pe terson's 

introduction (see E xample 4.5). Tf Peterson's introduction is itself viewed as a variation on 

a simpler structure, it can be seen that both the variation and the simpler struc rure empha
si7.e a two-note escape-tone ftgu1·e. The two-no te hgures of tha t simp ler structure end \\~th 

notes not in d1e tonic triad. The single curved arrows in Example 4 . .Sa point to these notes 

(which, together wi th d1e D of measure 8, form a leading-tone diminished-seventh chord, 
or V7b9 over the <lominant). Because the meloJy leaps from these two-note gestures, those 

non-tonic-triad pitches remain unresolwd in musical memory. 

The suspensions figure 

' I 'he hrs t lea d-in (ro 1 A1, measure 1) resolves all of those pi tches at the point o f th e 

held E~ minor chord (see th e three curved arrows follmved by ! in Example 4.Sa). This 

lead- in is also a suspension of d1e harmony at the end of the in troduction (V7~9) into the 
tonic chor<l that begins the theme. It thus simultaneously completes the same motion on 

two different levels of musica l structure--creating a type of hidden repetition that I call 

a "con firmation." I call this figure the "suspensions figure" (here it is a !=j suspension 
whose 6 and ..J have "under thirds"). This figure can also be heard as echoing the suspen
sions figu re on the first beat of lleterson's introduction (another ~~ suspension, thi s 

one accompanying a 9-8 suspension in th e melody). It may seem odd, at first, to focus so 

much attention on a brief figure. H owc\'er, this figure will app ear in increasingly elaborate 
versions throughout the performance and it plays a central role in the "strategies" reveale<l 

by this chapter's analysis. 

An examination of the linking motive shows dut it has a hidden relationship to this 

suspensions figure. \Vhile the suspensions figure suspends notes of V7~9 into the tonic 
triad, the linking motive suspends notes of the tonic triad into V Example 4.6 shows an 

analysis of the linking motive in levels (compare this to Example 4.7, which reproduces 
Figure 43b from Schenker's h-ee Composition) . \\1l1ile E xample 4.6a is clearly related to the _t=~ 
suspensions figure tha t appears in this performance- al an absLracl level-tllls relaLionship 

between the linking motive and the suspensions figure is a concealed one. 

This concealed relationship helps to integrate Peterson's performance. The similarity 
of underlying pattern results in an artistic economy of means. Furthermore, this concealed 
relationship is made clearer-one might even say "revealed"-by Peterson's variations. 
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Example 4.4: Different Versions of the Linking Motive, Bracketed. 
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9-6-5 
7 4-3 
s----9-8 

Example 4.5: Voice-Leading Analysis of Peterson's Introduction (x). 
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"The structure as he wants to indicate it" 

Peterson's va ria tions are variations not jus t on .Nlonk's th eme, bu t on Peterson's version of 

Monk's theme. (This recalls a remark made by Bill Evans, at another point in the interview 
quoted in Chapter 2, rhat one improvises on "the strucrurc as he \Vants ro indicate it.") 
Schenkerian analys is shows th is strucmre as a "composite reduction": Example 4.8 analyzes 
the basic structure of P eterson's :\ section (\vhich ends with a lulf cadence), Example 4.9 
shows fcarurcs common to Peterson's A 2 and A, sections (which end wi th an aud1cntic 
cadence), and Example 4.l O shows [eaLures common Lo Pe lerson's bridges. 

Obviously, Pelerson changes Monk's Lheme in ways tha L reflecl PeLerson's di sLinc

tive style. Less obvious-but perhaps more profound-is the fact that Peterson changes 

Monk's theme in ways that reflect a premise of Peterson's performance: that is, P eterson 

uses hidden repeti tions of the linking motive to integrate h is performance, and his changes 

in Monk 's theme itself h ighlight the linking motive. 

T luve already noted hmv P eterson adds an introduction (repeated as interlude and 

ending) that includes a \'e.rsion of the linking moti\T. Pete.rson's \'e.rsion o f the A sections 

also differs from 1Vlonk's in \vays that reflect the heightened significance Peterson gives to 

Lhe linking moLive. Co7-Lhe chord Lhat suppor Ls Lhe fi rsL downbeat of the linking m o

tive-is given greater prominence in Peterson's performance; he reharmonizes the motto 
so that Co7 appears earlier, on the th ird beat the firs t measu re. T he pick-up notes to the 

linking motive not only announce it, but recall the initial ascent of the motto. Peterson 

embellishes these pick-ups and the o ther pick-ups in the them e in a '\vay that no t only draws 

attention to the linking motiYe bu t relates it more strongly to other gestures in the theme. 

Withholding 

Example 4.6: \ roicc-Lcading _"-\nalysis o f Linking i\Iorivcs. 

The lead-ins in the opening theme statement use a device I call withholding. By with

holding certain implied notes, Peterson's performance arouses the listener's desire to hear 

simple patterns completed. Paradoxically, '\vith holding can emphas ize a nore that does not 

sound and it can emphasize the forward motion of a pattern that is broken off. (Most of 

us feel we want som ething even m ore \vhen \Ve think we won't get it!) 

1 2 

J .n r r 
3 

d?31r 

Example -t-.7 . Schenker, Free COJJ1posilio11, Fig. 43b. 
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Example 4.8: Voice-Leading Analysis of Peterson's A 1 Sections. 
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Example 4.9: Voice-Leading .Analysis of Peterson's A2. 3 Sections 
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Example 4.10: Voice-Leading Analysis of Peterson's Bridge. 

lead in 
[IA2] 

@ (j) 
rch over 

·~N32 

10 ...---... s -s ,------•s H4 --- s ---------. os ------------.,9 - s 
4 - 3 

Example 4.11: The Lead-in to L\ 
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l •'.xamplc 4.1 2. Schenker, Free C:nmpn.1itio11, J•ig .. 12-7. 

Peterson withholds the final D of the .. \-version of d1e linking motive (L\, mea
sures 7-8), replacing that no te wi th a lead-in to 11\ (see Fx:lmple 4. '11 ). Th is lead-in is 

more elaborate and smoother drnn \V:ls rhc lead-in ro 11\. I t involves some very ric11 har
monies which may be called polychords: the nin th, eleventh, and thirteenth of nb1 3(#1 1) 

form a c major lriad; and at the end of lhe measure, the fiflh, sevenlh r= augmen lecl six lhl;_ 

and ,!_1imh of rhe t-i7 (~9) create a G major triad. This lead-in also involves d1e mixture of 2 
as b2 and several "'tritone substitutions" (C b for C, and Cb for F) that result in a compound 

chromatic bass line. Despite this harmonic complexity, this lead-in has the same underly
ing structure as the firs t lead-in; it con tains a suspensions figure at a deeper structura l level 

(compare the analysis of this passage in Example 4. 11 , with Schenker's .Free C(JtJJposiliot';_ 

Figure 32,7-reproduced here as Example 4.12-noting the interrup tion and the use of 4 

as an upper neighbor to the primary structural tune). H owever, this time, the suspens ions 

v 

are not resolved directly as they were at the beginning of 1A 1• Instead, we mus t wait for the 
melody itself to provide rhe notes that resolve these suspen sions. 

' I 'he th ird lead-in (from 1 B, measure 8, to 1 A,, measure l ) grows out of a caden7.a that 
elaborates the last twu notes of the first bridge- the "closing motive" Cb-Hb---eac11 with 

its own flourish (Example 4. 13 shows the second of these) . After both flourishes, a final 

ges lure leads imo L\. However, this final gesture is broken off; its dissonanl pitches are 

not explicitly resolved in their own ret,rister until the melody of A 3 enters. The B~ and G~ in 
parentheses at the end of Example 4. 13 show how this gesture could have been completed 

had it not been broken off. \\lithholding emphasizes the fonvard motion of this lead-in. 
1-\irtherrnore, this caden7.;i con t::ii ns ::i conce::iled repetition of th e linking motive tha t re

lates this brilliant technic:il display to the plor of the piece (the notes of the linking motive, 

G~-F-E~-D-Bb, appear wi th the fifth p rogression F-B~ and are bracketed in Exam ple 
4.1 3), but with Gb altere<l to G. 

Similarity and substitution 

Cadential suspensions also create an effect of withholding; at an amhen tic cadence, 
suspens ions ·with hold the comp lete a1-riva l on tonic u ntil they are resolved. In the fi rs t au

d1 entic cadence (1A2, measures 7-8, see Example 4. 14), a !=j suspension is elaborated 

by double neighbors, recalling the suspensiQns figpres of d1e introduction and the lead-ins 
tu both L\ an<l 1A2. :Ylixture intru<luces 6 an<l 3 from the parallel major mu<le. Further

more, the spacing and chromaticism of chis figure anticipate the parenthetical elaborations 

that appear in the following bridge. (fhe chromatic double neighbor is a characteristic 
figure in modern jazz improvisations; it typ ically arises as a chromatic embellishment of 
converging dia tonic lines in a compound-melodic structure.) 

L 
Example -U 3: The Uad-in to L\. 
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Example 4.14: 1A2, Measures 7-8, to IB, Measures 1--4. 
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In Ivionk's d1eme, linkage technigue relates the end of A to the beginning of the 
hrldge. Peterson enhances this effec t with multi-level hidden repeti tions tlu t-at the same 

time--offer a sub tle demonstration of the relationship of the linking motive to the suspen
sions figure. The parenthetical elaboration in 113, measure 2, indicated in small noteheads, 

embellishes Lhe last note o f the B-version o f the linking motive, a m o tive that leaps to 

B~ (Example 4.14). This elaboration is a transpos ition of the cadcntial suspensions that 
elaborated the immediately preceding authentic cadence (L1\, measure 8). 'T'he octave di s

placement of this elaboration mirrors the leap to B~ of che linking motive. Thus, che sus
pensions hgure also partici1x1tes in \inbge technigue. 1--''urthermore, the use of th e suspen

sions figure in lll, measure 2, as an elaboration o f the linking motive suggests that they are 

rela ted. Here d1 e suspensions figure occupies d1e p hrase slot (the long note of the linking 
mo tive) that "shuul<l have cuntaine<l an embellishment of the linking motive." That this 

phrase slot "should have contained an embellishment of the linking motive" is confir med 

by measures 3-4 of 1 B. These measures again present d1e linking motive. And the phrase 
slo t that fo llmvs is nmv filled w-ith a hidden repetition of the linking motive (see the circled 
and bracketed pitches at t\vo levels in t~'.xa mple 4.14, IB, measures 3-4). 1--<'.xa mple 4.14 al so 

sho\vs that a portion of the linking motive is transposed (C:- lll.-A-1') in the fi rs t measure 

of lB (rhe C happens in the trill on B~) . Placing die suspensions figure in the phrase slot 
tha t "should have conta ined an embellishmen t of the linking motive," suggests that the 

suspensions figure and che linking motive arc related. Because these phrase slots are parallel 

(i.e., they occur at the ends of d1e second and fourth measures of a 2+2+4 sen tence), the 
suspens ions figure and the linking motive are made to rhyme. Similarity of diminu tion adds 

to this rhyme, guiding the listener to rebte the linking motive to the suspensions figure; both 
are elaborated with chromatic double neighbors and mixture from d1e parallel major mode. 

\V'hile these hidden repetitions and cadential suspensions reduce the degree to \vhich 

lhe firs t authentic cadence halts musical momen tum, Pelerson allows a substantial articula

tion here. Later in the performance, Peterson uses elisions and structural puns to reduce the 
divisiveness of subsequent authentic cadences to a much greater degree. 

Elisions and structural puns 

The next .-iuthentic cadence occurs at the end of the 32-bar fo rm of the theme. Jn 

this cadence, as in the firs t authentic cadence, a ~j suspension delays the complete ar

rival on tonic. However, the performance does no L slop here. The music that resolves this 

suspension is not an end, but a beginning; this cadence is elided \v-i th a restatem ent of the 
introduction. The effect recalls an observation o f Schenker (1935/ 1979, 126) : 
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Music is d1e only arr in wllich an ending can also be a beginning .. . This manner of impel
ling conte11t forwmd through reinterpretation is one of the most important compositional 
devices o f the masters. 

Such a reinterpretation occurs when the beginning of the interlude resolves the suspensions 
that end the opening statement of the theme. 

Another more subtle elision-a "structural pun"---occurs at the end of thi s interlude. 

This imerludc repeats che fifth through eighth measures of the introduction. As already 

noted, the seven th and eighth measures of the introduction are the same as the first t\vo 
measures of the bridge. Peterson exploits th is sirnilarity---or rnther, reveals thi s si rnila.r

ity- by playing r.vo measures that must be heard as bo th the end of 2x and th e beginning 
of 2Il (see Example 4. 15). 

2x 5 2x 6 2x 7 
2B 1 

2x 8 
2B 2 2B 3 , etc. 

Fxample 4.lS: ,\structura l pun; 2x, measures 7- 8 = 2B, measures 1- 2. 

~\ nother structural pun occurs in 2.i\. Peterson's manipulation of tempo and texture 
allows the authentic rndence tha t ends 2A to continue the bui lding 111omenh1m. In one 

sense, the last two measures of 2.i\ sound less like the end of 2.A and more like the begin

ning of 3B: these measures return to d1e slower, regular cempo of 2B and to rhe same 
texture as 2B-a stride-piano le ft-hand texture with forceful, subJi,cided right-hand texture 

containing many octaves (compare 3B, measures 3-4). This creates yet another strnctural 

pun: 2A initially sounds like 2..A.,, bur ends sounding like 3A2 (see Example 4.16). By shift
ing gea rs before the cadence instead of after, Peterson ties 2t\ to the following bridge. T he 

parenthe tical comrn e11t tha t fo ll ows this cadence places n concealed repetition of th e link
ing motive in th e phrase slot that previously contained the suspensions figure (see bracketed 

notes wit.Ii upward stems in Example 4.17). 

2x 2B 2Ai 
3A2 3B 

Example 4.16: A structural pun; 2.\ = 3.:\ 2• 

The lead-ins in the improvised variations 

;-\ similar rn;inipulation of tempo and texture makes the lead-in ro 2.A rhythmically the 

smoothest. The right-hand line continues uninterrupted into the downbeat of 2A. Peterson 

usually plays d1e A sections rubato, but a rerurn to ru bato coinciding wi th the return to the 
:-\ section at 2A, measure -1, \Vould have broken up the momentum of the performance. 

Instead, he keeps the pulse constant (only changing d1e tempo so that the eighth note in 2B is 

equal to tl1e quarter note in 2A). His resumption of rubato in 2..1\, measure 3, sounds fresh and 
propels the performance forward. \\'bile previous lead-ins ha.ve retained dissonant pitches 

across sectional boundaries, this lead-in retains the pulse across a sectional boundar;: 
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Example 4.17: A Parenthetical Elaboration in 2A, Measure 8. 

The last lead-in grows out of the cadenza preceding 3A. This incredible passage ends 
with a confirmation that reminds the listener of the melody (the "closing motive" Cl-B~) 
being embellished. The growth of this run (one octave in 1B, measure 4; two octaves in 
1B, measure 8; and three octaves in 3B, measure 8) reflects the dramatic intensification of 
Peterson's performance. 

Fills and cadenzas 
Hidden repetitions in the improvised variations relate sections motivically. Example 

4.18 shows several concealed repetitions of the linking motive in 2B, measures 3-4. The top 
system shows how the original melody of these measures, G~-F-E~-D-B~, is repeated in a 
fill that makes a kind of musical parenthesis (shown in parentheses in Example 4.18a) over 
a prolongation of the dominant. 1bis repetition is so clearly audible, in part, because the 
two statements have similar rhythms (see Example 4.19, which shows the durations of mo
tives shown in Example 4.18). A more rapid statement of a portion of the linking motive 
(the Erst shown on Example 4.19b) arrives at the downbeat of 2B, measure 4, at the same 
time as the slower version that contains it (Example 4.19a, the original melody of this part 
of " 'Ronnd Midnight"). 1bis confirmation helps listeners hear the various versions of the 
linking motive and keep their rhythmic/harmonic bearings straight. This confirmation is 
also an x-version (with an escape tone) of the linking motive in a B-version phrase-slot. 

The linking motive also appears transposed, as (D~)-C-B~-A-F, in the third measure of 
2B. Again, the rhythm is similar (see the durational reduction, Example 4.19c). 

Peterson actually changes the harmony of 2B, measure 6, (from C07-F7 to C07-F7-
B~7), allowing the motive to appear again in both its embellished and transposed versions 
(see Example 4.20b). Even the smallest details seem to reflect the linking motive. In the 
long melisma of 2B, measure 6, leaps, changes of direction, and a shift from diatonic to 
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chromatic motion underline notes of both transpositions of the linking motive that are 
simultaneously embedded in this measure (Example 4.21). 

As already noted, Peterson changes the harmony of measures 1-2 of the A sections 
(Examples 4.8 and 4.9). Peterson's change allows a hidden repetition of the linking motive 
in 2A, measure 2 (Example 4.22). The fill in this measure refers both to the original melody 
of this measure and to the linking motive. 

Additional concealed repetitions of the linking motive appear in 3B. In Example 4.23, 
the melodic material in parentheses Oevel a) repeats the motive twice, first in sixths and then 
(through an exchange of voices in this compound melody) in thirds. An essential aspect 
of the B-version of the linking motive-the change of octave of its last pitch upon repeti
tion-is thus preserved here (GS-FS-E~S-DS-B~S, then GS-FS-DS-B~4, see Example 
4.24b). Again, a confirmation signals an important event: the arrival of Don the downbeat 
of measure 2is approached by F-E~ on two differentlevels of structure (c£ Example 4.24a 
andb). 

The motive also appears transposed (D-C-B~-A-F) in the first measure of 3B. Again, 
the rhythm is similar (see Example 4.24c), and the use of both D and D~ reflects the use 
of both G and G~ in many of the concealed repetitions of the linking motive at its original 
pitch. Again, the smallest details of leaps and changes of direction reflect the underlying 
motives in 3B, measure 4 (see Example 4.24b). 

The ending 
Cadential suspensions, elisions, structural puns, fills, cadenzas, withholding, substitu

tion, and confirmations all appear within the final measures of the piece. These not only 
postpone the final complete arrival of tonic, but also tie up the threads of what has gone 
before (Example 4.25). In 3A, the build-up to the authentic cadence of measure 8 is climac-
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Example 4.18: Voice-Leading Analysis of 2B, Measures 3-4. 
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Example 4.19: Partial Durational Reduction of 2B, Measures 3-4. 
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tic; in measure 7, each note of the linking motive is greatly embellished-the linking motive 
now spans over a hnndred notes. The pick-ups to these rnns reintroduce the register of the 
most dramatic sections of the performance. 

The final cadence is withheld Instead of the final tonic, Peterson plays the second 
half of the introduction once more. The result is an elision that replaces the tonic with a set 
of now motivically-significant suspensions. The final measures alter the last two measures 
of the introduction so that it ends with an authentic cadence rather than a half cadence. 
This alteration not only represents the changed function of this formal unit, but places an 
A23-version of the linking motive in an x-version phrase slot. This final appearance of the 
linking motive is a confirmation (it completes the linking motive in the foreground with the 
final pitch of the expanded version). Since the last two measures of x have been altered to re
semble the last two measures of A, a final structural pun results (Example 4.26). The final pair 
of measures presents the cadential suspensions and answers the register of the introduction. 

Summary 
The following devices work-both rhythmically and melodically-to integrate the 

sections of Peterson's performance. Rhythmically, they reduce the divisive effects of phrase 
boundaries: (1) lead-ins connect half cadences to the downbeats of the following sections; 
(2) cadential suspensions postpone or eliminate the complete arrival of tonic at authentic 
cadences; (3) elisions bind formal sections, reducing or even eliminating the closure of au
thentic cadences; ( 4) structural puns overlap formal sections, allowing one passage of music 
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to serve two functions simult.aneously; (5) fills (metric diminutions on the long notes 
in a melody) and cadenzas (diminutions that suspend the meter) add content within 
phrases and at cadences. All of these devices work in a progressive way-successively 
reducing the divisive effects of sectional bonnclaries so that each succeeding phrase is 
more firmly linked to its neighbors. 

Melodically, each of these devices presents progressively more elaborate con
cealed repetitions. All of the lead-ins and cadential suspensions contain concealed 
repetitions of the same "suspensions figure." The "linking motive" appears at various 
hierarchical levels of pitch, rhythm, and phrase structure, at different transposition 
levels, in different strategically linked registers, in different harmonic environments, 
embedded within simultaneous unfoldings of the same motive at different rates, and 
ultimately spanning over a hundred notes. 

Five rhetorical devices point to relationships between various versions of the 
linking motive, relationships between various versions of the suspensions figure, and 
relationships between the linking motive and the suspensions figure: (1) "proximity" 
relates different gestures by placing them closer and closer nntil they overlap one an
other; (2) "similarity" of diminution (such as mixture from the parallel major mode 
and embellishment with chromaticized double neighbors) relates different gestures by 
making their concealed repetitions more and more alike; (3) "substirution" relates dif
ferent gestures by placing them in each other's "phrase slots"; (4) "Withholding" the 
final pitch of a gesture allows listener expectation to relate different gestures; and (5) 
"confirmations" allow the simultaneous completion of a single idea on two different 
levels to vivify the experience of structure and embellishment. 
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Example 4.20: Voice-Leading Analysis of 213, Measures 5--6. 
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transposed linking motive: (C)-B> c-m- c- C-Bo-A-F 

Gi>-FGi>F-- Gi>F--- Gi>F-- Gi>F---- F-Ei>-D-B~ 

Example 4.21: The Linking Motive in 2B, Measure 6. 

4prg. 
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Example 4.22: Voice-Leading .Analysis of 2A2, Measures 1-3. 
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Example 4.23: Voice-Leading Analysis of 3B, Measures 1-2. 
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Example 4.24: Partial Durational Reduction of 3B, Measures 1-2. 
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CHAPTERS 

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES BY BILL EVANS 

In the art of music, as in life, motion toward the goal encounters 

obstacles, reverses, disappointments, and involves great distances, detours, 

expansions, interpolations, and, in short, retardations of all kinds. 

Therein lies the source of all artistic delaying, from which the creative mind 

can derive content that is ever new. Thus we hear in the middleground and 

foreground an ahnost dramatic course of events. 

The problem of integrating formal sections 
The previous chapter views Peterson's performance of " 'Round Midnight'' as a solution to 
a problem. That problem-to integrate the separate sections of a theme and variations-is 
solved elegantly in two representative ensemble performances by Bill Evans transcribed 
for this book. The first is a live performance with Chuck Israels (bass) and Larry Bunker 
(drums), and appears on the album live at S belly} Manne-Hole (30 or 31 May 1963, Riverside 
R 9487 and ABC 3013) and was subsequently re-released on Time Remembered (Iv.Iilestone 
M-47068, 1983) and Bill Evam: The Complete Riverside Ricordings (Fantasy, Riverside R-018, 
1984). The second is a studio recording made -with three pianos-all played by Evans (via 
overdubbing)-and appears on the Grammy award-winning album, Conversations With Myse!f 
(Verve V6-8526). In this chapter, I will refer to the first as "the live recording" and to the 
second as the "studio recording." 

Peterson's solution to this problem (discussed in the previous chapter) has a kind of 
artistic economy of means: he takes an aspect of "'Round :Midnight'' (multi-level repetition 
and linkage technique -with the linking motive) and makes it a premise of his performance. 
Evans' performances have a similar economy of means (in fact, they are also rich "With hid
den repetitions; motives appear at various hierarchical levels of pitch, rhythm, and phrase 
structure, at different transposition levels, in different strategically linked registers, and in 
different harmonic contexts)-but he exploits a different aspect of " 'Round :Midnight'': 
he makes the delay of resolution of the closing motive a premise of his performances. 
(Of course, the delay of dissonance resolution is significant in Peterson's performance, 
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Heinrich Schenker (1979, 5) 

too. For example, Peterson delays the resolution of the notes Ab and F at the half cadence 
at the end of 1A1-a lead-in-until the entrance of the melody at the beginning of 1A2• 

However, this technique of integration assumes greater significance in-and may be called 
a premise of-Evans' performance.) 

The dosing motive 
As in Chapter 3, I will restrict the term,..,." closing motive" to a descending stepwise mo

tion to Bl,-usually to B~4 (the cover tone, 5). Where this motive appears at different pitch 
levels, I will refer to the "transposed clos~g motive." 

By avoiding a structural descent to 1, the closing motive may reduce the closure of 
cadences. Furthermore, the arrival of the cover tone at either a half or authentic cadence 
can be delayed until the beginning of the following formal section (i.e., may function as 
a lead-in). This delay further reduces sectionalization. Evans exploits both the "floating" 
character of the cover tone and the joining effect of delayed resolution to integrate the 
separate sections of his theme and variations. 

Example 5.1 shows the structure of this motive over dominant harmony (at i) and 
over a tonic-dominant resolution (at ii). Example 5.la shows the cover tone without elabo
ration. Example 5.1b shows this cover tone emphasized with a prefix upper neighbor. The 
resultant ninth may be resolved above the dominant (Example 5.1 b, at i) or with the change 
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8~5 8~5 

i) ii) 
,-:-----1 

b or 

r r 
09-8..---...5 09---5 

i) ii) 

c or 

r r 
010-~-8,.--..5 oJ0-09-5 

Example 5.1: Different Versions of the Closing Motive. 
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Example S.2: The P;ittern of the Closing l\fotiYe E xtended . 

x I IA1 IA, lB !Ai I y I 2A1 2A2 2B 2Ai I 3A, 3A2 3B 3Ai I 4A 4B I z 

Example 5.3: 1l1c form of Evans' live recording. 

x I IA, IA2 lB !Ai I y I 2A1 2A2 2B 2Ai I 3A 3B I z 

Example 5.+: The form of Evans' studio reco rding. 

of harmony (Example 5.1 b, ar ii). Example 5.1 c shows chat the ninth may be intensified by 
its mvn upper neigh hor. Again, the resolu tion to the cover tone may occur over the domi

nant (Example 5.lc, at i) or with rhc change of harmony (E xample 5.lc, at ii). 

The resultant b l0-~9 above the dominant is a conunon pattern in modern jazz (this 

pattern '\Vas called the up per-neighbor-of-upper-neighbor pattern in Chap ter 2, see also 

Example 2.3). This paltern is sometimes exLended by placing whole-sLep upper neighbors 
above all the notes of the leading-tone diminished-seventh chord (i.e., above all the notes 
of the harmonic minor scale not contained in th e ronic triad). Jau musicians call the resul

tant octatonic collection the "diminished scale" or the "V13~9h 1) chord- scale" (Example 

5.2). This ex tended pattern appears in the live recording, 1 R, measure 4. 

The problem of integrating instrumental parts 

As ensemble performances, both o f Evans' performances solve an a<lditional prob

lem: ho\v can each instrument seem a necessary part of an integrated whole? Par t of the 

solution to this problem is for each part ro have a well-defined role. In the course of these 

performances, various parts assume the fo llowing roles: primary melodic voice, bass line, 

inner voices, countermelody, melodic fills, rh ythmic punchiation, echo or foreshadmving, 

pedal point. A single pa rt may assume more than one of d1ese roles, and od1er roles arc 

possible. H owever, for a given parl to be recognized as such, it musl have a consistent pro

file: the treatment of rhythm, texture, and/ or voice-leading must distinguish that part as a 

separate entity-this is crucial in the overdub recording because each part is played on the 

same instrument. Schenkerian ana lysis shows the contribution of voice leading in creating 
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a consistent profile for an instrumental pan. 

The form of Evans' performances 

F.xample 5.?. shows the form of the live recording and Example 5.4 shows the form 

of the sh1dio recording. In both performances, the first d10rns is a sta tement of the theme, 

and the second chorus consists of improvised variations. In the live recording, the th ird 

chorus is a bass solo. Both performances feature an abbreviated return Lo the theme. 

The A sections 

One could describe Evans' performances as sets of variations on Monk's theme. But 

it seems better to describe them as sets of variations on Evans' version of Monk's theme 

(reca ll Evans' remark about "the structure as he \Van ts to indica te it"). The harmonics of 

Evans' version of the A section are similar to Monk's. T he most striking differences are 

melodic and refl.ecL a premise of his performances: the closing motive places emphasis on 

delayed resolution to B~, reducing the closure of cadences or sectional divisions. 

Example 5.5 shows features common to Evans' ~\ sections (those A sections having 

half cadences) . Example 5.6 shows features common to Evans' A~ and A, sections (those 

1\ sections having authentic cadences). In Examples 3..+ and 3.5 (voice-leading analyses of 
l'Vlonk's A sections), an asterisk (*) indicates the appeara nce of R~ in measure 1 (as a CO\"Cr 

tone), measure 2 (an implied suspension of this cover tone that resokes to A~), and mea

sure 6 (the superposition of an inner vo ice, emphasized by its upper neighbor C~). As a re

sult of Evans' changes, this B~ also occurs in two other places (see the asterisks in measures 
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5 and 8 of Examples 5.5d and 5.6d). Examples 5.5c and 5.6c show a fourth progression 
in the top voice of measures 3-4. This fourth progression also appears in the bass. But 
because the top voice delays each tone of this fourth progressio~ it creates a ninth over 
the bass, (and a thirteenth over the following bass note-the conceptually paired alto has 
a delayed third progression which produces fifths and ninths where the soprano produces 
ninths and thirteenths). As a result of this delay, the final B~ of the top-voice fourth pro
gression (conceptually supported by I=V /IV in measure 4) actually first appears as a ninth 
over A~ in measure 5 (where its appearance is marked with an asterisk in Examples 5.5d and 
5.6d). Thus, Evans' added delayed right-hand fourth-progression introduces a prominent 
additional appearance of the closing motive. 

Evans makes subtle changes in Monk's theme in measures 5-8. These changes also 
emphasize the closing motive. In the A sections ending with half cadences, Evans not only 
leaps up to B~ in measure 8 (Monk leaps down to the inner voice here), but also emphasizes 
that leap with the upper neighbor C~ (Evans' version of the linking motive consistently 
contains this C~). 

Evans also leaps up to the cover tone in many of the Axections ending with authentic 
cadences. Example 5.6 shows how Evans avoids ending on 1 at the end of A sections thaX 
conclude 1~, 2A2' and 2A3 of the live recording. (In 1A2 of the live recording, the final 1 
is delayed until the beginning__ of the following bridge; and in 4A, Evans al_;;o descends to 
an inner voice-this time to 3.) This motion to the cover tone that avoids 1 involves a de
scent (to an inner voice) through the fifth progression F-B~ (with the B~ transferred up an 
octave). This fifth progression occurs both in the A sections ending with half cadences and 
in those ending with authentic cadences (see the alto of both Example 5.5c and Example 
5.6c). 

Finally, the form of the closing motive most important in Evans' improvised varia
tions is Dl>--Cl>--B~. And in his statement of the theme in the A sections, measures 5-6, 
Evans consistently changes Monk's C~B~ to D~~Bk 

The bridges 
Example 5. 7 shows features common to Evans' statements of the bridge. Again, the 

differences between Evans' version and Monk's emphasize the closing motive. The leap to 
B~ in measures 2 and 4 is emphasized with the upper neighbor Ck The brackets in Example 
5.7c show the appearances of Cl>--Bk 

The finalB~ shown in Example 5.7c is the goal tone of a fifth progression. In Monk's 
version of the bridge, this fifth progression is stated with an ascending register transfer 
that creates the melodic minor seventh F4--E~5. Tbis leap reflects Monk's angular style. Or 
perhaps it would be better to suggest that the inner logic of Monk's style creates a strong, 
simple shape-the linear progression to an inner voice-from gestures that include an an
gular foreground melodic minor seventh. 

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES BY BILL EVANS 

Evans softens this characteristic minor seventh; he states the fifth progression F5-
B~4 (registrally intact) with a smoothness that nnderscores a difference between Evans' and 
Monk's styles. This effect of smoothness comes from more than the elimination of a leap, 
however. The voice leading that supports this fifth progression (described in figured bass 
below Example 5.7d) is entirely conjnnct, and it produces ninths and thirteenths in the top 
two voices. These ninths and thirteenths (Example 5.7d) result from the delay of the fifths 
and octaves (Example 5.7c) of the fifth progression in measures 6-8. \X!here such estab
lished linear progressions are delayed, the resultant dissonances possess a strong forward
directed energy. In fact, the goal tone of this fifth progression is delayed nntil the downbeat 
of the following A section. Thus (as in measures 2-5 of the A section) Evans adds or alters 
a top voice that connects sections (or halves of sections) by delaying the resolution of tones 
of a linear progression. In both cases, the delay results in a chain of ninths and thirteenths 
supported by a circle of fifths. And in both cases, the linear progression ends on the cover 
tone B~S (at the beginning of the following A section), recalling the closing motive. 

x, y, andz 
A comparison of Evans' versions of the introduction (x), interlude (y), and ending (z) 

with Monk's reveals details that relate these sections to each other and further emphasize 
the B~ cover tone. In the live recording, Evans introduces an ascending chromatic inner 
voice in both x and y. In both performances, the soprano A of the strange chord that ends 
x emphasizes the cover tone when it resolves to it in the first measure of 1A1 (listen also to 
the version on Miles' Davis' Greatest Hits, Columbia, CS 9808). While Monk's version of z 
approaches the final tonic through hidden repetitions of the linking motive, both of Evans' 
versions of z approach the final tonic through hidden repetitions of the closing motive. 
In fact, as the brackets in Example 5.8 show, the closing motive makes several appearances 
in the final measures of the studio recording. (In this example, some reduction has been 
done. The closing motive appears on different levels of structure. The brackets enclosed in 
curly braces show the repetition of the motive at different pitch levels. The final gesture in 
Center seems to recall the componndline of Rightin z, measures 7-8. This compound line 
is analyzed by the sketch in parentheses in the bass clef.) 

Closure and motive in the live recording 

Schenkerian analysis of the improvised variations on the live recording reveals the sig
nificant role played by the closing motive and a related motive: the double-neighbor figure. 
This analysis also reveals the strategic functions served by the delay of resolution in Evans' 
deployment of these motives. 

Evans' use of delay not only binds formal sections, but holds the listener's interest. 
As Schenker's remark (quoted at the beginning of this chapter) indicates, delay can generate 
content; once a goal is established, our attention may be held nntil it is achieved. But con-
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Example 5.8: Voice-Leading Analysis of the Ending (z) of Evans' Studio Recording. 

stant delaying can become tiresome. Evans rewards listener participation by establishing a 
motive, and then delaying its completion more and more, until ultimately it arrives at a point 
that is satisfying-a point at which, although it may be perceived as having been delayed, it 
also "comes out right" by coinciding with the original melody. 

The doub!e-neighbor figure and the dosing motive in the live 
recording 
In the live recording, Evans begins his improvised variations with a double-neighbor 

figure. In each appearance, the double-neighbor figure consists of an upper neighbor and 
a lower neighbor, usually a minor third apart, which resolve to a following chord tone. 
(Ibis common figure also appears in Evans' improvisation on ''The Touch of Your Lips," 
see Chapter 2.) Brackets show where the motive appears in the right hand of Example 
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5.9c. While measures 1--4 emphasize the double-neighbor Egure, measures 5-6 emphasize 
the transposed closing motive (see the curly brace in Example 5.9c). The double-neighbor 
figure and the closing motive have similar patterns of dissonance resolution (two related 
unstable notes resolving to a more-stable note) and similar rhythmic profiles (strong, weak, 
strong). In measures 4--6, the transposed closing motive is introduced by an ascending 
anacrustic passing motion (see the arrows in Example 5.9c). This anacrusis emphasizes the 
motive and will play an important role in the perception of its delay in later appearances. 

Another anacrusis appears in measure 8, perhaps implying that the closing motive 
will end this section-as it does in Evans' version of the original melody. It could have 
(compare Example 5.10 to the transcription of 2A3, measures 7 and 8). The first note of 
the closing motive, D~, does appear, but it doesn't resolve down (since it continues upward 
to D, I've spelled it as C# in the transcription). 
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Withholding, substitution, and a lead-in in the live recording 

Instead, Evans withholds the closing motive, replacing it with a lead-in based on the 
double-neighbor figure. By placing the double-neighbor figure in the phrase slot that might 
have contained the closing motive, Evans relates these motives. 

An analogy with Peterson's performance is interesting. In the first A section of his 
improvised variations, Evans replaces the first untransposed version of the closing motive 
(the source of his premise) with a lead-in (based on the double-neighbor figure) that con
nects this half cadence to the next section. In the first A section of his statement of the 
original melody, Peterson replaces the first A1-version of the linking motive (the source of 
his premise) with a lead-in (based on the suspensions figure) that connects this half cadence 
to the next section. 

This lead-in to 2A2 that Evans plays in the live recording joins sections texturally, 
rhythmically, and motivically. 

Texturally, 2A1 begins with a single-line right-hand melody supported by simple left
hand voicings. The texture of 2A2 may be described as ''locked hands" -a melody in the 
left hand is doubled an octave higher in the right, the right hand filling in that octave with 
two or three inner voices (like the reed section of a big band). The lead-in to 2A2 occurs 
within 2A1' but has the texture of the following section. (Measure 6 smooths this transition 
with a parenthetical alternation of double-stops whose textural density lies between that of 
these two sections.) 

Rhythmically, the lead-in to 2A2 connects sections by joining the half cadence of 2A1 

to the downbeat of the following section. This connection derives its strength from the de
lay of resolution of its dissonances. Example 5.9 shows how this delay may be understood 
in voice-leading terms. Evans' 2A1' like the first eight measures (A1) of the original melody 
upon which it is based, ends with a half cadence. The underlying voice leadin~ is that of an 
interrupted progression (see Example 5;,?a). In this interrupted progression, 2 is prolonged 
by third progression to its inner voice, 7 (see the "3 prg" in Example 5.9b, pieasures 7-8, 
c£ Example 5.5_!?). Evans' lead-in to 2A2 is based on a reachir;_g over. Here, 2 appears over 
the inner voice 7 (Example 5.9b, measure 8), and resolves to 1 at the beginning of the fol
lowing section, 2A2• 

Motivically, this reaching over creates another fi~e based on the double-neighbor 
pattern. The brackets in Example 5.9c show the figure Gi>--D-F. (This is a pattern that Ev
ans seemed fond of; the same pattern plays a prominent role in "Someday My Prince Will 
Come" and "Blue in Green.") However, two of its tones may be understood as suspensions 
whose delayed resolutions more firmly bind 2A1 to 2A2• The first pitch, G~, is a "thirteenth" 
above the dominant (whose dissonance is emphasized by the seventh of V) that st.ands for 
its resolution, F. The second pitch, the inner-voice D, is unaltered (albeit suspended into 
the tonic harmony that begins the following section). The final pitch, F, is a "ninth" over 
the tonic (whose dissonance is emphasized by the third of I) that stands for its resolution, 
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Ek This gesture, G~-D-F, not only has the same "shape" as the double-neighbor figure 
F-D-E~, but is thus based on it (see the brackets at the end of Example 5.9b). 

The brackets in Example 5.11 show that gestures of the same shape continue into the 
following section, 2A2• (The final bracketed figure in 2A2, measure 1, C-D~-Bk does not 
have the double-neighbor-figure configuration of non-harmonic tones, but, in this context, 
it is easily heard as a variation on that motive.) 

I have referred to "Withholding" and "phrase-slot substitution" as rhetorical devices. 
By this analogy, I suggest that Evans' playing, like a story or a speech, has a specific kind 
of logic to it. In J:<ree Composition, Schenker speaks of music as a tonal language (1935/1979, 
5): 

As the image of our life-motion, music can approach a state of objectivity, never, of 
course, to the extent that it need abandon its own specific nature as an art. Thus, it may 
almost evoke pictures or seem to be endowed with speech; it may pursue its course by 
means of associations, references, and connectives; it may use repetitions of the same 
tonal succession to express different meanings; it may simulate expectation, preparation, 
surprise, disappointment, patience, impatience, and humor. Because these comparisons 
are of a biological nature, and are generated organically, music is never comparable to 
mathematics or to architecture, but only to language, a kind of tonal language. 

It is not necessary to specify the "meaning" of the closing motive or the double
neighbor figure to argue that they are central to the "meaning" of Evans' discourse. Two 
points about the role of Schenkerian analysis in such an explanation should be stressed. 
First, because these motives are defined by their harmonic context and voice-leading func
tion, Schenkerian analysis supports and is supported by the kind of hearing that identifies 
these motives. Secon4 whatever the "semantic" significance of these motives, their "syn
tactical" function may be related to structures illuminated by this kind of hearing. 

Evans' improvisation not only relies upon such hearing, but encourages it. The next 
section of Evans' improvisation, 2A2, has a connected quality even though its range is wide 
and it features some leaps. This is due in part to the registral continuity that it possesses; 
pitches leaped ftom are later picked up, rewarding the kind of hearing suggested by Schen
kerian analyses. For example, the gesture that begins measure 2 starts on the B~ that ended 
the previous gesture, descends through the µpeggio B~-Gi>--E~ (with the passing tone F 
between G~ and E~). and leaps away from Ek The next gesture (measure 2 third beat) re
sumes again at B~, carries B~ down to A~, then reaches over the A~ with a C~ that "should" 
resolve to Bk and leaps away ftom this d (the dis decorated with upper neighbor D~). 

Llsteners who remember the pitches leaped from will be satisfied by measure 3: it 
begins on the pitch (E~) that the first gesture leaped from, and moves up to the pitch (B~) 
that resolves the pitch the second gesture leaped from. 
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Example 5.9: Voice-Leading Analysis of 2A1, Evans' Live Recording. 
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Example 5.11: Voice-Leading Analysis of 2A.2, Evans' Live Recoriling. 
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Example 5.13: Melodic-Seventh Leaps in Compound Melodic Structures. 

Climax and motive in the live recording 

The climax of 2A2 occurs in measures 4--5. While it is the high register and dynamic 
intensity of this phrase that create a climax here, this climax also serves several motivic 
functions. It recalls both the double-neighbor figures and the connection that began this 
section (the C~-B~ that connects measure 4 to measure 5 is a transposition of the 
melody and harmony of the G~-D-F that connects 2A1 to 2AJ. It hints at the relationship 
between the double-neighbor figure and the closing motive by placing the double-neighbor 
figure at the pitch level of the closing motive. And it refers ahead to the cadence that ends 
this section. 

A The cadence that ends 2A2 avoids1 (see Example 5.11, measure 8). Instea~ it ends 
on 5, the cover tone B~4. In the motion to this cover tone, the relationship of the double
neighbor figure (bracketed in Example 5.11d) and the closing motive (bracketed in Example 
S.11b) becomes clear: in this location, they both coincide with the original melody. 

The climax of the following bridge (2B, measures 7-8) also serves motivic functions. 

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCES BY BILL EVANS 

It derives its impact from the delay of the closing motive (see Example 5.12). In measure 2, 
the closing motive appears three times, elaborated through register transfer, repetition, and 
the repetition of the initial D~. In this context, with B~ as bass, the closing motive presents 
d as minor-ninth appoggiatura embellished with upper neighbor Dk This figure could 
have been resolved to B~ within the measure 2 (as a 9--8 suspension), but the resolution is 
delayed until the harmony changes at the beginning of measure 3 (compare Example 5.1). 

The closing motive also appears in measure 4, resolving to B~ on the downbeat of 
measure 5. Its appearance here is prepared by the F-E~ of measure 3. Again, the motive ap
pears three times, elaborated through register transfer, chromatic passing motion and rep
etition of the initial Dk and "extension" (E--D, D~l>--compare Example 5.2). In each 
repetition, an anacrustic passing motion ascends to the relatively accented closing motive. 

Because the dominant appears again in measure 6, anacrustic ascending passing mo
tion could introduce the closing motive again on the third beat of measure 5 and it would 
resolve on the downbeat of measure 6. This impression is strengthened in measure 5 when 
ascending passing motion leads to ck However, the C~ does not resolve back to B~ as 
expected. Instead, the ascending passing motion continues until it encompasses two-and
a-half measures. The arrival of the closing motive is displaced even beyond the downbeat 
of measure 7. 

Although this final appearance of nl,_cl,_B~ is much delayed, it seems to occur just 
where it belongs: at this point the closing motive coincides with the melody of the bridge. 

1bis bridge is connected to the final A section of Evans' improvisation in a way that 
recalls the connection of 2A1 to 2A2 (in both cases, the third progression G~-F-E~ spans 
a sectional boundary, see Example 5.12, compare Example 5.9). 

The conclusion of Evans' improvised variations in the live 
recording 

The final eight measures of this chorus reach out with expansive gestures that seem 
strange but beautiful---eccentric but organized. \Vb.at gives this passage these qualities? 
How does a melodic line so full of leaps and dissonance sound so convincingly organized? 
Analysis reveals a consistency of dissonance treatment, motivic references (to the theme, 
the closing motive, and the double-neighbor :figure), and strong patterns of underlying 
voice leading. 

These measures have a consistency in the foreground that comes from their almost 
exclusive use of ascending melodic sevenths. The reliance on melodic sevenths in measures 
1--4 continues in measures 5-6; measures 5-6 are a filling in of the melodic seventh G~-F. 
But it is the disposition of these sevenths that reveals the consistent organization of the 
passage: in each melodic seventh, the lower note is a chordal root, third, or fifth; the upper 
note is thus a dissonant tension-seventh, ninth, or eleventh (the third melodic seventh, 
B~-Ak begins over E~ minor, but ends over C07-F7; the B~ begins as chordal fifth and 
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Example 5.14: Voice-Leading Analysis of 2A3, Evans' Live Recording, Measures 1-3. 
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Example 5.15: A Comparison of Consonances in 2A3, Measures 1-2, with Consonances in the Theme. 
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Example 5.16: An "Eleventh" Chord on C. 
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becomes a seventh; the Ab begins as thirteenth and becomes a ninth). As pointed out in 
Chapter 2, the chord tone a seventh below a tension emphasizes its dissonant character. 

These melodic sevenths present a complex compound melody. The first and third 
melodic sevenths leap from a lower B~ to a higher A~. The A~ is a dissonance that must 
resolve down by step to G~ (although G~ appears in the left hand in measure 1, the right
hand G~ does not resolve until measure 3). Before A~ resolves to G~ the lower B~ moves 
to C~ (measure 2) and then resolves to B~ (measure 3). Example 5.13~ shows how the me
lodic seventh Bi-A~ and its resolution to G~ may be represented as a componnd melodic 
structure. The implicit higher B~ in this example (in parentheses) appears explicitly in 2B, 
measure 8 (the immediately preceding measure). Example 5.13b shows how the melodic 
seventh Ei.-D> and its resolution through d (measure 2) to B~ (measure 3) may also be 
represented as a compound melodic structure. 

Evans manipulates these compound melodic structures to build an expressive shape 
that refers to the original melody. Example 5.14a shows the voice-leading strands identified 
in Example 5.13. Example 5.14b shows their disposition in the foreground. The lower staff 
of Example 5.14b shows the bass line. The upper staff of Example 5.14b shows lower 
notes of the melodic-seventh leaps with stems down and connected by a slur underneath. 
The C~ in measure 2 is also a lower note of a melodic-seventh leap-this note bears a flag 
and participates both in the fourth progression Ei.-Di>-ci.-B> (beamed with stems down 
in Example 5.14b, cf. the alto of Example 5.14a and Example 5.13b) and in the neighbor 
pattern B>-Ci.-B> (c£ the alto of Example 5.13a). In the first measure, these notes are the 
same as the first three chord tones in the motto of the original melody (see Example 5.15). 
Each leap up implies that the melody will descend from the top note of the leap (to fill the 
gap created and to resolve the dissonances). Since each seventh in measures 1-2 appears 
successively higher, this implication is intensified with each leap. (Even the major or minor 
quality of the melodic sevenths contributes to the building intensity. Major sevenths are 
more dissonant than minor sevenths. In measures 1-2, all the sevenths are minor sevenths 
nntil the climax of this subphrase, B~. is introduced by a major seventh. The climax of the 
entire section, in measure 5, occurs where an Fis introduced by a major seventh.) The last 
of the leaps in measures 1-2 finally does resolve down in the second half of measure 2. 
Here, the B~-A~ resolution coincides with the original melody. This resolution not only an
swers the built-up tension of the foregoing leaps with a quote of the theme, but also serves 
as a "confirmation" -the foreground completion of a motion that is completed simultane
ously on a deeper level of structure. Of course, this locally-stable A~ is (at a deeper level) a 
passing tone that will move on to G~ in measure 3. 

It is this G~ that begins the melodic sevenths of measures 3-4. In measure 3, the me
lodic sevenths appear successively lower. Collectively, they form a complete eleventh chord 
on C (see Example 5.16). The climax of this sectio~ measure 5, returns to this "eleventh," F. 

Evans ends this improvised chorus with two final statements of the closing motive. 
By avoiding a perfect authentic cadence, Evans' improvisation helps the performance to 
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continue forward (a bass solo and thematic recapitulation follow). These two statements 
of the closing motive arrive on the cover tone at the downbeat of measure 8 (the cadence) 
and at the downbeat of the next measure (the beginning of the following section). The first 
statement coincides with Evans' version of the original melody. The second (displaced) 
appears as a lead-in. 

Roles in the live recording 

In the live recording, each instrumental part assumes a role typical to a trio of piano, 
bass, and drums: the drums articulate various levels of rhythm, the double-bass plays a 
bass line (the roots of chords on downbeats, generally in quarter notes), and the piano 
supplies the primary melodic line (right hand) and inner voices (left hand). Of course, this 
description can be refined. Different parts of the drum set assume different roles (the bass 
drum emphasizes cymbal crashes that occur on ensemble accents, the high hat indicates 
offbeats, the brushes draw various colors and rhythms from the snare drum and cymbals). 
The pianist's right and left hands assume roles that may be delineated by rhythmic value 
(subdivisions of the beat in the right hand, harmonic rhythm in the left) or by voice-leading 
function (thirds and sevenths in the left hand, stepwise motion that emphasizes tensions in 
the right). Different instruments come to the fore at different times: the interlude includes a 
drum break, and the third chorus features the bass as primary melodic voice. And all instru
ments assume the role of articulating formal sections by changing texture or rhythm. 

The traditional roles for piano, bass, and drums create a whole in which the individual 
parts are completed by one another. However, the Bill Evans Trios have been noted for the 
interaction of instrumental parts. \Vhile this interaction marked all his trios, Evans believed 
interaction to have been best when his trios included either Scott La Faro or Marc Johnson 
on bass (O'Reilly 1985). A thorough treatment of this subject is beyond the scope of this 
book, but it is important to note that Evans' use of displacement creates a greater oppor
tunity for such interaction. 

Interaction between the parts may be rhythmic, textural, dynamic, melodic, or a com
bination of these. Melodic interaction may be based upon the use of complementary mate
rial; the parts may do different things at the same time. Or-aided by displacement-the 
parts may do the same thing at different times. In 1B of the live recording, measures 3--8, 
the piano and bass both play parts that contain or refer to the original melody of the bridge. 
Evans leads into measure 3 by playing double time. This lead-in seems to announce that 
a departure from the melody will result. As if in response, the bass takes up the melody 
(while still supplying the bass line-see Example 5.17) in durations that correspond to the 
disposition of the original theme. In the final two measures of the bridge, both piano and 
bass play the melody, but with different displacements. As a further example of interaction 
between Evans and Chuck Israels (the bassist on the live recording), note the bass part 
in 2A3. The second chorus features piano as primary melodic voice, and the third chorus 
features bass. \Vhile the piano is still the primary voice in 2A3, its sparse gestures allow the 
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bass to emerge somewhat., preparing for the next section-in which the bass is the leading 
voice. The emergence of the bass looks forward texturally, but it also refers back to melodic 
material from Evans' solo; as already noted, Israels plays a gesture in 2.A,. measure 4, that 
recalls Evans' diminutions in the analogous measure of 2A1• 

Roles and closure in the studio recording 

The piano tracks in the studio recording assume roles similar to those assumed in the 
live recording. I will distinguish the tracks by referring to their placement in stereo: "Left," 
''Right," and "Center'' -always with uppercase. Example 5.18 shows the roles assumed by 
the different tracks. The first chorus states the theme, the second chorus consists of impro
vised variations, and the third (half) chorus is an abbreviated return to the theme. 

In making sense of this example, it may help to know that, on " 'Round Midnight," 
the pianos were recorded in the order Right, Left, Center. Right carries the most place
marking information. Evans consistently played Right with both hands; Left and Center 
were often played with only one hand or with the two hands an octave apart. In both the 
first and second choruses, the roles within that chorus remain relatively constant in the A 
sections (with important exceptions that give the performance a sense of development). 
Furthermore, in both of these choruses, the roles of Right and Left switch for the bridge. 
Center consistently adds orchestral depth by providing secondary melodic material that 
comments on the other two tracks. 

The roles of the individual tracks are consistently differentiated in x. Right provides 
a self-sufficient picture of Monk's introduction, but both of the other pianos manage to 
£nd niches which, when filled, seem as though they needed to be filled. (This does not 
mean that these niches had to be filled Evans eliminates the rhythmic activity in the first 
three beats of measures 1, 3, and 5 of Monk's theme. One might argue that something was 
missing there, but the live recording gets along fine without much happening in that space.) 
The primary melody of x introduces the downbeats of the even-numbered measures with 
a divided upbeat: an iamb whose arsis contains an amphibrach (see Example 5.19). Left has 
this same rhythmic profile but, while Right moves to the downbeat of every other mea
sure, Left moves to the middle of every measure (see Example 5.20). Center contributes 
a harp-like part. 

\JVhile the rhythm and texture provide the most obvious -..vays of distinguishing the 
parts, the fact that each has a separate voice-leading function not only gives it greater indi
viduality but also helps it to seem necessary. In x, Left descends by step through a dimin
ished seventh in each of the first three pairs of measures (El.--F# in measures 1-2, Db-E in 
measures 3-4, and c[,_D in measures 5--6). In this stepwise descent, Left comes to rest on 
the third of each chord The resultant middleground linear intervallic progression, 7-10, 
is shown in Example 5.21. \JVhile Left presents the thirds (and sevenths) of chords, Center 
emphasizes ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths. 
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Other pitch relationships distinguish and interrelate the parts. For example, the pitch 
content of each measure of Left is transpositionally equivalent. \JVhile measure 1 spans a 
third and measure 2 a fourth, the introduction of B in measure 1 means that both measures 
consist of a set of four pitches. The set of pitches in measure 2 is a transposition--down a 
tritone--<Jf the set of pitches in measure 1. Since the root motion is down a perfect fourth, 
this transposition down a tritone is non-trivial. The same relationship holds for measures 
3-4 and 5--0 of Left 

Center also features transpositional equivalence. However, the transpositional equiva
lence in Center is different from that in Left. In Left, every measure has a different transpo
sition of the same set of pitches. In Center, every second measure of a pair has a transposi
tion of the set of pitches of the first measure of that pair, but each pair has a different set 
of pitches. As in Left., the interval of transposition differs from the root movement., but 
instead of a tritone, the interval of transposition is a minor third. 

As an example of the ways in which a single instrumental part may be distinguished 
from and related to others by voice leading, consider Center in the first two A sections. 
Example 5.22 compares Center (Example 5.22c) with the first tenor of Examples 5.5d 
and 5.6d (Example 5.22d includes the tenor and bass parts of Examples 5.5d and 5.6d; 
the first tenor has upward stems). Example 5.22a and b offers an analysis of Center 
along with the bass. 

The simple juxtaposition of Center with the tenor of Examples 5.Sd and 5.6d makes 
the similarity between them obvious. Further analysis of Center reveals more about both 
its integrity as a part and its relationship to the other parts. Like the tenor of Examples 5.Sd 
and 5.6d, Center derives its integrity from deeper structural levels. Both are governed by the 
third progression B[,_Af.-G-. In the first A section, this third progression is interrupted after 
Ak The resultant Bl.--A~ 11 Bl>--Af.-G- not only provides a backbone for Center, but also pro
vides a means of complementing yet avoiding the primary melodic line-this line moves in 
sixths with the structural top voice (see the alto of Examples 5.5a and band 5.6a and b). 

In measure 4, B~ becomes B~~ and ultimately descends through a sixth to Dover the 
dominant (Example 5.22d). To regain the original B~. the line reaches over to C~ in measure 
2 and to E~ in measures 3-4 (c£ the middle voice of Examples 5.5b and 5.6b). In measure 8 
of 1Al' Center also reaches over A~ with a C~ (c£ Example 5.22b) to connect 1A1 to 1A2• 

The descent from the reaching over of measure 4 is bracketed in measures 4-6 of Ex
ample 5.22c. As the bracket in measure 7 of this ex.ample shows, Center recalls this descent 
in a hidden repetition. More hidden repetitions occur at the authentic cadence in measures 
6-8 of the second A section (see the second page of Example 5.22): in these measures, 
the linking motive (bracketed in Example 5.22b) appears at various pitch levels (Example 
5.22c). In each occurrence, its penultimate note is embellished (either with a lower third in 
a way that creates a double-neighbor figure, or with an escape tone). 

A more complete explanation of what happens in these :final measures requires an 
account of what the other tracks do. Their coordination at this cadence is quite remark-
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SECTION LEFT CENTER RIGHT 
x echoes melody "harp" melody, bass, and inner 

voices 
IA, melody echoes melodv bass and inner voices 
I A2 melody echoes melody bass and inner voices 
IB bass echoes melody melody, bass, and inner 

voices 
IA, melody echoes melody bass and inner voices 
y octaves (bells) chords chords with chromatic 

line 
2A11-4 bass and inner voices high inner voices RH melody, LH inner 

voices 
2Al 5-8 tenths 
2A2 bass and inner voices dialogue with Right RH melody, LH inner 

voices 
2B 1-4 counter line fills refer to melody melody, bass, and inner 

voices 
2B 5-8 legato offbeats staccato offbeat staccato offbeats 

octaves 
2A3 bass and inner voices dialogues with Right RH melody, LH inner 

(octaves) voices 
3B rhythmic fills rhythmic fills recap disguised 
3A bass and inner voices counterline in octaves melody in octaves or 

oortato sixths 
z "drums" melody in octaves high inner voices 

Example 5.18: Roles in the studio recording. 

Exnmple 5.1 9: Prosody o f Right, x, i\ fe:isures \ 2. Example 5.20: Prosody of 1.cft, x, Measures 1-2. 
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Example 5.21: Voice-Leading Analysis of Left, x, Measures 1--6. 

able. Instead of arriving on the tonic at the downbeat of measure 8, all three arrive at I on 
the third beat. All tracks arrive at the same time, but each arrives on a different note of the 
chord. Furthermore, each track moves from that note to a different chord tone. Thus, a 
full triad appears on both the third and fourth beats (chord tones are indicated with careted 
numbers in Example 5.23). A similar coordination of tracks occurs at the authentic cadence 
that ends this chorus. 

In 1A2, measures 7-8, the tracks are coordinated; they do different things at the same 
time. In the bridge that follows, the tracks are coordinated by doing the same thing at 
different times. Right states the melody of the bridge. In measures 1-4, this melody is 
a two-fold statement of the linking motive (Ei>-F-Gi>-F-E!.-D-C!.-B>}. Center and Left 
answer by stating the linking motive (or portions thereof) during the long notes of Right. 
In measures 2-3 and in measure 4, Center states the linking motive in sixteenth notes with 
very little embellishment. (fhe embellishment of the second of these versions recalls both 
the melody of A, measure 5, as pickups, and the double-neighbor figure, as Ci>-A-Bk) In 
yet another timing, Right refers to the linking motive in measures 3-4 (see Example 5.24). 
In measures 5-7, Center has the last word on the linking motive: here degant hidden rep
etitions of the linking motive appear in a different harmonic context (see Example 5.25). 
It appears complete in the highest register on the second and third beats (see the complete 
bracket in Example 5.25). The first notes of the linking motive appear in different octaves, 
in different rhythms, and with different embellishments in the remainder of measure 5 and 
in measure 6 (see the incomplete brackets in Example 5.25). The seventh leaps of measure 
7 sound strangely beautiful; if one hears them as a completion of the linking motive-but 
with D~ instead of D-the strangeness of the leaps is matched by the distortion of the 
linking motive (see the broken bracket in Example 5.25). 
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In the A sections of the improvised variations, Right plays as if it were improvising a 
chorus with bass (or bass and drums) accompaniment The right hand presents a primary 
melodic line while the left "comps." By avoiding the roots and staying away from the bass 
register, Right not only needs to be completed by a bass part, but also allows that bass part 
the freedom to complete the texture in a number of ways. 

Tbis description of the function of the hands of Right is fairly straightforward. Such 
a description depends upon aspects of the voice leading, which gives each hand clarity and 
direction through consistency of treatment and guiding structure. The right hand sounds as 
a primary melodic voice because of its register, rhythmic activity, and dynamics. However, 
these features alone would be insufficient to establish it as the primary melodic voice: Ev
ans' melody is convincing because its consistent deployment and resolution of dissonant 
sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths is supported by a clear middleground structure. 
The register, rhythmic activity, and dynamics of the left hand distinguish it as an accompa
nimental part. However, it provides smooth support to the right hand because its consistent 
deployment and resolution of chordal thirds and sevenths takes the simple shape of a 7-10 
linear intervallic progression. 

In 2AP Left supplies the bass and inner voices. Its staccato articulation contrasts 
with the legato of Right. In the first half of this section, its right hand plays two- or three
note chords above left-hand roots. The individual voices of these right-hand chords move 
smoothly by step. In the second half of this section, Left plays a sequence of gestures 
(each gesture in the same rhythm) almost entirely in parallel tenths. (The one departure 
from tenths occurs in measure 6, on the single chord-A~7-in these measures that is "in
serted" into the circle-of-fifths motion that connects the other chords to the cadence. The 
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Example 5.24: The Linking Motive in Left, IB, Measures 3-4. 
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Example 5.25: The Linking Motive in Center, IB, Measures 5--6. 

departure subtly calls attention to the odd character of this inserted chord with an unusual 
motion in parallel twelfths.) 

Center plays a lead-in to 2A2• This simple lead-in connects sections texturally and 
rhythmically. Texturally, Center fills in 2A1 with high-register staccato chords. In the follow
ing section, it has a single-line texture. While the lead-in to 2A2 occurs within the span of 
2A1' it has the texture of the following section. Rhythmically, the lead-in connects the half 
cadence of 2A1 to the downbeat of the following section. The resolution of dissonance 
supports this rhythmic function. The lead-in is based on the closing motive and delays its 
resolution to B~ until the downbeat of 2A, (see Example 5.26). 

In 2A1, Right emphasizes dissonant sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths . .Al
though it leaps away from some of these dissonances, it ultimately resolves them, and re
solves them in a way that reflects the structure of the theme. In Example 5.27d (an analysis 
of the beginning of 2A1), the dissonant notes leaped from are marked with x's above and 
Arabic figures between the staves. Example 5.27c shows that these dissonances all resolve 
in the middleground. However, some do not resolve during the span of the harmony that 
makes them unstable. For example, the A~ of measure 2, whether a neighbor to G~ or a 
passing tone from B~ to G~, is made unstable by the A of the F7 that "supports" it; it must 
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resolve to Gk But G~ does not arrive until the harmony has changed. This G~ is itself a 
chordal seventh that must resolve to F. The resolution of G~ to Fis implicit with the change 
of harmony to D~7 (the resolution is explicit in the left hand). However, the F does not 
appear in the right hand until the next measure. These delays give the melodic line a com
pelling continuity. 

The improvised melody of Right in 2AP measures 1-2, is repeated in measures 3-4, 
again in measures 5--6, and again in measures 7-8. Because each repetition of this melody 
is changed to reflect the changes of harmony and placed differently against the meter, the 
repetitions may not be immediately heard. The final repetition contains a multi-level hidden 
repetition. The brackets in Example 5.28b show the appearances of the linking motive on 
two different levels of structure. (The shorter bracket shows its presence as a confirmation 
in the foreground. The longer bracket shows its presence in durations that correspond to 
those of the linking motive as it appears in the theme. The notes of the linking motive 
identified by the longer bracket have stems in Example 5.28a.) 

In 2A2, Center joins in dialogue with Right. For the first four measures, this dialogue 
is imitative; for the first three measures, the durations of Right are almost exactly duplicated 
one measure later in Center. And the pitch contours are similar enough to create the ef-
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Example 5.26: A Lead-in to 2Ar 

feet of a canon. In fact, these parts are so closely related that one can be heard to resolve 
dissonances in the other. For example, in measure 3, the double-neighbor figure, D-F-E~, 
appears incomplete in Right and resolved in Center. 

In the second half of this phrase, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths appear, 
the melodic line moves compellingly forwar~ and the forward motion continues past the 
cadence and into the downbeat of the following section. All of this is brought about by the 
delay of resolutions. 

The ninths and thirteenths in measures 5-6 result from consistent delays in two con

ceptually paired voice-leading strands. These strands are indicated in the upper staves of 
each level of Example 5.29; the upward stems belong to one strand and the downward 
stems belong to the other. Example 5.29c shows that each of these tensions is resolved 
down by step, but that the resolution is delayed until the harmony changes. Example 5.29b 
suggests that both strands may be heard as delayed versions of the strands that form 5-8 
linear progressions above the bass. Example 5.29 also shows that it is the delay of the clos
ing third progression that connects this section to the bridge. 

In the original melody, repetition of the first two measures of the bridge leads to a 
2+2+4 structure. In Evans' improvised 2B, Left joins the first four measures into a single 
unit by playing a compound melody which, although based on a simple middlegroun~ 
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cont.a.ins a confirmation that is also a hidden repetition of the linking motive (Example 
5.30). The second half of this bridge becomes an extended anacrusis as all three pianos join 
in rhythmically unstable upbeats that lead into the final eight measures of the improvised 
variations. 

In the final eight measures of the improvised variations, Right begins with a melodic 
shape that resembles the motto of the original melody. After hearing B~4--E~S-FS, the lis
tener may wait for B~S. But the listener must wait eight measures; Right does not arrive on 
BbS until the end of this section. Yet, this beautiful passage tends to encourage the listener 
to wait for its conclusion. The music that connects the opening incomplete motto to the 
concluding BbS manipulates register and dissonance in a way that makes these measures 
seem directed toward its highest pitch-the final B~S (Example 5.31). (Actually, the stton
gest suggestion of the incomplete motto that begins these eight measures may be that the 
line will ascend to Gb, and this expectation is satisfied in measure 4. Although this G~ is 
abandoned rather abruptly, it may be that these eight measures would have sounded per
fectly complete without the BbS that ends them. However, when this BbS does arrive after so 
many incomplete ascending figures, it is easy to feel that it "Was anticipated all along. On the 
"anticipation of retrospection" and the "retrospection of anticipation," see Larson 2002.) 

These measures make repeated ascending gestures that slowly climb higher and high
er. Each gesture moves up to, and then away from, a new high note. Furthermore, the 
sensitive treatment of dissonance draws the listener into the dramatic unfolding of tonal 
space. Measure 1 begins by ascending from E~S to PS. This first gesture is strongly directed 
upwards (either to GbS, which would simultaneously complete the stepwise initial-ascent 
figure, E~F--G~, and the arpeggio figure B~E~G~ that contains it, or to G~S through B~S, 
in imitation of the motto). Measure 1 ends not by satisfying the desire to hear F ascend, 
but-after waiting on F-by descending through an arpeggio and resolving the F back 
to E~ in a lower register. This simple register transfer achieves a great deal in this context. 
Because it descends, it helps tum an upward-directed F back to Eb. Because it resolves 
the dissonance, it allows the line to begin its ascent again from Ek But because it resolves 
the dissonance in the lower register, the higher register still possesses an upward-directed 
energy. And because the shape of measure 1 is clear and direct, it can be repeated in the 
service of a larger ascending motion. 

Measure 2 repeats the shape of measure 1. First it repeats the upward directed motion 
Eb5-F5. Then it pauses. Now the line rises higher, to GbS. Again, the dissonant high note (a 
seventh above Ab) is transferred down an octave and then resolved back by step. 

Measure 3 again repeats the upward directed motion E~S-FS. Again it pauses. Now it 
begins to descend again through an arpeggio, but suddenly turns back up to the FS, ending 
the gesture on that upward-directed pitch. 

Measure 4 finally completes the ascent to GbS, but not without first repeating the 
Eb5-F5 and then pausing briefly. (M:easure 2 reaches GbS, but as a dissonance that must 
resolve down by step--GbS is consonant when it arrives in measure 4.) 
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Example 5.27: Voice-Leading Analysis of Left, 2,_'\• Measures 1-3. 
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Example 5.28: A Hidden Repetition of the Linking Motive in 2A1, Measures 7-8. 
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Example 5.30: Voice-Leading Analysis of Left, 2B, Measures 1-4. 

In measures 4--5, a reversal takes place. Until this point, the upward directed two- gestures also satisfy the expectation that this section will end -with the closing motive (the 
note motions have been followed, after a pause, by descending arpeggios. Beginning in the first ascending gesture ends with D~, and the second ascending gesture begins -with C~ and 
second half of measure 4, descending arpeggios lead into short ascending figures. (Ibis ends with B[,..._the closing motive is bracketed in Example 5.31b). 

reversal is prepared by measure 3, where the arpeggio turns the line back into its upper The avoidance of strong sectional divisions and the reliance on the closing motive 
register.) The first two of these ascending figures (El,_F~ and D[,_E~~) are two-note escape- toward this end continues until the end of this performance. The abbreviated reru.rn is 
tone figures that embellish the first pitch of each pair with a chromatic upper neighbor. But also a disguised reru.rn; the melody of the bridge does not emerge clearly );illril the third 
the first pitch of each pair is itself a dissonant eleventh. Because the rhythm of the second and fourth measures. And the final cadence of the last A section avoids 1, returning to 
half of measure 4 is repeated in the first half of measure 5, the listener may expect these the cover tone-in fac~ the texture, register, and rhythm of the ending (z) actually replace 
dissonances to continue their downward resolution at the est.ablished half-note rate. The this cadence, postponing it in much the same way that Peterson postpones the analogous 
line would then continue to Bb4 in measure 6 (Example 5.32). Instea~ the line returns to cadence in his performance. 
Db, delaying descent. 

At this point, Evans' improvisation seems to have generated two apparently conflict
ing expectations: (1) the opening incomplete motto suggests that the line may ascend to 
Bi.5, and (2) the delay of resolution of Dl.-d-B!. (see Example 5.32) suggests that the 
section will end with the closing motive. The expectation that the line will ascend to BbS is 
satisfied by the two ascending gestures whose endpoints connect the initial Eb--F-Gb to a 
concluding Ali--A-B~ (the first ascending gesture begins with F-Gb, and the second ascend
ing gesture ends with A!.--A-Bl.--see Example 5.31 b, upper voice). The endpoints of these 
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Summary 
Evans integrates formal sections by using the same devices Peterson uses. However, 

Evans uses these devices in different ways-ways that reflect both his style and the prem
ises of his performances. 

Rhythmically, Evans reduces the divisive effects of phrase boundaries with lead-ins, 
cadential suspensions, elisions, and fills and cadenzas. At half cadences, lead-ins join sec-
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tions rhythmically, motivically, and texturally. At authentic cadences, suspensions delay or 
eliminate the complete arrival of tonic. At both half cadences llR-d authentic cadences, the 
closing motive moves to the cover tone-often not resolving to 5 until the beginning of the 
next formal section. Tbis motion thus not only avoids closure, but also often joins sections 
strongly. In Evans' studio performance, the disguised return (at the beginning of 3B), the 
shift to the texture of the ending (z) prior to the cadence that precedes it (at 3A, measure 
8), and the insertion of a cadenza (at z, measure 8) all knit sections together in ways that 
resemble Peterson's elisions and structural puns. 

Melodically, Evans relates sections with concealed repetitions, references to the original 
melody, and imitation and canon. Versions of the closing motive and the double-neighbor 
figure appear at various hierarchical levels of pitch, rhythm, and phrase structure, at differ
ent transposition levels, in different strategically-linked registers, and in different harmonic 
contexts. Evans refers to the original melody in a variety of ways. The original melody not 
only supplies the voice-leading strands upon which Evans' improvisations are constructed, 
but also provides a point of reference for strategic moves. Some gestures begin or end by 
referring to the original melody. Some melodic fragments are delayed more and more until 
they "come out right'' by coinciding with the original melody. Imitation appears not only 
within and between the piano tracks of the srudio recording, but also within and between 
the instrumental parts of the live recording. 

The same rhetorical devices that Peterson uses (to point to relationships between 
linking motives and suspensions figures) Evans uses to point to relationships between the 
closing motive and the double-neighbor figure: proximity, similarity, phrase-slot substiru
tion, withholding, and confirmations. ''Withholding" makes a gesture (at least temporar
ily) incomplete. In both Peterson's and Evans' performances, incomplete gestures may be 
completed, as expected, locally after a brief delay, and usually marked by dissonance. Or the 
incomplete gesrure may be completed by a different gesture or in a different register, thus 

I 

joining gestures or registers. Or the incomplete gesrure may remain incomplete until a later 
statement completes it. \Vhile withholding plays an important role in both performances, 
one premise of Evans' performances relates to withholding in a special way: displacement 
may be allied with withholding. Displacement creates tension by placing rhythmic pat
terns in disagreement with underlying structures and often involves the delay of expected 
events. 

Evans' performances not only integrate formal sections, but also integrate various 
instrumental parts. Analysis of underlying structure shows the interdependence of these 
parts. Displacement aids interaction, allowing different parts to do different things at the 
same time by doing the same thing at different times. Individual voice-leading strands shape 
individual instrumental parts, giving each part both a separate identity and a dependence 
upon the other parts. 

Evans solves the problems of integrating formal sections and instrumental parts with 
an artistic economy of means; he draws on Monk's theme to solve these problems. Closer 
analysis reveals a further artistic economy of means; Evans' strategies-his devices of inte
gration-are themselves integrated in his solutions. For example, Evans may establish and 
then satisfy apparently contradicting expectations; and the climaxes of his phrases seem all 
to serve multiple strategic functions. 

\Vhile Schenkerian analysis of improvisations can reveal much about the art of those 
improvisations, it can also reveal much about analysis. One insight that seems of central 
significance concerns the function of simplicity. Simple patterns abound in music (whether 
improvised or composed). The fact that the closing motive and the double-neighbor figure 
appear in other jazz improvisations makes them no less important in Evans' improvisations. 
In fact, it is the simplicity of these and other patterns that allows for their delay to gener
ate musical content. And it is the simplicity of underlying patterns that balances and gives 
shape to the complex surface of Evans' music; its impact on the listener relies on power of 
simple shapes to guide listener expectation. 

0, © 

11----8- 11 --- 7 -----+-10 

I r I r 
Example 5.32' D·-C~-B· Undelayed. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Variations 

Variation has been a theme of this book. Not only is each of the performances I have 
analyzed in the form of a theme and variations, but, as my Schenkerian analyses have shown, 
each of these performances is also a variation on simpler structures. To take one example, 
viewing Monk's original version of " 'Round lYfidnight" as a variation on simpler structures 
shows not only how it shares features with other tonal compositions, but also what makes 
it distinctive. Schenkerian analysis reveals this distinctive character in the relationships 
between its parts. Two of these relationships-between-the-parts are the linking motive's 
hidden repetitions and the closing motive's delay of dissonance resolution. 

While Peterson's and Evans' performances are variations on Monk's theme, they are 
also variations on their own versions of Monk's theme; both of these performers change 
the theme upon which they then improvise. The changes they make reflect what Epstein 
(1979) would call the "premises" of their performances. Put more strongly, Peterson's and 
Evans' performances are also variations on the genre of "theme and variations"-that is, 
both solve differing problems inherent in improvising variations upon a theme. Their solu
tions elevate the relationship-between-the-parts of Monk's theme to the level of a premise: 
the linking motive's hidden repetitions become a premise of Peterson's performance, and 
the closing motive's delay of dissonance resolution becomes a premise of Evans' perfor
mances. 

Each artist solves the same problem-that of integrating the separate parts of his 
performance(s)-but in different ways. While this problem is inherent in the genre of a 
theme and variations, the fact that both artists derive their solutions from the theme itself 
gives their variations a satisfying artistic economy of means. 

Artistic content 

This "artistic economy of means" is part of another argument of this book: that 
Schenkerian analysis is useful not only for explaining the technical features of jazz perfor
mances (such as harmony, rhythm, and melody), but also for illuminating features related 
to their artistic content. For example, considerations of voice-leading and motivic content 
clarify the ways in which Evans' ensemble performances distinguish and relate the parts 
played by different instruments. 
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To be sure, Schenkerian analysis does not offer a set of prescriptive guidelines for 
the composer or improviser that., if followed, would guarantee quality. As I have observed 
more than once, much of what makes these performances good has not been discussed 
in detail. For example, some of the expressive features that might be more thoroughly 
explored include "swing," rubato, articulation, dynamics, "tone," pedaling, and the voic
ing and rolling of chords. Nevertheless, Schenkerian theory is a powerful tool for showing 
how expectations (generated on a variety of structural levels) contribute to the qualities we 
admire in these performances. 

The analyses in this book also suggest that Schenkerian analysis can be productive in 
ways that go beyond its typical use in showing voice-leading connections at deeper levels 
of structure. For example, problems may arise from stringing together variations on the 
same harmonic succession (e.g., excessive sectionalization, premature closure, or a lack of 
overall direction). Problems may also arise from the roles that facilitate improvisation (e.g., 
instrument-specific lines that do not relate to one another, overly predictable supportive 
parts, or rigidly formulaic construction). In some cases, these problems may be solved by 
creating connections of the type shown in voice-leading graphs. However, such problems 
are frequently solved without creating such connections. Kinds of diminutions, types of 
displacement, or degrees of departure from underlying structure may be ordered according 
to a progressive scheme. In such cases, the value of Schenkerian theory lies in its power to 
illuminate diminutions, displacement, and departure from underlying structure. 

:Many studies have indicated the importance of "formulas" in jazz. This book has shown 
that the mere identification of such formulas in the musical surface is inadequate for deeper artis
tic undersrnnding--a deeper undersrnnding requires a theory of levels such as Schenker'& 

Rhythm 
The idea of levels is also important in the study of jazz rhythm. Because Peterson's 

performance of " 'Round :Midnight'' subdivides the beat in so many different ways, and at 
such a slow tempo, many levels of rhythmic activity are clearly audible. A wide range of 
note values appears in the transcription: combinations of whole notes, half notes, quar
ter notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes, thirty-second notes, sixty-fourth notes, and even 
shorter durations were all necessary to capture different levels of rhythmic activity. And 
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Peterson's use of swing enlivens different levels at different times. ~ile the following 
durations are subdivided into two equal parts in some portions of Peterson's performance, 
they are swung in other portions: eighth-note (e.g., swung in 3B, measure 3), sixteenth
note (e.g., swung in 3B, measure 1), and thirty-second note (e.g., swung in 3B, measure 2). 
Peterson's brilliant passagework presents two other levels of rhythmic activity; some of the 
rhetorically parenthetical gestures (or "fills'') occur while the pulse of the notated meter 
continues; others, like cadenzas, happen while "time stands still." 

Of course, this inequality is but one aspect of swing. A thorough discussion of swing 
would be beyond the scope of this book, but it seems clear that any thorough explana
tion of swing will require a theory of levels in music. Swing is a quality of movement that 
engages the listener's desire to predict future events. If such predictions are to be reward
ing, they must have both an immediate reward and a continuing attraction-this illustrates 
two levels, but is a simple model; certainly several levels are involved. Obviously, different 
people enjoy having their expectations either fulfilled, prolonged, or sublimated in different 
proportions. At any rate, prediction requires information . .And this kind of information is 
necessarily hierarchical. I have discussed swing elsewhere (see Larson 1999b ), suggesting 
that our physical experience of swinging motions shapes not only our ways of talking about 
swing in jazz, but also our ways of experiencing jazz swing. Because those physical motions 
are also hierarchical, this further supports the idea that any thorough explanation of musi
cal swing will require a theory of levels in music. 

Relationships between events on these different levels may indicate a great deal about 
a performance. Consider the temporal placement of the notes of the original melody of 
the bridge within Peterson's improvised variations (2B and 3B). The great extent to which 
notes of the original melody are present in Peterson's improvised variations has already 
been noted. (By contrast, in 2B of Evans' live recording, few of the notes of the original 
melody appear.) This apect of Peterson's performance is clearly audible, partly because the 
notes of the original melody are not delayed substantially. They appear approximately on 
the same beats in 2B and 3B as in 1B (the clearer original statement of the melody of the 
bridge) or else in a similar rhythm. The temporal placement of notes of the original melody 
within Peterson's improvisation on that theme does depart from the original; in fact, it does 
so in a way that makes his playing interesting. But the departures are still straightforward 
enough so that the original melody is recognizable despite its decoration through many lay
ers of tonal and rhythmic activity. 

The relatively simple metric organization of notes of the underlying melody in Peter
son's performance provides a context for, and balances, the complexity of its multi-layered 
diminutions. The performances by Evans, in contrast, balance simplicity and complexity 
in a different way. \Vhile the number of layers of decoration in Evans is smaller than the 
number found in Peterson, the metric placement of notes of the underlying theme or es
tablished motive is more complex. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Style 

A balance or tension between simplicity and complexity is useful for understanding 
differences in pianists' styles. The perceptual importance of this tension is implicit in the 
writings of the Gestalt psychologists. In a chapter on "Order and Complexity in Landscape 
Design," Rudolf Arnheim (1996) extends to architecture and the visual arts the concept of 
balancing simplicity and complexity as an aesthetic principle. Such a concept of balance 
also requires a theory of structural levels. 

\Vhile it has not been the purpose of this book to explore varieties of jazz styles, my 
analyses suggest that Schenker's theories may be useful in further research into this ques
tion. The question of balance as an element of style is just one that emerges from compar
ing performances of the same piece by different artists. Because Schenkerian analysis can 
help draw comparisons more sharply, it may provide a valuable tool for further research 
into jazz style. 

A deeper understanding of style also requires recognizing the "strategies" by which a 
work "solves" aesthetic problems (Meyer 1979). In these terms, Bill Evans' rich harmonic 
style shows an artistic economy of means. The sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths 
in his harmonic pallet typically result from the delay of dissonance resolution. Evans' strat
egies for integrating formal sections likewise involve a delay of dissonance resolution. 

As a further example of the power of Schenker's theories to explain elements of style, 
consider Peterson's harmonic choices. In the first chapters of Hawo'!J, Schenker (1954) 
writes that the motive introduces into music the possibility of associating ideas, and that 
through such association, the tonal system evolved modes with similar chords on their pri
mary degrees. A similar explanation might account for Peterson's choices of harmonies; the 
evolution of his harmonizations may mirror the evolution Schenker described. Peterson 
does not play the same chords in" 'Round Midnight'' that Monk and Evans play-some of 
his concealed repetitions would have been impossible without his reharmonizations. 

Recommendations for further study 

This book has suggested many directions for further research. Among the most 
promising, in my view, are the need to understand better how Schenkerian analysis may 
illuminate the integration of formal sections, the interaction of instrumental parts, the use 
of "formulas," and various aspects of jazz rhythm (on rhythmic displacement, see Larson 
1997-98b and 2006b; on swing, see Larson 1999b). 

Finally, I hope that this book will help further studies in the areas of Schenkerian 
theory and jazz practice to draw more careful distinctions: between art music and popular 
music, between jazz and classical music, between improvisation and composition, bet\veen 
technique and art, between intellect and emotion, and between theory and practice. 
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THE TRANSCRIPTIONS 

MONK'S LIVE RECORDING 

Thelonious Monk," 'Round Midnight," Monk's Greatest Hits (19 November 1968, Columbia CS 9775 and 32355). 
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MONK'S STUDIO RECORDING 

Thelonious Monk," 'Round Midnight;' The!onious Himself (5 April 1957), Riverside 12-253) 

re-issued on" 'Round Midnight" (Milestone M-47067) also on Milestone M-47004 and M-47064. 
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POWELVS INTRODUCTION 

Bud Powell," 'Round Midnight," Bud Powell (Quintessence QJ-25381). 
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PETERSON'S SOLO PERFORMANCE 

Oscar Peterson," 'Round Midnight," Freedom Song (20 February 1982, Pablo-2640-101). 
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EVANS' LIVE RECORDING 

Bill Evans," 'Round Midnight," Live at Shelky's Manne-Hole (30 or 31May1963, Riverside R-9487 and ABC 3013) 

re-issued on Time Remembered (Milestone M-47068) 

re-issued on Bill Evans: The Complete Riverside Recordings (Fantasy, Riverside R-018, 1984). 
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Evans' studio recording 

Bill Evans, '"Round Midnight," Conversations with Myself(Verve V6-8526). 
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NOTES ON THE TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Monk's live recording 

I have seen a fihn of Monk playing this piece. He did cross his hands occasionally. 

Section 

1A, 

1A2 

1A2 

2A, 

2A, 

2B 

196 

Measure Notes 

4 

2 

4 

2 

2 

On the second and fourth beats in the left hand, G3 is played 
softly or does not sound. 

On the third and fourth beats, the left-hand line G~3-F3 may 
also sound an octave higher. 

On the third beat, the left-hand chord may also contain F3. 

On the second bea~ in the left hand, B~3 is played softly or 
does not sound. 

On the second beat, in the left hand, A4 is played softly or 
does not sound. 

The pedal blurs together the left-hand chords of the first 
and second beats. 

On the second and fourth beats in the left hand, B~3 is played 
softly or does not sound. 

On the second beat, the second part of the right-hand triplet is 
played softly or does not sound. 

On the second eighth note of the third beat and on the fourth 
beat, E~S may also sound. 

Monk's studio recording 
Tom Darter transcribed the first part of this recording of " 'Round :Midnight." His 
transcription was published in Jim Aikin, "Two Views of 'Round Midnight A Classic Tune 
Then and Now," Kryboard (1985, 37-39). This article also features a partial transcription of 
a performance by Richie Beirach. 

Section 

1A, 

1A, 

IA, 

1A, 

1A2 

1A2 

Measure N ates 

1-2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Darter indicates C2 as the lowest note of the first chord. While 
it is difficult to tell, the lowest note may be F. 

Monk may have intended A~S (instead of AS) as the penulti
mate note of the run in this measure. (Cf. x 8, 1A1 8, etc.) 

On the second beat, the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

Gb4, struck on the third beat of measure 1, rings through the 
second beat of measure 2. 

Stem direction in this measure shows the voice-leading. The 
left hand probably plays some of the notes written on the 
upper staff. 

On the fourth beat, E~S is played softly or does not sound. 

On the third bea4 the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

Stem direction in this measure shows the voice-leading. 
The right hand probably plays some of the notes written on the 
lower staf£ 

There may only be two grace notes to the left-hand fourth
beat B~~2 (G2 and A~2). 
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lA, 

1A, 

lA, 8 

lA1 1-2 

1A3 3 

lA, 

1A1 

lA2 4 

2A1 

2A, 

2B 4 

ZB 

2B 

2A3 1-2 

On the fourth beat, Ab3 in the left-hand chord is played softly 
or does not sound. 

On the first beat, F4 (in the right hand) may have been 
played instead of F3 (in the left-hand). 

On the first beat, Bbz ~eft hand) may be tied over rather 
than rearticulated. 

Gb4, struck on the third beat of measure 1, rings through 
the second beat of measure 2. 

On the first beat, D3 may also sound in the left hand. 

On the fourth beat, Ab3 in the left-hand chord is played 
softly or does not sound. 

On the third beat, the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

Rather than adjust the durations of the fourth beat, Monk 
simply adds an extra sixteenth note to this measure. 

On the third beat, the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

On the third beat, the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

At the end of the measure, after the trill, Ab4 sounds. 

On the third beat, FS and A4 are played softly or do not 
sound. 

In the run, the final bracketed notes are played softly or 
do not sound. 

G~4, struck on the fourth beat of measure 1, rings 
through The first beat of measure 2. 

NOTES ON THE TRANSCRIPTIONS 

ZA, 6 On the third beat, the left-hand chord may contain D3. 

Rather than adjust the durations of the second beat, Monk simply 
adds an extra sixteenth note to this measure. 

Powell's Introduction 

The double-bass part sounds as written. (The bass sounds an octave lower than 
written in Evans' live recording.) 

Section Measure 

x 3 

x 5 

x 5 

x 6 

x 6--7 

x 7-8 

Remarks 

F3 ~eft hand) sounds on the third beat, but not on 
the first beat. 

Eb3 ~eft hand) sounds on the third beat, but not 
on the first beat. 

On the third beat, Ab3 (right hand) may also 
sound. 

It sounds as though the drummer changes hands 
to give shape to the sixteenths that have asterisks 
in this measure. The subdivision of the beat 
is neither duple nor triple, but lies between and 
has a "swishy" quality. 

The transcription may not accurately represent 
what Powell played on the last attack of measure 
6 and the first attack of measure 7. It is also 
likely that he did not intend to play the notes 
he played. 

The grace notes in the bass part precede the beat. 
It is difficult to hear their exact pitch. 
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Peterson's solo piano performance 

Where a right-hand melody has a compound structure, Peterson tends to emphasize 
its highest component line. The highest notes of runs tend to be accented. 

Section Measure Remarks 

lx 2 B~3 (right hand, first beat) is played very softly 
or does not sound. 

lA1 2 On the third beat, the second highest right 
hand line, G~4-Fb4-G~4, is louder than the 
highest right hand line (a third above). 

lA1 7 On the second eighth note of the fourth beat, 
C4 also sounds (right hand). 

1A2 2 On the third beat, M3 (right hand) is played 
softly or does not sound. 

lA2 2 The pedal catches E~4 (right hand) at the end of 
the second beat so that it rings through the 
beginning of the third beat. 

1B 3 The rhythm in this measure strongly suggests l. 

1B 5-7 The alternative counting marked in blue pencil on 
the transcription prepares the quarter-note triplets 
of measure 7. See also the comment above on 

the implicid in 1B 3. 

lA, 2 On the second sixteenth of the third beat, A~3 
(left hand) is played softly or does not sound. 

2x On the last eighth note of the measure, B~3 
(right hand) does not sound. 
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2x 2 

2x 2 

ZB 4 

2B 4 

2B 

2B 

2A 

2A 2 

2A 4 

2A 

3B 

3A 

On the first eighth note of the measure, Bb3 does 
not sound. 

On the second beat D4 is played softly or does not 
sound. 

On the second eighth note of the first beat, G4 
(left hand) does not sound. 

On the second eighth note of the third beat, the 
left hand chord may contain F3. 

On the second eighth note of the fourth beat, 
E~3 (left hand) does not sound. 

In the right hand run, Cb4 may not have been 
played. 

On the first beat, Bb2 (left hand) does not sound. 

In the run on the fourth beat, the fifth and 
sixth notes (D4 and D~4) may not have 
been played. 

On the second eighth note of the fourth beat, C~4 
(left hand) is played softly or does not sound. 

The right and left hands do not attack the second 
eighth note of the first beat together. 

On the fourth sixteenth of the second beat, DbS 
sounds along with E~S (right hand). 

On the first sixteenth of the third beat, Peterson 
may have intended to play F3 instead of G3 
(left hand). 
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3A 7 

3A 7 

3x 

3x 4 

Evans' live recording 

In the cadenza on the B~ 7 chord, the fourteenth 
note, C~6 is played softly or does not sound. 

In the pick-up to the next measure, C~S 
(right hand) is played softly or does not sound. 

On the third beat, B~3 (right hand) does not 
sound. 

On the second eighth note of the second beat, FS 
(right hand) does not sound. 

In the piano part, it was often difficult to tell whether or not chords that contain F4 
also contain FS. 

Drum parts played with the hands have been notated with upward stems; drum parts 
played with the feet have been notated with downward stems. A subtle double-time pulse 
is often projected by the brushes on the snare drum; this is notated more completely in 
lAt' measure 2, than in subsequent measures-thereafter, only the most audible attacks are 
notated. In some places (e.g., 1A2, measure 8), a stick is drawn down the cymbal; in these 
places, I've written "drawn" on the transcription. In other places (e.g., in 3A1, measures 
7-8, and 3A3, measure 3), I've notated cymbal strokes with the hands on the hihat; these 
may have been played on the cone of a ride cymbal. At any rate, their timbres differ from 
that of the strokes notated on the space for ride cymbal. W'hile the ratio between down
beat and upbeat sixteenth notes tends to be about 2:1, there are places where the ratio lies 
between 2:1 and 1:1 (e.g., in the drum parts of 1At' measures 2, and 1A3, measures 3--4). In 
3A3, measures 1-2, the drums play double double time. In many measures, I have placed a 
snare drum attack point in parentheses; here (usually on the second cighth note of the first or 
third beat) the left hand gives the stirring brush an extra impetus-a push rather than a stroke-in 
other places, the parentheses indicate a drum attack that is softer than surrounding attacks. 

Section Measure 

x 2 

x 2 

Notes 

On the first beat, FS (right hand) may be a 
harmonic of F4. 

On the first beat, F#3 (left hand) is soft or does 
not sound. 

NOTES ON THE TRANSCRIPTIONS 

4 

8 

lA2 

lA2 8 

lA2 8 

1A3 4 

1A3 

2A, 

2A, 

2A, 

2A, 

2A, 5-8 

On the first beat, E3 (left hand) is soft or does not 
sound. 

On the second eighth note of the third beat, B~3 
(left hand) is soft or does not sound. 

On the second beat, D4 (right hand) is released 
earlier than E~4, creating the impression of a 
long grace note. 

On the first beat, G 3 may have been played with 
the left hand. 

On the first beat, F4 may be just a harmonic of F3. 

On the last sixteenth of the measure, C~S does 
not sound. 

On the third beat, FS (right hand) is soft or does 
not sound. 

On the second sixteenth-triplet of the first beat, 
G~4 (left hand) is soft or does not sound. 

In the first two attacks of the second eighth-note 
triplet of the third beat, the second CS (right 
hand) is not rearticulated. 

In the first two attacks of the second eighth-note 
triplet of the third beat, Evans plays D4 instead 
of the notated E~4 (left hand). 

On the third and fourth beats, the execution of this 
difficult passage is a little sloppy. I've written what 
I believe he intended to play. 

Some of the second notes in the pairs of repeated 
notes may not sound again. 
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2A3 

2A3 6 

3A1 3 

4B 

4B 7-8 

4A 5 

4A 6 

4A 7 

4A 7 

5 

Evans' studio recording 

On the second eighth note of the second beat, 
AS sounds along with A. 

On the first beat, F4 (left hand) is soft or does 
not sound. 

On the first beat, C6 or FS may also sound. 

The bass begins as if starting an A" section. 

It is difficult to tell which chords contain F, and 
in which octave it appears. 

On the third beat, FS (right hand) is soft or does 
not sound. 

On the first beat, F4 (left hand) is soft or does 
not sound. 

On second sixteenth of the first beat, C3 (left 
hand) is soft or does not sound. 

On the fourth beat, D3 (left hand) is soft or 
does not sound. 

On the third beat, CbS is soft or does not sound. 

In the first six measures, Center plays a harp-like part. Some of the left-hand 
notes (often the first notated left-hand pitch in a group) in these arpeggios do not 
sound. 
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Section Measure 

x 2 

3 

x 

2 

1A1 2 

lA1 8 

lA, 8 

lA2 

1A3 2 

1A3 

y 3-4 

Notes 

[Right] B4 sounds softly at the end of the 
measure (after A4). 

[Right] Other notes may sound on the downbeat 

[Right] On the third and fourth beats, the notes 
written for the left hand may have been played 
with the right hand. 

[Right] On the fourth beat, E~4 (right hand) 
is soft or does not sound. 

[Left] Evans plays the motto in a rhythm 
more complex than the one I have notated. 

[Right] On the sixteenth note tied to the fourth 
beat, G4 (right hand) is soft or does not sound. 

[Right] On the second eighth of the fourth beat, 
Eb4 (right hand) is soft or does not sound. 

[Right] Other notes may sound on the downbeat. 

[Right] Other notes may sound on the and of two. 

[Right] On the thirty-second note just before the 
second eighth of the third beat, Bb3 (right hand) 
is soft or does not sound. 

Evans' rhythm here is more complex than 
the notation. 

[Center] It is difficult to be certain which notes 
sound in this measure. 
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2A2 4 [Right] The fourth note in the right hand is FbS (as 3B 4 [Center] Evans fits one more repetition of the 
written). FS also sounds at the same time. trill (two more notes) in this measure than notated. 

2A2 4 [Right] The last note in the right hand is F4 (as 3B [Left] Evans may have played the three attacks in 
written). G4 also sounds at the same time. this measure with the right, left, and right hands, 

respectively (i.e., the Bb2 played by crossing the 

2A2 6 [Right] On the downbeat, in the left hand, F3 does 
hand over). 

not sound. 
3B [Left] In the left hand, A3 is soft or does not 

2B 4 [Right] On the second sixteenth of the third beat, 
sound. 

in the left hand, cb3 is soft or does not sonnd. 
3A [Right] On the second triplet of the second beat, 

2B 5 [Right] On the fourth sixteenth of the fourth beat, in the upper staff (probably played with the left 

in the left hand, Eb3 is soft or does not sound. hand), Evans plays AbS instead of the notated 
GbS. 

2B 6 [Right] On the second sixteenth of the fourth 
beat, in the left hand, Eb3 is soft or does not 1-2 [Right] On the second sixteenth of the fourth beat 

sound. of measure 1 and on the second sixteenth of the 
first beat of measure 2, the lower notes last longer 

2A3 2 [Right] On the second eighth note of the fourth 
than the higher ones. 

beat, in the left hand, seventh Db-cb occurs 
2 [Right] On the second eighth note of the fourth slightly earlier than notated. 

beat, Eb4 (left hand) is soft or does not sonnd. 

2A3 3 [Left] On the third beat, Eb may also sound. 
8 [Left] The first three notes in the left hand are 

2A3 6 [Left] Ab may also sound in the right hand. 
sustained with the hand (hand pedal) while the 
sustain pedal connects and then releases other 
groups of notes. 

2A3 [Right] On the fourth sixteenth note of the fourth 
beat, G3 is soft or does not sound. 
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